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Poly(B-hydroxybutyrate) (PHB) and the related copolymer
hydroxybutjrrate-co-B-hydroxyvalerate)
polyesters produced by

much

poly(fi-

(PHBV) are naturally occurring

numerous microorganisms which have attracted

attention in the recent past as potentially commercial

biodegradable thermoplastics. The goal of the research described herein

from published

has been

to construct

evidence,

and common

results, novel

experimental

scientific intuition a conceptual,

model which describes at a molecular

physicochemical

level the hydrolytic

depolymerization of this class of polymer. Specifically, this research has

been focussed upon the enzymatic degradation of PHB and
catalyzed by the "A fraction" of purified extracellular

(PHBase) produced the

soil

PHB

PHBV
depolymerase

bacterium Pseudomonas lemoignei.

nxmiber of experiments are described which were performed

A

for the

purpose of preparing the model, the fimdamental tenets of which

UnUke

the more speciahzed polysaccharide depolymerases,

appears that the PHBase from P. lemoignei

vi

is

large

it

follow.

now

capable of attacking

PHB

(and similar polymers) via both the endo and exo modes of attack, and

because the adsorption

/

desorption equilibrium

multipHcity of the enzyme's attack
water, the degradation reaction
traditional,

Menten do not

apply.

kinetic treatment

When

small.

Because

PHB

is

insoluble in

heterogeneous in nature, and

is

homogeneous enzyme

is

the

is so rapid,

kinetic treatments like Michaehs-

Consequently, an alternative, heterogeneous

was required

the assumption was

to describe the

made

observed rate behavior.

that the adsorption of the

enzyme onto

the surface and the subsequent hydrolysis reaction involve discrete sites

on the polymer surface, the kinetic equation which was derived correctly
predicted the decrease in degradation rate observed at high enzyme
concentrations, and kinetic constants characteristic of the system could

be determined. The morphology of the polymer substrate greatly
influenced the degradability of PHB, such that

when

it

was the only

variable within a series of samples, degradation correlated inversely with
crystallinity.

Although some polymers structurally similar

to

PHB

could

be degraded by this enzyme, the enzyme exhibited a high degree of
specificity

toward the natural substrate, both in terms of chemical

composition and

tacticity;

these results suggest that the

enzyme required

at least a diad of structural units bearing the [R] chirahty in order to

catalyze hydrolysis. Although the

enzyme

is

modus operandi

of the P. lemoignei

similar to those of other

known PHBases,

of the

model developed

and the general applicabihty
of these differences.

vii

differences do exist,
is

discussed in light
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

Background
Although most commercial polymers were originally developed
specifically as inexpensive, environmentally-persistent materials, this

latter characteristic has in recent years

come

to

be seen as imdesirable,

particularly in short-term packaging applications. That

actual

mass percentage

is,

while the

of plastics in the solid mimicipal waste stream is

only 7%,"' the fact that such materials are not, for the most part,

biodegradable has become a source of public outcry and a symbolic
rallying point for environmentalist concerns.

a burst of interest in the

field of

As a

has been

result, there

biodegradable polymers. To replace

conventional plastics with degradable polymers does not necessarily

all

make

sense fi'om either an economic or an ecological standpoint; however, there
are applications of polymers where degradability

Such applications include

agricultural, medical,

packaging applications. Furthermore, the

is

highly desirable.

and even some one-use

fact that

biodegradable polymers are natural in origin
their production has no

is

many

attractive,

of the

both because

market dependence upon petroleum, and because

they are derived fi-om renewable resources. Although degradable

polymers are part of the solution

to the

municipal waste

crisis,

other

factors, including plastics recycling, are also important.

Among

the naturally occurring biodegradable polymers are

poly(hydroxy-butyrate) (PHB) and the related copolymer
poly(hydroxybutyrate-co-hydroxy-valerate) (PHBV), which are polyesters
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produced by numerous bacteria as an osmotically inert means of storing
carbon and energy.
class of materials

PHB

known

PHBV

and

are examples of the

more general

as the poly(p-hydroxy-alkanoate)s (PHAs), the

general structure of which

is

shown

in Figure 1-1.

CH3

H

(CH2),

*CH

—

X

CH

=

0

-

8

CO
n

Figure

1-1:

General structure for a poly(p-hydroxyalkanoate) (PHA)

For the copolymer PHBV,

homopolymer)

X ranges

to 1 (for the valerate

from 0

(for

the butyrate

homopolymer). For

produced PHAs, the chiral B-carbon (starred) possesses

all

naturally

solely the abso-

lute [R] stereoconfiguration,^^' such that these polymers are fully isotactic.

The predominant
although

naturally-occurring

PHBV is

also produced.

also been found in nature.

PHA is

the

PHB

homopolymer,

The octanoate polymer (PHO) (x=4) has

Numerous other

compositions, including ones

with functionalized side groups, have been generated, however, by feeding
the bacteria substrates they might not find in nature.^^^

The mechanical

properties of PHAs vary depending

of the pendant group. Because the

because

its

melting point

is sold

comparable in properties

whereas

PHO

is

applications of

PHBV is

is so brittle

the more commercially significant

a semicrystalline thermoplastic roughly
to polypropylene, as

shown

in Table 1-1,

a soft thermoplastic elastomer.^^^ Thus, potential

PHAs

are many.

and

thermal decomposition

under the trademark Biopol™ by the Zeneca

PHBV is

division of ICI.

homopolymer

is so close to its

temperature, the copolymer
material, and

PHB

upon the length

Table

Chemical and physical properties of poly(propylene) (PPf^\
poly(P-liydroxybutyrate) (PHB/^^ and poly(p-hydroxyoctanoate) (PHO)^^^
1-1.

Parameter

PP

PHB

PHO

171-186

171-182

60-64

-15

5-10

-35

65-70

65-80

-25

0.905-0.94

1.23-1.25

1.019

2-7

1-8

2

1.7

3.5-4.0

10^

MPa

39

40

9

%

400

6-8

350

UV resistance

poor

good

O2 permeability, cmVmVatm/d

1700

45

N/A

+

+

Melting Point, °C
Tg, °C
Crystallinity,

%

Density, g/cm^

Mw /

10',

g/mol

Flexural modulus,
Tensile Strength,

GPa

Elongation to break,

Biodegradability

tensile

modulus
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It is

not surprising that the bacteria which synthesize these
polymers

also produce the enzyme(s) needed for the subsequent
depolymerization,

as the intermediate products of such degradation

- namely

3-

hydroxyacids and low oligomers thereof - are metabolizable.
Under
aerobic conditions the ultimate products of such metabolism
are water

and carbon

dioxide.

In addition to these PHA-accumulating bacteria,

which produce the relevant enzymes

numerous other heterotrophic
capable of secreting
hydrolysis of

PHB

("scavenger") bacteria

e:>[;^racellular

and

an m^mcellular fashion,

in

and fungi are

depolymerases which catalyze

like polymers, for these

organisms are also

capable of metabolizing the organic acids so-produced. Because

capable of adsorbing proteins

non-specifically,^^^

contaminant protein has been shown

PHB

is

and because such

to severely

impede the action of

PHBase,^^^ for the purposes of the original research to be described
herein,

it

was desired

to

employ whenever possible purified depolymerase

as the only source of protein.

Several studies upon the enzymatic degradation of PHB,

("PHBA^"

will hereafter refer to

"PHB

and/or

PHBV") and

PHBV,

like

polymers

have been published, but consensus concerning a mechanistic kinetic

model of this reaction has been
Ymax

lacking.

Some

kinetic constants, such as

Km, for the depolymerases fi-om several organisms have been

published, but often these values were derived from the degradation of
soluble oligomers.

Traditional enzjrme kinetics, such as Michaelis-

Menten, were derived

for /lo/nogeneous systems, in

enzyme and the substrate are

soluble.

PHB, on

which both the

the other hand,

is

insoluble,

which means that

reaction.

McLaren^^'^' has published two articles detailing the unique

its

enzymatic degradation
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is

a /le^erogeneous

considerations which

must be made when studjdng heterogeneous

enzymatic reaction systems, and devotes a

fair

amount

of attention to the

enzymatic degradation of natural polymers. In addition, Huang and
Chou^^°^

have proposed a general purpose kinetic model

for

heterogeneous

systems, designed with biopolymer degradation in mind. More recently,
Mukai^^^^ has proposed heterogenous mechanistic kinetics for

enzymatic degradation which

differ

PHB

from traditional MichaeHs-Menten

treatment (see further discussion on kinetics below).

Biodegradation of Natural Polymers
Because the enzymatic degradation of PHB shares with the
polysaccharides the feature of heterogeneity, and because so

much more

has been published in the area of polysaccharide degradation,
reasonable to review

(briefly) the literature

it

seems

on polysaccharide

degradation, in search of general aspects which might be applicable to

PHB

degradation. First, however, will be presented a brief overview of

the general aspects which

all

enzjmaatic polymer degradation reactions

share. Following the discussion of polysaccharide degradation will be a
brief review of the biodegradability of synthetic polymers.

General Aspects

Whether

or not a polymer will be enzymatically degradable depends

upon a nimiber of factors, including

attributes of the polymer itself,

whether or not an enzyme

enzymes) has evolved in nature

which catalyzes

its

(or set of

degradation.

and

The naturally-occurring polymers, such

as cellulose, starch, proteins, and even natural rubber, are inherently

degradable in nature, as there are enzymes which have evolved over the
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eons

to expedite their

degradation to metabolizable subunits. Most

synthetic polymers, however, are not inherently biodegradable,
both

because they have not existed in nature long enough

have evolved

to exploit

them as a carbon

source,

constituent structural units often bear

little

which normally occur in the metabohc

cycles of

The enzymatic degradation
which the enzyme

first

depolymerases to

and because

resemblance

to

their

compounds

hving systems.

of a polymer is a two-step process, in

binds to the polymer substrate, and then

catalyzes a hydrolytic cleavage.
to the

for

The enzyme then

either remains

bound

polymer and catalyzes another cleavage, or dissociates and binds

somewhere

else.

The

ratio of the cleavage rate constant to the

dissociation rate constant defines the multiplicity of attack,^^^^ or the

average number of cleavage reactions which

The

initial

will occur before dissociation.

attack between the enz5nTie and the substrate can occur by

one of two modes, as shown schematically in Figure 1-2 below, in which

M represents a monomeric structural unit.
or end-wise, and the endo, or

random

are distinguished by both the

loci

which

result.

Exo attack occurs

These are known as the

scission, mechanisms,^^^'

at which they cleave

strictly at the

exo,

and they

and the products

polymer chain terminus,

often with a preference for one chain end moiety over the other, with exclusively

monomers

endo attack can, in

or small oligomers as the resultant products, whereas
principle, occur at

any location along the length of the

polymer chain, and a mixture of products
therefore, results
distribution,

much more

results.

Repeat endo cleavage,

quickly in shifting the molecular weight

whereas repeat exo ("unzipping") results in a much quicker

accumulation of the small metabolizable oligomers. In some systems,

such as the cellulose degraders, both modes operate in synergy.
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M-M-M-M-M-M-M-M/\

/\

^

/\

exo
Figure

1-2:

.

.

.

-M-M

/\

endo

Schematic difference between endo and exo modes of
initial enzyme attack upon polymer substrate.

Specific polymer attributes which influence biodegradation include

hydrophilicity, composition, configuration, morphology, mobility, molec-

ular weight, and the inter-relationship of

all

these factorsJ^^^ In general,

the more hydrophilic a polymer, the more susceptible
hydrolysis.

it

will

Specific composition is important, with ester,

be to

amide and

urethane bonds being the most readily hydrolyzed, and most likely
recognized by a hydrolytic enzyme. Most, but not

depolymerases show high

specificity

all,

to

be

naturally occurring

toward their substrates, and the

chiral configuration of the substrate is generally quite important, with

the enzyme rejecting any potential substrates which have the wrong substituency or stereochemistry at the active

site.

Morphology and molec-

ular weight come into play, as well, with crystalHne materials being less
readily degradable than their amorphous counterparts,

and lower molec-

ular weight polymers being more susceptible than their higher molecular

weight analogs to exo-type enzymes, due
concentration. Chain mobiUty
are, the

units,

more

to differences in

is significant,

since the

chain end

more mobile chains

accessible they are to the enzyme. Thus, "soft" repeat

amorphous

regions,

and^ow

Tg's contribute to degradabihty.^^^^

Polysaccharide Biodegradation

The two polysaccharides about whose enzymatic degradation
most has been published are starch and
7

cellulose.

the

The starch hterature

is

older,.and will be discussed

been studied

to a

much

first.

The

cellulose literature,

which has

greater extent at a fiindamental level, will be

discussed second.
Starch, Uke

PHB,

is

a naturally occurring, essentially insoluble,

storage polymer, which can be degraded enzymatically into metaboHzable

components, namely glucose and low oHgomers thereof. Several

microorganisms excrete starch depolymerases, known as amylases, and
these comprise both endo- and ejco-acting enzymes (as well as

"debranching" enzymes, which are necessary because the amylopectin

form of starch

is

branched). It has been reported by Fuwa^^^^ that the

enzymatic degradation of starches depends upon both the source of the
starch and the source of the amylase. That

same

activity,

is,

and the nature of the substrate

Robyt and French^ ^^'^'^ and

others' ^^'^^^

not

all

amylases show the

itself is also important.

have published review

articles

detailing the mechanistic aspects of amylase action. These papers cite

such factors as the multiplicity and the progressivity of enzymatic attack

and how these distinguish between the endo and the exo enzymes,

as well

as detailed theories about the nature of the active site in the amylases

from various organisms. Furthermore,

French'^^^ discusses, albeit briefly,

the effects of both molecular weight and crystaUinity of the starch (as
well as the inter-relationship of these two parameters)

degradabihty, concluding that crystaUine starch

is

upon

much

than amorphous starch, and that the degradation rate

is

less degradable

inversely

proportional to the degree of polymerization.
Cellulose

is

another natural, insoluble polysaccharide which

is

enzymatically degradable. As with starch, the degradation of cellulose
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is

generally administered in nature by a synergistic consortium
of enzymes

- including both endo

and exo depolymerases, and a dimer hydrolase

-

but laboratory studies have been performed using the various enzymes
both in isolation and in consort.
In a 1980 review article on the kinetics of cellulase activity upon
insoluble cellulose, Lee, Fan, and Fan,^^°^ describe the important factors of

the reaction system, and summarize attempts to develop mechanistic
kinetic models.

Because they

cite

the heterogeneity as the single most

important kinetic aspect of this reaction system,

it

seems

logical to expect

that most of the same general factors they describe for the
cellulose/cellulase

system

will also

apply

to the

PHB/PHBase

Specifically, they state (see their paper^^°^ for discussion

system.

and the

original

references) that:
(1)

formation of the enzyme-substrate complex

is

a non-trivial

reaction step, which can potentially be subject to
limitations, but that these limitations

seem

to

mass transfer

be minor, as

moderate agitation of reaction media seems, in general,

to

be

sufficient to negate these effects;
(2)

the Langmuir isotherm would appear sufficiently to describe the

adsorption of the enzymes to the substrate;
(3)

initial rates of degradation, at least,

mainly upon the amount of enzyme
(4)

degradation rate

is

(5)
It is

— under

be dependent

initially adsorbed;

appropriate conditions this

is linear^^^^;

the degradation reaction

known,

to

dependent, but not solely, upon accessible

substrate surface area

dependence

appear

is

inhibited by its products.

for instance, that this last assertion does not apply to

9

PHB,

but the others have not been disproven. Several kinetic models,

ranging from the empirical

but none

to the strictly theoretical

have been advanced,

fully considers the contribution to the kinetics of the
structural

nature of the polymer and the enzyme(s).

One
upon

which Lee, Fan and Fan largely overlook

factor

cellulose degradabihty of the structural

is

the effect

morphology of the

substrate, particularly the crystallinity, despite the fact that this
topic

on which much has been published. Several

authors^^^'^^"^^^

reported that the rate of enzymatic cellulose degradation

upon the
being

is

is

a

have

dependent

crystallinity of the substrate, with less crystaUine cellulose

much more

findings, in

readily degraded. Sasaki^^^^ has published similar

which he

explicitly correlates

degradabihty with level of

crystallinity.

PHB

Biodegradation

The

subject of enzymatic degradation of

attention, but very

little is really

known about

PHB

has received

much

the specifics of the

enzymatic degradation of either the native polymer or the
semicrystalline, non-native material. There has been
strictly hydrol)i;ic

some research

in

degradation of PHBA^,^^^"^^ in which parameters such

as molecular weight, crystallinity, and specific surface area were found to

be significant, so one might reasonably expect these same parameters

to

influence enzymatic hydrolysis. Indeed, the research which has been

done on

enz3aTiatic degradation of

PHB

supports a model similar to those

proposed for the polysaccharides, but has yet to be thoroughly proven.

Unlike the polysaccharases, PHBase seems

most a few similar

ones),^^°^

to be

which would appear
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but one enzyme
to act

(or at

predominantly in

the exo fashion, as low oligomers (mono-,
reaction products reported to have been

oligomer hydrolases from Alcaligenes
lemoignei^^^^

have been reported.

di-,

and trimer) are the only

detected,''"-''^

faecalis^^''^

It is possible

although discrete

and Pseudomonas

enzyme operates

that the

in a hybrid fashion, and published evidence to date arguing
in favor of

endo

activity includes the ability of A. faecalis

octamer of hydroxybutyric acid and
ester

bond except the one

recently

it

to

PHBase

to

closest to the

hydroxy terminusJ^^^ More

P. lemoigneP^^

PHBase from Aspergillus fumigatusP'^^

cyclic

hydrolyze linear oUgomers at any

has been shown that chemically cross-Unked

degraded by PHBase from

degrade

and

to

PHBV

was

fully

some extent by the

In addition, recent studies of the

degradation of PHB stereoisomers indicate that the degrada-tion products
of such materials have a larger degree of polymerization than the natural

polymer

'^^
J'*''

Studies with soluble ohgomers of PHB and purified

depol3mierase from P. lemoignei have actually suggested a more nearly
exo character, however, as only the second and third bonds in pentamer

were

cleavedJ^'^^

Regarding the degradation of the non-native
extracellular PHBases,

much has been

PHBV with

published as to which organisms

secrete extracellular PHBases^^°'^^'*^^ and the biosjmthesis

and

biodegradability of PHAs of various compositions, including as structural

units not only 3-hydroxybutyrate (3HB, the standard

4-hydroxybutyrate

(4HB),f*^^

and 3-hydroxyvalerate

Compositional and structural

effects

PHB

authors

all

but also

(3HV)J**^

have been investigated, as

introducing "un-natural" [S]-configurational structural

by varying crystalUnity through

unit),

well,
'^^"^^'

imits,^^®"'*^

by
or

heat-treatment^^^ *'^ or blending.^^^^ These

assert that crystalline

PHBV was much less
11

susceptible to

enzymatic degradation than
there

was a confounding

amorphous counterpart; however, often

its

factor,

such as molecular weight or

tacticity,^''

''^-

although degradation rate data for films of PHBV
subjected to
different thermal processes to yield different
crystallinities (all else equal)

clearly support this assertion/''^^

Kinetic constants for enzymatic degradation of PHB have
been

published for two different enzymes. Nakayama^^"^ has reported
values ranging from 73-131 pg/mL, depending upon which fraction of
the

depolymerase

fi-om P. lemoignei

similar valuesJ*" However, the
reproducibility, as both

been reported: 20

much

was

tested,

PHBase

lower and

pg/mL,^'°^ 13 ]ig/mL}^^^

and Mukai has published

fi-om A. faecalis

much higher

shows

values of

and 410 pg/mLj'^"

re-emphasized that these values are for insoluble

less

PHB

It

have

should be

substrate,

presumably in powdered form.

Numerous analogs

of

PHB

have been chemically synthesized,

either by the ring-opening polymerization of substituted p-propiolactones,
or

by feeding unusual carbon sources

have the generic structure shown
the

R

to bacteria.

in Figure 1-3, in

These materials

all

which the nature of

groups can vary. To date, there has

0

f

f

c

c

I

I

II

CO

R4

n

Figure

3-2:

General structure

been no report of a-substituted
biodegradable, but there

is

(Rj

for

and

PHB-analogs

Rg) p-polyesters being

evidence as to the effect upon susceptibility to

12

PHBase.of the substituents

at the p-position (R^

groups are -CHg and -H, the polymer

is

and RJ.

When

these

poly(p-butyrolactone), but unless

the particular structural unit has the absolute [R]
configuration
-H), it is resistant to degradation

by the known

implying that the enzymes' active

PHB

=

(i.e.,

depolymerases/^^ *^^

cannot tolerate a substituent at

sites

the R4 position. The specificity requirements for the R3 group, however,

would appear

be less

to

strict,

as homopolymers with either -CgHs^"^ or -H

have been shown

substituents'^^'

to

be degradable.

In addition to the stereospecificity which the
exhibit, they are also

known

to

PHBase enzymes

be highly selective for the P-polyesters.

It

has been shown that although the PHBases from several organisms were
able to degrade

PHB

(PPL) at comparable
Y-, 5-,

and

and the

achiral ^-polyester poly(propiolactone)

rates,'^^'^^'

they had

little to

no

ability to

degrade

a-,

The condensation copolyester poly(ethylene

e-polyesters.'^^'^^'

adipate) has, however, been

shown

to

be degraded by the

faecalis, at about one-third the rate of

PHB

or

PHBase

PPL, even though

fi-om A.

it

has

the same average spacing between ester groups as the y-polyesters,

which were degraded only
copolymers of

such as

3HB and

several other aliphatic hydroxyacids/lactones

lactide'^^\ 4-hydroxybutyrate,''^'*'

valerolactone'^^'
it

Although PHBase-degradable

sHghtly.'^^'

—

have been prepared,

was not simply the 3HB

e-caprolactone'^^'

it

and even

units within such copolymers which were
is

great interest in such

materials, however, because such comonomers partially disrupt the

PHB, making

it

more

processible.

Moreover, these

materials showed rates of degradation as measured by weight loss

comparable

to or

5-

cannot be stated for certain that

actually affording the degradability. There

crystallinity of

even greater than PHB.
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Biodegradation of Synthetic Polymers
That which

is

known about

the biodegradabihty of several

commercially significant synthetic polymers will be briefly reviewed in
this section.

By

design, this discussion

is

focussed primarily upon the

large volume, commodity polymers currently on the market.

Polvolefins
Polyolefinic polymers are
trillions of

by

far the largest

pounds consumed annually, and

are,

volume

plastics,

with

almost without exception,

highly resistant to biodegradation. Paraffins and very low molecular

weight (My, < 450) poly(ethylene) (PE) have been shown

to

be metaboHz-

able by certain microorganisms,'^^' so one promising strategy in the effort
to

make

biodegradable

PE

has been

to

copolymerize ethylene with small

concentrations of hydrolyzable moieties, such as cyclic vinyl
PolyCstyrene) (PS)
tibility to

by

and

microbial attack.

^'^COg evolution to

its

PS

esters.'^^'

copolymers have shown a slight suscep-

buried in

soil for

degrade by only 1.5%

butadiene copolymer in automobile

tires

-

was

four

3.0%,'^°'

months was shown
and the polystyrene-

partially degraded

by a

mixed population of microbes, as long as there was another carbon source
present to support co-metabolism. There

is,

however, ample evidence for

the microbial degradation of aromatic compounds, including monomeric
st3^ene,^^°' in

which the aromatic ring

itself is cleaved.

In his work on

PS

grafted to the complex, aromatic wood polymer hgnin, Meister has shown

that the fungal populations which are capable of growing on the Hgnin,
despite the presence of the PS, also effect the disappearance of the
itself,

PS

putatively by both backbone and ring cleavage as a result of the

redox potential estabhshed by the lignin-degrading enzymes.'"'
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Starch has been blended with commercial polyolefins, most notably
poly(ethylene) (PE), in an attempt to

make them

biodegradable. In order

to get appreciable degradation of such blends in microbially-active

environments, however,
that

it

was generally necessary

to

add so much starch

became morphologically co-continuous, thereby

it

drastically

sacrificing the properties of the blend relative to those of neat PE.

Furthermore, these blends disintegrated largely because the starch had

been degraded away, leaving essentially undegraded poly(ethylene)

dust,

although there has been some spectroscopic evidence which suggests that
the

PE

the

starch.f'2^

itself

One

had begun

to degrade, albeit at

notable exception to the

biodegraded

is poly( vinyl alcohol)

very slow rates relative to

dogma that

(PVA).

hydrophilic than the other polyolefins

—

polyolefins are not readily

PVA is
to

significantly

the point of solubility

keeping with the general trends discussed above,
readily in the right environment.

It

will

— and

in

degrade quite

has been shown that there are two

enzymatic steps involved in the degradation of PVA

by

more

—

oxidation, followed

hydrolysis.^^^^

Polvethers

The polyethers are more hydrophiUc than the

polyolefins, as every

repeat unit has an oxygen atom right in the backbone. The two simplest
polyethers are poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) and polyCpropylene glycol)

(PPG), both of which are soluble in water.

PEG

has been shown to

biodegrade in the presence of a bacterium of the genus Bacteroides, by

what would appear

to

be an extracellular depolymerase, although no

15

enzyme

PEG

of

..as explicitly isolatedJ^^^

up

to 20,000 daltons as

The bacterium was able

to subsist

on

a sole carbon source. The same

bacterium, however, does not touch PPG, implying
a high degree of steric
specificity for the

PEG.

Polyesters

The most commercially

significant polyesters,

namely poly(ethylene

terephthalate) (PET) and poly(butylene terephthalate) (PBT),
are resis-

tant to biodegradation because of the high Tg's resulting ft-om
their rigid,

aromatic structural

units.'^^^

However, numerous synthetic, aUphatic

polyesters, including poly(e-caprolactone) (POL)

copolyesters, have been
microbes^^^l

shown

to

and several condensation

be susceptible to degradation by

In addition, several such materials were

hydrolyzed by nonspecific fimgal

lipases.^^^^

Huang has

extensively the degradation of POL by fungi, and has
electron microscopy that the amorphous regions of
preferentially, with the crystallites

A

shown

to

be

studied

shown

via scanning

POL were

degraded

succumbing at a much slower

rate.^^^^

water-soluble, biodegradable linear copolyester of sucrose and

adipate has been sjnithesized using the bacterial protease proleather,

which, in anhydrous aqueous solution, catalyzes transesterification
specifically at the

06 and

CI' hydroxyl groups of sucrose.'^^^

interesting to note that the

same enzyme which

is

used

It is

to catalyze this

pol3mierization will, in an aqueous environment, catalyze its hydrolytic

depolymerization.

It is

speculated that other sugars could be so

copolymerized, and that light crosslinking of such polyesters would

render them insoluble, and, thus, more useful, without sacrificing their
biodegradability.
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Polvamides

The commercial polyamides
to biodegradation, largely

due

("nylons")

show very low

to their crystallinity

and high

susceptibility
Tg's.^^^^

However, given the plethora of nonspecific proteolytic enzymes
which are

known, there have been numerous attempts

to synthesize

polymers

containing amide bonds which would succumb to these enzymes.

and coworkers have shown that numerous

Huang

synthetic poly(amide)s,

poly(amide-ester)s, and, to a lesser extent, poly(ester-urethane)s were

hydrolyzed by subtilisin, an extracellular bacterial protease/^'^ For these
polymers, crystallinity and chain mobiHty were important factors in

determining degradability.

As proteins are poly(a-amino

acids),

one might reasonably expect

synthetic protein analogs to be proteolytically degradable, as well.

Indeed, this has been shown. Poly(L-glutamic acid)

endo and exo

proteases,^^®^

and a

is

degraded by both

crosslinked, substituted version of this

same polymer has been degraded by papain, with the degradation
dependent upon the crosslink

density.^^^^

Hayashi,

et al.,

rate

have

demonstrated in vivo degradation of numerous soluble synthetic copoly(a-

amino

acid)s

by the endopeptidase bromelain, and have correlated

degradabilty with comonomer composition and sequence, and with the

nature of the pendant

group.^^°^

Blends

There have been nimierous attempts

to

make composite

biodegradable materials by blending commercial polymers with one or

more biodegradable polymers. The
above, but there have been

many

starch

/

PE example was mentioned

others.^*^''^'^*^
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In

all cases,

however,

only the Jaiodegradable components actually
biodegraded. Blending can
facilitate biodegradation, though,

by disrupting crystaUinity and lowering

Tg's.

Theoretical Kinetic Considerations

Homogeneous Kinetics
Classical Michaelis-Menten

assuming a
1-1,

enzyme

kinetics^^^-^^^

series of elementary reactions of the

were derived by

form shown in equation

where S represents unbound polymer substrate, E represents

unbound enzyme, and ES represents the bound enzyme-substrate
complex.

^

E+S

K

ES

ES

(Ma)

E +P

(Mb)

Assimiing that the hydrolysis reaction (lb)
initial rate, or velocity, of the reaction, Vq,

shown

is

the rate-limiting one, the

can be written in the form

in equation 1-2.

Vo

= -d[S]/dt = kgCES]

The concentration

(1-2)

of the enzyme-substrate complex, [ES], can be

eliminated from equation 1-2 by making the steady-state assumption,
given by equation

1-3,

and

18

d[ES]/dt = 0 = k,[E][S]

-

(k ,+k2)[ES]

the mass balances given in equation

(1.

where

1-4,

enzyme

[Elo

= [ES] +

[E]

(l-4a)

[Slo

= [ES] +

[S]

(l-4b)

concentration, and [SJq

can be rearranged

is

the total substrate concentration. Equation 1-3

[ES]

shown

to give the quadratic

Michaehs-Menten constant

is

in equation 1-5, where the

= (k^+k2)/k^.

defined by

= [E][S]/Km = ([E]o-[ES])([S]o-[ES])/Kj,

Since equation 1-5

is

quadratic in [ES],

it is

substrate, [EJq

-

[ES] =

[E]o,

and equation

(1-5)

desirable to simpHfy

the extreme where the concentration of enzyme

When

[E]o is the total

is far

it.

In

greater than that of

1-5 reduces to equation 1-6.

the enz3mie

is

[ES]

=

[E]o([S]o-[ES])/Kj,

=

[S]o[E]o

/

(Km +

[Elo)

(1-6)

[ES]

=

[S]o([E]o-[ES])/Km

=

[S]o[E]o

/

(Km +

[S]o)

(1-7)

the limiting reagent, equation 1-7 results.

In the enzyme-limiting case, then, substitution of equation 1-7 into

equation 1-2 allows the rate of reaction to be rewritten in the form shown
in equation 1-8.

k2[E]o[S]o

Vo

=

k2[ES]

=

(1-8)
[S]o

+

19

Km

Equation

1-8 is the classic statement of Michaelis-Menten
kinetics.

Inspection of equation 1-8 reveals that at
reaction

is

when

[S]o

will

range from

» K^).

the enzyme

equation

concentrations the

predicted to be linear in enzyme, but that the
substrate

dependency

(when

all

first

order (when [S]o

The maximum

is

« K^)

to zero-order

velocity for such a reaction will occur

completely in the bound form, [E]o = [ES], as given in

1-9.

=

Vmax

kgCEJo

(1.9)

Incorporation of equation 1-9 into the reciprocal of equation 1-8 affords

the Lineweaver-Burk linearization of Michaelis-Menten kinetics equation.

Thus, a plot of

1/vo

against

l/[S]o

should give a straight

line,

with a Y-

intercept equal to l/v^^x* and an X-intercept equal to

[S]o

1/Vo

+

Km

=

Km

1

=

+

In the opposite extreme, then, where substrate
reactant, one

must use equation

(1-10)

is

the limiting

1-6 instead of equation 1-7.

Consequently, equations 1-8 through 1-10 take on different forms, where
the [SJo and [EJq terms are switched. These represent enzyme-limiting

Michaelis-Menten

kinetics.

k2[E]o[S]o

kJES]

(1-11)
[E]o

20

+

M

(1-12)

[EJo
l/v„
0

+ Kj,

=
-

Km

1

+

=

(1-13)

Heterogeneous Kinetics

The preceding

kinetics treatments were all originally derived for

systems in which both the enzyme and the substrate are soluble.

However, many natural enzymatic reactions take place under conditions

where the substrate
homogeneous

is

kinetics

insoluble, as with

PHB,

might be expected not

so the traditional

to apply.

According to the

heterogeneous kinetics treatment proposed by McLaren,^®^ assuming no
multiplicity of enz5miatic attack, an equation analogous to (1)

may be

written as follows, where Ag represent the substrate surface area:

k

k

^

Eo + As

EAs

4

Eo +

P

(1-14)

k.i

By

applying the Gyani equation, 1-15, which describes the partitioning of

the enzyme molecules between the solvent phase,
surface phase,

I, it

becomes possible

to derive

an

II,

and the substrate

equilibriimi constant, K,

for equation 1-14.

Cii

= KCi'^

Since phase

II is

(1-15)

an

insoluble, impenetrable solid capable of only surface

sorption, the concentration of

enzyme

21

at that surface is given by

sorption, ^he concentration of

enzyme

at that surface is given

by

(1-16)

where

represents the

surface Ag, and E, the

number

number

of moles of

of moles of

enzyme adsorbed on the

enzyme dissolved in volume

Vj,

as given by C. For partitioning of such a solute between a 3-dimensional
solution phase

and a 2-dimensional surface-adsorbed phase, n

predicted to be 2/3. Under such conditions, equation 1-16

Freimdhch isotherm.
case

when

It

the enzyme

is

is

known

as the

should be recognized that this can only be the
the limiting reagent.

Assuming, as above, that the
reaction

is

is

initial velocity of

the enzymatic

proportional to the concentration of adsorbed enz3mae, EAg,

gives equation 1-17.

V,0

= k'[EAs]

(1-17)

Here the enzyme mass balance
mentioned above,

[EJo

it

is

given by equation 1-18, and, as

has been assimaed that

= [E] + [EAsl =

C+

[S]

~

[SJq.

Incorporation of equation 1-18 into equation 1-17 gives 1-20 by
19,

where

(1-18)

E^A^i

way

of 1-

implicit within k" is the substrate surface concentration.

Vo = k'[EAs] = k'E^A^i = k'AsK[E]Wi = k"K[ET

(1-19)

Vo = k"K

(1-20)

([E]o

-

[EAs])'^
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Thus,

it is

when n

seen that

is

not unity, the initial reaction velocity

is

not predicted to be linearly proportional to the concentration of
enzyme

added

to the system.

Rather, the proportionaHty

is

expected to follow a

two-thirds power-law.

McLaren

successfully applied equation 1-20 to published data from

numerous heterogenous

catalytic systems, including enzymatic hydrolysis

of cellulose, starch, protein gels,

power slope

and

oil

close to 2/3 for each case

emulsions, and demonstrated a

where enzyme was

limiting/®^

Recognizing that the concentration of substrate surface within the

suspension

is

given by

[S]

= AgA^j, expression of equation 1-20 in terms of

both enzyme and substrate concentrations
as

shown

is

given within equation 1-19

in equation 1-21,

Vo = k'LEAg] = K'[S][E]"

where K'

is

(1-21)

a constant. Thus, unlike the enzyme-limiting statement of

Michaelis-Menten kinetics given in equation
linear dependence

More

1-8,

equation 1-21 predicts a

upon substrate concentration.

recently,

Mukai and coworkers have proposed an

heterogeneous kinetics treatment

for

PHB

degradation.^^^^

alternate

By

contrast to

both the traditional Michaelis-Menten and McLaren/Gyani/Freundlich
derivations, Mukai's

assumes that interaction between the enzyme and

the substrate occurs more than once. That

is,

consistent with

experimental evidence which has shown that the enzyme contains
discrete hydrophobic binding domains

enzyme

first

and

catalytic

domains

the

binds to the polymer substrate and then subsequently

s

23

the series of chemical reactions differs from that
given in 1-1 above, and
is

instead given below in 1-22.

E

+ S

ES-^S

Assuming the hydrolysis

ES

(l-22a)

E+P

(l-22b)

reaction to be the rate-limiting one, he derived a

rate equation of the form given in equation 1-23, where

K is the

adsorption equilibriimi

k^KEElo

=

k2[ES][S]

(1-23)
(1

constant

(k^/k.^).

From

concentrations ([E]o

enzyme

equation 1-23,

+ K[E]o)'

can be seen that at low enzyme

it

« K^), the reaction

is

predicted to be linear in

concentration, as with Michaelis-Menten.

sufficiently high

enzyme concentrations

([E]q

By

contrast, at

» K^), the reaction

is

predicted to be inversely proportional to the enzyme concentration. That
is,

beyond a certain "optimal" concentration of enzyme

reaction rate

is

([E]o

predicted to decrease with an increase in

demonstrated this very phenomenon

for the

= K^), the

[EJq.

Mukai

degradation of PHB

employing a number of PHBases, and was able

to fit

a linearized version

of equation 1-23 to the data. However, although there

is

no

explicit

provision in equation 1-23 for a substrate dependency, he showed that

such a dependency did

exist.^"^
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Two-Phase Model
Because
within

it

PBB/V

has been shown convincingly that crystalline regions

degrade more slowly than the amorphous regions^^^ '*^^
the

enzymatic degradation of semi-crystalline PHBA^ can be
treated as

if

the

substrate were a two-phase material, with the two phases
corresponding
to the

amorphous and crystalHne domains. Such systems can be

kinetically modelled as the parallel enzymatic reaction of
two
substrates/'^'

an approach which has been

cellulose degradation,

where differences

crystalHnity have also been observed/'®'
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qualitatively

apphed

in rate as a function of

to
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CHAPTER

2

PRODUCTION AND ISOLATION OF PHB DEPOLYMERASE
FROM CULTURES OF PSEUDOMONAS LEMOIGNEI
Introduction

Many

investigators have reported that

Pseudomonas lemoignei

will

PHB depolymerase (PHBase) when grown on succinate as the sole

secrete a

carbon source.

''"^^

In fact,

it

has long been known that P. lemoignei, unlike

most other producers of PHBase,

more than one such

enzyme,^^'

and recent cloning work by Jendrossek suggests that there may be

several J'^^

It is

will secrete

not clearly understood, however, either what causes P. lemoignei to

secrete

PHBase,

or

what biochemical regulation might be taking

Delafield demonstrated that P. lemoignei will produce

on

Ml 79 medium

place.

PHBase when grown

with any of a number of carbon sources, including

succinate, 3-hydroxybutyrate (3HB), acetate, pyruvate, and butyrate, but he

reported that the specific activity in the supernatant fluid of P. lemoignei
cultures

was greatest when succinate was employed

as the sole carbon

source at levels ranging fi-om 2.5 to 20 mM.^^^

Later work by Stinson

& Merrick^^^ was

nature of the production of PHBase when
succinate.

aimed at understanding the

P.

lemoignei was grown on

Their work showed that secretion of the depolymerase was

strongly dependent upon both succinate concentration and culture pH.

Their results indicated that below

pH

32

7 succinate

was able

to repress

secretion 5f the enzyme, but that above that

pH

could not. Furthermore,

it

they postulated that the

effect of both

enzyme repression was

related to the fact that P. lemoigneVs abihty to

metabolize succinate

is

pH and

succinate concentration upon

a strong function of pH.

Results and Discussion

Growth on Succinate

Work

in this laboratory with this organism during the period 1990-

1992 confirmed the earlier

reportings.^^^

A

purification technique

developed by Gilmore^^^ based upon those of Lusty and Doudoroff^^^ and

Nakayama,

et al.l^^

was

applied, and, despite

during the concentration steps due

huge losses of activity

to nonspecific

binding of the protein

to

the polysulfone ultrafiltration hollow fibers, a large stock of PHBase
fraction

A was

acquired and applied to several kinetic experiments

(described in Chapter

ten

liter culture

4).

Culturing and purification data from one such

are summarized in Table 2-1 and Figure 2-1.

In the present study, attempts to reproduce Gilmore's work,

however, were not consistently successful. P. lemoignei produced PHBase

when grown on

succinate, but the growth conditions

which would

optimize this production are not clearly understood. Of the

attempts at growing on succinate

were

successful.

The

summarized in Table

was grown on
sodium

results fi-om
2-2.

to

many

produce depol5rmerase, only a few

many

of these experiments are

In one set of experiments, one final culture

succinate, while a parallel culture

salt of 3-hyroxybutyrate (3HB).

33

From

was grown on the

the two graphs,

shown

in

Figure

can be seen that activity increased sharply
during the

2-2, it

exponential phase of growth, and then reach a
plateau at the same time
as did the culture density. Furthermore, although
plots of activity

time

for the

two cultures were almost identical up

activity in the

3HB

3HB

26 hours, the

culture reached a plateau, whereas activity in the

succinate culture continued to climb (see Fig.

note that the

to

vs.

2-2).

It is

interesting to

culture entered the stationary phase sooner than did

the succinate culture, but

its

pH

remained lower longer. These results

are consistent with those reported in the literature and point
up the
subtle interplay between

OD, pH, and

activity.

Inspection of Table 2-2 reveals a few trends. First of

seem that

to achieve

culture,

helped

it

to

high levels of

have used

secondary culture and

to

PHBase

PHB

all, it

would

activity in the final succinate

as the sole carbon source in the

have inoculated the

small inoculimi, such as less than 10

final culture

mLOD/L. Small

using a very

inocula also led to

long growth times, and high activity was only seen in cases

when

the

cultures took greater than 12 hours to reach the stationary phase. There

does not appear to have been a "trigger"

pH

at which point activity

commenced, although

in

pH

the activity maximized

at the point

of 7.2.

The

when

most cases where there was high

sensitive interdependence

was

activity, the

fairly low,

on the order

between pH, succinate

concentration and enzyme secretion reported by Stinson

&

MerricW^^

is

no

doubt responsible for the behavior seen here.

That there was high
secondary culture

is

activity in cultures

grown on

PHB

in the

not surprising because the organism had to produce

the enzyme in this case in order to survive. In

34

fact, this

step

was

introduced (by the author) essentially as an "enrichment"
technique to
exert a natural selection force in favor of bacterial
cells capable of

producing the PHBase.
inoculate

all liquid

It is

possible that the plate culture(s) used to

cultures used in these studies

which would explain both the
for succinate cultures

difficulty in

reproducing the earher work

and the "enrichment"

effect of culturing

However, why the small inoculimi was required
suspicion

was that a small inoculum

was contaminated,

is

not at

on PHB.

One

all clear.

resulted in the slower culture

growth, which might have influenced the production of the enzyme via
catabolic inhibition, for example.
test this hypothesis.
2-1)

different sizes of a single

inoculum: 1%, 2%, and 10%

(v/v).

shown

it

different

separate experiment

was designed

to

Three one-hter succinate cultures (#53a-c in Table

were inoculated with three

in Figure 2-3,

A

where

amounts of time

The

PHB

culture

results of this experiment are

can be seen that while the cultures took

to reach the stationary phase, the actual rate of

growth, as determined from the slope of the exponential phase, was
essentially the

same

in all cases.

Furthermore, in

all cases,

the cultures

achieved the same final OD. Interestingly, in none of these cases was
there appreciable

PHBase

However, in this case, the

activity.

inoculum was quite low, approximately

was due

to the

PHB

0.35,

and at

in suspension in the mediimi.

was repeated the next

day, after the

PHB

OD

of the

least half of this

When

OD

the experiment

preculture had achieved a

higher OD, the same result was seen: parallel optical density curves and
the same final OD, but

The preceding
method:

(1)

still

no

activity.

discussion highlights two of the difficulties of this

the dependence of PHBase production on culture conditions
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was much -less straightforward than had
all

originally

been thought, as doing

the "right" things did not guarantee activity, and

narrow window of time during which high

in

many

PHBase

its activity

was masked by

investigate this possibility, an

sole carbon

inhibitor, so it is possible that

of the seeming failures observed here there

present but

was a very

activity, if any, existed.

Mukai"^ has reported that when grown on succinate as
source, P. lemoignei will secrete a

there

(2)

was

really

this reputed inhibitor.

PHBase

To

ELISA immunoassay was run on one

final

culture which showed no activity, but the result was inconclusive.

However, even
depolymerase,

if

it

the

ELISA assay had shown

would not have proven

during the period of time
typically) the culture

it

would take

would continue

to

be a very practical assay, since

to
to

the presence of

run an ELISA assay (overnight,

mature, and quite possily

whatever depolymerase which might have been there would disappear.
Thus, for practical reasons,
for

which

it

it

made no

sense to begin purifying a culture

was not known that there was

verified in "real time" that there

was

activity,

activity.

quicker assay to verify the presence of

and

it

could not be

Needed was either a much

PHBase

or culturing conditions

free fi*om inhibition.

Growth on

PHB

Given the above-mentioned shortcomings, the decision was made
monitor for activity in the
also reported that

when

PHB

cultures themselves, since

P. lemoignei

to

Mukai had

was grown on PHB, the

inhibitor

did not appear.^^^ In confirmation of Mukai's findings, activity was
readily seen

when

the cells were grown on

36

PHB

(cultures #63-64 in Table

Furthermore,

2-1).

it

was observed that with

PHB

cultures there

was

activity over a very long period of time, as
can be seen in Figure 2-4,

which shows

typical culturing data for four identical, parallel
one-liter

cultures.

fact,

time,

it

In

not only did

PHBase

activity exist for long periods of

increased almost lineariy with time. Although the increase
in

activity over time

may have been due

was disappearing and,

therefore,

the the simple fact that the

becoming

less able to

adsorb

all

PHB
the

depolymerase, this possibility was not thoroughly investigated, largely

due

PHB

to the difficulty of separating the

Although

first

generation

PHB

from the bacteria.

cultures

(i.e.,

those inoculated

directly from a succinate preculture) took typically five days to reach

maturity, subsequent cultures grew up successively more quickly, a result

which further supports the theory that the use of PHB as
source

was serving

P. lemoignei on

PHB

carbon

what must have been a weak PHBase-

to enrich

producing culture on the

sole

plate.

was the

Another practical advantage

fact

it

was

readily apparent

to culturing

when

the hquid

cultures reached the stage of growth where there were high levels of

PHBase

activity,

because the

cells in

such cultures aggregated and the

supernate became distinctly yellow-green in

color,

a phenomenon

characteristic of pseudomonads growing below approximately

For these cultures, which started at

pH

6.8,

a

pH

culture growth

itself,

in the cultures

was being hydrolyzed. Inspection

can only be explained were

that cultures grown on

That enzyme

PHB

was somewhat

PHB

below
it

6.5,

pH

as well as

the case that the

pH

with growth.

activity could be observed at all in cultures
it
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PHB

of Figure 2-4 indicates

exhibited a decrease in

surprising, since

6.5^^1

implied that not

all

grown on

of the

enzyme

was

tightly

Rather,

bound

to the

PHB itself,

as would have been expected.

appears that the enzyme spent an appreciable amount
of time

it

free in solution.

That

is, it

would appear

either, contrary to

been assumed, that the binding equilibrium of the enzyme
substrate was such that

that there

it

what had

to the

favored the unbound form of the enzyme, or

was produced more enzyme than could

bound by the PHB. Results

possibly have been

be discussed in Chapter 4 favor the former

to

hypothesis.

Two

simple experiments were performed to investigate the

possibihty that the increase with time of PHBase activity in cultures

grown on

PHB

was due simply

to the decrease in the quantity of

PHB.

Culture #70 was grown on PHB, and after 90 hours of growth, the level
of

PHBase

activity in the supernate

was determined

^•mL \ As the culture was at this point rather
of

PHBase

fed

activity

an increase in the

mM PHB

level of

(i.e.,

PHBase.

It

mOD-min'

and because the

was lower than had been expected, the

an additional aliquot of 10

incite

old,

to be 5.0

culture

level

was

~ 1 g/L) in an attempt to

can be seen in Figure 2-5

that immediately following the addition of the

PHB

the

PHBase

activity

in the supernate dropped drastically and remained low for several hours.

However, by the follwing day the

activity

mOD/min. While

consistent with the hypothesis that the

PHB

this result

was

was back up

to

was adsorbing the depolymerase, thereby removing

supernate,

it

was not

conclusive, since

addition of a fresh supply of

PHB

it

to the

was

38

it

from the

also conceivable that the

PHBase-active culture resulted

in a sudden increase in the level of dissolved

cessation of PHBase production.

approximately 5

3HB, thereby

effecting a

Ev^n though
by

it

has been reported that the production of PHBase

P. lemoignei is not subject to product inhibition/'^

it

has been shown

that the production of PHBase by both the fungus A.
fumigatus^^^ and an
as-yet unidentified, gram-negative marine bacterium^'"'

the levels of monomeric

3HB

is

regulated by

in the culture. Thus, to ehminate the

possibihty that the disappearance of PHBase activity in the P.
lemoignei
culture following the addition of

PHB

was a

result of product inhibition, a

second experiment was performed. Four identical 50
generation

PHB

significant

PHBase

10

mL

second

cultures were allowed to grow for 36 hours until
activity

was observed. Each

flask

was then given a

mM aliquot of carbon source as follows: flask A received 50 mg PHB;

flask

B

63

flask

C

0.5

mg 3HB

mL

(in the

of 1.0

form of racemic sodium hydroxybutyrate);

M sodium succinate (pH 6.8); control flask D

received nothing. Following introduction of this additional carbon source,

the cultures were observed for
2-6, as in Fig. 2-5, that

PHBase

activity.

It

can be seen in Figure

immediately following the addition, the flask

culture showed a drastic decrease in

PHBase

activity, followed

A

by an

eventual increase. Only in the case of the control (flask D), however, did
the level of

PHBase

activity continue to increase with time, although

even this culture exhibited an eventual downturn in

activity, after

44

hours.

That the

level of activity ceased to increase

carbon sotirce to flasks

B and C

upon addition of more

implies a causality, particularly since no

plateau was observed in the control.

It is

these two cases, the level of free

measurable) PHBase activity ceased

{i.e.,

to increase because the bacteria ceased

39

postulated, therefore, that in

consuming the PHB, given the

presence cf the second, "better" carbon source. As
with the control
culture, the

time.

more

PHBase

The whole

level in flasks

issue of

PHBase

B and C

gradually decreased with

regulation needs to be investigated

closely.

The

results of the preceding experiments indicate that the

the cultures did, in

fact,

measurable PHBase

PHB

in

serve to adsorb the enzyme, and that the level of

activity corresponded only to that fraction of the

enzyme which was not adsorbed

to the substrate.

That there was a lag

period before which activity could be observed, and the fact that enzyme
activity decreased immediately

with this assertion, as
increased as the

PHB

is

growth conditions

was consumed. Moreover, the

The
#63

may

culture,

consistent

fact that the activity

longer period of time than in cultures

enzyme was

stable

under such

extended periods of time.

fact that culture

be due

much

indicates that the

for

is

the fact that the level of enzyme activity

did appear and persist for a

grown on succinate

PHB

upon addition of more

#64 had higher activity than either #63a or

to the fact that

#64 was a 5th generation PHB-grown

whereas #63a and #63b were only 3rd and 4th generation,

respectively.

This would imply that the

PHB

culturing was, indeed,

serving to "enrich" the cultures with PHBase-producing bacteria. The
purification of the

PHBase from

these cultures

the Gilmore-modified method^^' of Lusty

/

was

Doudorotf

below). Table 2-3 summarizes the purification of

also performed using
/

Nakayama^^^ (see

PHBase

fi-om the

combined supemate of cultures #63a and #63b, and Figure 2-7 shows the
elution of the

PHBase from

the final

CMC

column with an NaCl

step-

gradient. These results are consistent with those of Nakayama.^^^
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The

large

UV

volume 5 mL) most

absorbance corresponding to fraction #1
(elution
likely represented a mixture of
mostly

nonenzymatic

protein with some excess enzyme which
flowed through the column

without binding and was flushed out with the elution
solvent

When,

in later purifications, the column

buffer before

commencing the

protein had tailed

off"

UV

first

flushed with plain

elution, the absorbance

prior to the increase in activity

fraction of the depolymerase.

(culture #71).

was

due
due

to

nonbinding

to the

A

Figure 2-8 shows one such purification

In this figure, the specific activity, or ratio of activity
to

absorbance,

is

plotted instead of the absorbance

itself.

therefore, be seen that the peak in specific activity at

of 12.5

front.

mL corresponded to

high activity but very

It

can,

an elution volume

little

protein,

which

is

a

further indication of the purity of the fraction.

Antibodv Affinitv Chromatographv
In an effort to simplify the purification procedure, which
traditionally involves two separate hydrophobicity

/

ion exchange

chromatographic steps (see Experimental below), a simpler, one-step
,

antibody-antigen purification technique was also developed.

mL bed volimie)

affinity

A

small (~3

chromatography column ("affi-column") was

prepared (with the assistance/guidance of Dr. E.S. Stuart) and was used
to purify

some PHBase-active concentrated

results of one such purification are

shown

P. lemoignei

in Table 2-4.

supemate. The

The

large

increase in specific activity following application of this technique and the
fact the

SDS-PAGE

affi-column

analysis showed but a single

was performing

successfully.
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band indicated that the

However, when the column was

used repeatedly, the

efficiency with

decreased, indicating that

it

which

it

purified the

PHBase

was degenerating with time, which could be

due either

to

larger (~8

mL bed volume) column was

denaturation or elution of the IgG on the column.

trends were observed. With a

little

prepared, the

When

a

same degenerative

optimization, this affinity purification

tehnique could be perfected. However, as this area
of research was

deemed

too far afield of the author's primary thesis
objectives, fiirther

work was not performed.

Experimental

Culturing P. lemownei and Harvesting of Enzyme

Pseudomonas lemoignei was grown on M179

small 10

mM

succinate primary P. lemoignei cultures (typically 50-100

mL)

10) mineral

M179

/

medium and

a carbon source. In

all cases,

were inoculated with two scrapings from an M179
culture.

(see recipe in chapter

These primary cultures were allowed

to

/

succinate agar plate

grow at 30°C with

shaking until they entered the stationary phase, and then were used
inoculate a larger, secondary culture, typically 100-500

secondary culture contained either succinate or
source.

This culture was then used

either 4 x 1

L

or 10 L.

OD, pH, and PHBase
was produced

The

stationary phase.

as sole carbon

were monitored regularly

activity to determine

When

mL. This

to inoculate final succinate cultures,

final cultures

as the carbon source

PHB

to

when

to harvest.

was depleted and the

cultures were
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grown on

cells

for

Enzyme
entered the

succinate, as they aged

the increa&e in optical density slowed, a

then the

OD

maximum OD was

actually dropped as the P. lemoignei cells
began to clump.

Additionally, the

pH

increased during culture growth, although no

reproducible correlation between

pH and

onset of enzyme secretion was

observed, despite claims to the contrary in the Hterature.^'^
cultures

achieved, and

grown on

PHB

exhibited a decrease in

pH

By

with time, and the

meaningful measurements of optical density were impossible
because of the insoluble
periodically sampled

When

PHB

also in suspension.

and assayed

their activity reached a

for

to obtain

Cultures were

pH, OD, and

maximum,

contrast,

activity (see below).

cultures were harvested

by

centrifugation.

Activity

dispersed, 300

(<50

mM)

was measured by combining

pg/mL suspension

buffer

and

1

mL

of

PHB

2

mL

of a sonicated, finely

powder in either water or

dilute

of centrifuged supernatant culture fluid

("supemate") and then following as a function of time the change in
turbidity at 660

nm

(ODggo) of the mixture. Because

it

(data not shown) that this assay gave identical results

was demonstrated

when

the volimies

were scaled down by 60%, the assay was eventually performed using only
1.2 (as

opposed

to 3.0)

mL

total volume.

definition of activity in terms of a 1

since the rate of degradation

mL

Nonetheless, the earher

sample was retained. Thus,

was defined as the

turbidity, the culture's level of

PHBase

activty

rate of change in

was defined

in terms of

the turbidity change, in thousandths of optical density imits per minute

per

milliliter of

^•mL"^).

supemate

("milli-OD") per

minute per

mL (mOD-min

After each of the concentration and purification steps to be

described below, the remaining material was assayed for activity (see
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Table

2-1, Tor instance).

To ensure that the assay was being performed in

a regime where the degradation reaction was
first-order in enzyme, the
activity

was measured on

solution,

and the actual

diluted samples of the concentrated

activity

enzyme

determined by extrapolation (see the

discussion of degradation rate kinetics in Chapter

4).

Concentration of Enzyme

Once the supemate was separated by
it

was concentrated by

pumped under
membrane

ultrafiltration.

cells,

In this process, the supernate

was

pressure through a spiral, semipermeable "YMIO"

cartridge (Amicon, Beverly, MA)."" Thus, while water

other solutes below 10,000

the

centrifugation from the

membrane and

and

MW were forced via reverse osmosis through

discarded, proteins (including the depolymerase)

and

other macromolecular residue in the supemate were recirculated and
retained.

Using

this

and 800 mL. The

method the volume could be reduced

solution

to

was then centrifuged once more

between 200

to

remove any

residual, insoluble cell debris.

The protein

solution

either accomplished via

by

was then further concentrated. This was

ammonium

sulfate precipitation ("salting out") or

ultrafiltration using a smaller device.

A 350 mL

capacity stirred

cell

nitrogen pressure ultrafiltration device served quite nicely, and the

volume could be reduced

to

below 100 mL. After either of these steps,

the remaining protein matter was dialysed into 10
CaCla,

pH

7.4.

mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM

After dialysis, the protein solution was centrifuged again,

and then placed back

into fresh buffer.

ultrafiltration step proved to

Centrifugation prior to each

enhance greatly
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its efficacy.

Separatio il of Enzvme from Other Proteins

The contents
comprised

Although

all

it

of the dialysis bag after the final concentration
steps

the proteins excreted by P. lemoignei during
growth.

has been shown by

SDS-PAGE

(data not shown) that there

can be numerous proteins in the supemate,

depolymerase made up some 15-20% of the
content (see Table

2-1).

First, a

solution

total extracellular protein
to

be separated from

two chromatographic

this,

were performed.

DEAE

sephadex "column" was run batchwise. The protein

was combined with a quantity

beads (typically on the order of
solution)

could be deduced that the

The depolymerase then had

these other proteins. To accompHsh
separations'"^'^^

it

and vortexed

1

mL

of

DEAE

sephadex (dextran)

moist beads to

for 5-15 minutes.

At

pH

1

mL

7.4 both the

(diethylaminoethyl) groups and the depolymerase (pi ~
positive charge.

protein

10^^^)

DEAE
carry a net

Thus, while some proteins were retained by the beads,

the depolymerase (and other proteins) were not. The supemate was

separated fi*om the beads by either
dialyzed into 1

NaOH, pH

filtration or centrifugation,

mM Tris-succinate buffer, pH

4.9,^''

in either case with

ImM

4.9^^^

or 10

and then

mM succinate-

CaCl2.

This partially purified preparation was further purified by
additional ion exchange chromatography. After dialysis the

enzyme was

then passed over a carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) column. The enzyme

bound

to the negatively

charged

CMC, and

band by gradually increasing the
gradient. Fractions containing

could be eluted in a narrow

ionic strength of buffer with

an NaCl

enzyme were detected via the powder

turbidimetric assay, and then pooled and dialysed against the
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appropriate buffer, typically
CaCl,.

ImM

tris-HCl,

pH

8.0,

again with

ImM

Since enzymes are more stable in
concentrated solution, ftirther

concentration by dialysis against a reverse
osmosis agent, such as solid

CMC

or polyCethylene glycol),

was performed. Following

into the appropriate dilute buffer, the
final concentrate

and stored dry

in the fi-eezer until needed,

whereupon

dialysis

was

it

back

lyophilized

was

reconstituted with water.

Affinity

Column Preparation "^^

In previous studies in this laboratory, Gilmore had
injected some
rabbits with

PHBase

fraction

A purified

from succinate-grown

lemoignei cultures, and acquired aprroximately 20

from these rabbits (unpubHshed
this

serum were

results).

mL

P.

of high-titer

serum

The IgG (antibody) proteins

in

purified (by the author) fi-om the rest of the material in

the plasma serum by treating with sepharose beads to which had been
covalently linked protein A, a material which specifically recognizes and

binds IgG-type proteins. After rinsing the protein

any nonbinding

material, the IgG

A

column

to

was eluted from the protein

with a proprietary acidic "gentle elution"

buffer.

remove

A

column

After dialysis back to

neutral pH, analysis by ELISA"^^ revealed that the purified rabbit IgG

had a very high

titer

even after a 10^

dilution.

against PHBase; a positive reaction was observed

The

purified

again over the same, cleaned protein
covalently bound to the protein

A

A

IgG material was then passed
column, only this time

through reaction with

dimethylpimelimidate (DMP).
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it

was

Affinity

Column ODerafinn ^^^J

The sample

to be purified

was

first

dialysed into 10

mM borate-

buffered saline (BSB) while the column
beads were equilibrated with the

same

Then

buffer.

5

mL

of affi-column beads

and 3

mL

of dialysed

concentrated supernate were combined in a
screw-top test tube, and
rotated end-over-end at room temperature
and 10

allow the

PHBase

were transferred

to

to a

rpm

for

an hour,

to

bind to the antibody. Then the contents of the
tube

chromatographic column and allowed

to settle.

The

supernate was drained and retained as the "column
flowthrough." Then
the column

was rinsed with

distilled water,

and

collected until the A^,^ dropped to below 0.05.

brand

acidic "gentle elution buffer"

fractions collected until A280 < 0.05.
to neutral

pH

1

mL fractions

Then a

were

proprietary,

was appHed, and, again,

1

Sigma

mL

The column was then brought back

by rinsing with lOx borate buffered saline (BSB), and then

Ix BSB. The eluant fractions were tested for activity by the powder

turbidimetry assay, and those showing high specific activity were pooled

and dialysed

into neutral Tris-HCl,

and then treated in the same fashion

described above for fractions eluted from the
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CMC

column.

Table

2-1:

.

Purification of

PHB

Depolymerase from Pseudomonas

lemoignei Culture #9.

Fraction name:

crude*

post-

post-

post-

Amicon^

(NH,)2S0/

DEAE*^

11000

700

24

29.5

7.4

0.08

0.40

4.30

3.12

4.51

917

280

103

91.9

33.4

8.32

41.9

459

198

79.8

Total Protein
(mg)

91.5

29.3

11.0

5.8

0.59

Specific Activity

10.0

9.6

9.4

15.8

56.5

100

30.5

11.3

10.0

3.6

Total

Volume

finaP

(mL)
Activity

(mOD/min/mL)
Total Activity

(mOD/min)
Protein

(pg/mL)

(mOD/min/mg)
Activity Yield

(%)

"

^

^
^

crude supemate sampled directly from the culture
supernate concentrated approximately 10-fold by ultrafiltration
supernate further concentrated by ammonium sulfate precipitation
supernate partially purified by DEAE chromatography
fully purified supernate following CMC chromatography
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Table

2-3:
.

"Traditional" chromatographic purification^^^ of PHBase
from
culture of P. lemoignei grown on PHB as sole carbon
source.

Sample

Volume

Protein

Activity/mL

Specific

Activity

name

(mL)

(pg/mL)

(mOD/min)

Activity

Yield(%)

crude

4000

24

10

0.42

100

concentrate

120

73

28

0.38

8.6

final

10

3

14

4.5

8.1

Only 5 of 120
^

2-4:

^

mL concentrate was purified; yield is accordingly pro-rated.

SDS-PAGE showed

Table

"

only one major band at -55 kDa.

Affinity purification of

grown on

PHBase from a

culture of P. lemoignei

succinate.

Sample

Volume

Protein

Activity

Specific

Activity

name

(mL)

(^so)

(mOD/min)

Activity

Yield

concentrate

6

1.4

15

10

100%

eluant

10

0.20

8

40

89%*

SDS-PAGE showed

only one major band at -55 kDa.
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8.0

Figure

2-1:

Growth parameters

grown on 15

mM succinate.

for a 10 liter culture of P. lemoignei

Culture

OD

(<),

pH (), and

activity (O) are plotted as a function of the culture age.
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/

0.00

'

10

1

12

1

1

14

16

Duaration of Culture Growth

1

18

1

20

(hr)

Figure 2-3: Growth rate comparison of one-liter cultures (#57a-c) of P.
lemoignei grown simultaneously on 10
succinate, but inoculated with
different concentrations of a preculture grown on 1 g/L PHB. Culture OD
is plotted as a function of the culture age for the denoted inoculation
percentages (v/v).

mM

54

15
7.0

Duration of Culture Growth

(hr)

Figure 2-4: Typical data for a culture of P. lemoignei grown on PHB.
Culture pH (O) and supernate activity () of a 5th generation one-liter
culture grown on 1 g/L PHB (#64) are plotted as a function of culture age.
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6

0

24

48

72

Duration of Culture Growth

96

120

(hr)

Figure 2-5: Activity (O) and pH () of a one-liter culture (#70) of P.
lemoignei grown on 1 g/L PHB are plotted as a function of culture age.
At 90 hours an additional 0.5 g/L of PHB powder (~5 mM) was added to
the culture.
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culture

age

(hr)

culture

—

age

(hr)

—

and pH (
) of four parallel 50 mL
cultures (#72a-d) of P. lemoignei grown on 1 g/L PHB are plotted as a
function of culture age. After 36 hours, as marked by the arrows, a 10
concentration of the following carbon sources were added to the
Figure

2-6:

Supernate

activities

(

)

mM

cultures: (a)

PHB;

(b) 3-hydroxybut)n-ate; (c) succinate; (d) nothing.
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0

20

10

Elution

Figure

PHBase

30

40

Volume (mL)

Protein was
eluted fi-om a carboxymethyl cellulose column with two step-wise
gradients of NaCl. The Aggo (a), activity (O), and NaCl concentration
2-7:

final purification step (culture #64).

are plotted as a fiinction of the elution volume. 5
collected.
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mL

fi*actions

were

()

0

10

5

15

Elution

Figure

2-8:

PHBase

20

25

30

35

40

Volume (mL)

final purification step (culture #71), in

which a longer

pre-elutiuon rinse was employed. Protein was eluted fi-om a
carboxymethyl cellulose column with two step-wise gradients of NaCl.

The

activity (O), "specific activity"

concentration

()

(i.e.,

activity

/

Aggo) (a),

and NaCl

are plotted as a fimction of the elution volume. 2.5

fractions were collected.
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CHAPTER

3

TURBIDIMETRIC INVESTIGATIONS INTO
PHBV FILM DEGRADATION

Abstract

When

films of

PHBV

roughened and became

were subjected

visibly turbid.

The

to

depolymerase their surfaces

films' turbidity could

quantitated by through the use of a spectrophotometer.
that the turbidity of films of

PHBV increased

It

be

was shown

in a reproducible fashion

during the very early stages of degradation, but that the turbidity

reached a

maximum

afl:er

only a small extent of total degradation. For

extents of degradation less than this threshold value, however, increases
in film turbidity correlated well with weight loss. For a given set of
films, this correlation

was independent

of the concentration of

enz3^e

used in the experiments. Films degraded in a "pulse" fashion showed

less

weight loss than comparable films degraded in a "continuous" fashion,

due

to differences in the

dynamic evolution of the surface roughness. In

addition, while films cast from various lots of

turbidity

/

weight loss correlations, the

upon the substrate
esters of cellulose
films.

the

The

itself

showed

PHBV

exhibited similar

specific correlation

was dependent

Similarly, films cast from blends of
different correlations

than did plain

PHBV and
PHBV

film turbidity assay provided a semi-quantitative insight into

mechanism

of the enzymatic degradation reaction.

Introduction

When

films of PHBV were exposed to a depolymerase their

surfaces roughened and became visibly turbid. The scanning electron
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photomicrographs (SEMs) shown in Figure 3-1 reveal that
the roughness

which appeared was undoubtedly the

result of the etching of the surface

caused by a hydrolytic reaction catalyzed by the enzyme.
Furthermore,
is

believed that the appearance of this micro-roughness

was due

it

to

preferential removal of interstitial amorphous regions, which
resulted in

the exposure of the crystalUne domains within the semi-crystalline

polymer
of

film.

Because several authors have reported that biodegradation

amorphous polymer

polymer," '^^

it is

in these terms.

is

much more

rapid than corresponding crystalline

possible to interpret the photomicrographs in Figure 3-1

The

initially

smooth polymer surface (Figure

3- 1(a)) is

believed to represent a 'skin' of amorphous material which was rapidly

degraded

to reveal the

underlying crystalline domains (Figure 3- 1(b)),

which were themselves ultimately degraded,
degraded.

since such films completely

Afi:er 19.5 hours, (Figure 3-l(d)), the

channels into the

degrading polymer surface were both deeper and more numerous than
those at 3 hours (Figure 3- 1(b)) or 5.5 hours (Figure 3- 1(c)), and the
crystalline regions themselves appear to have

begun eroding. Surface

roughening was the basis of the semi-quantitative turbidimetric film
assay, which

was employed

for studying degradation of thin films of

PHBV.

Experimental

PHBV
The

was

PHBV used in these

studies

was obtained

fi'om Zeneca,

and

purified by reprecipitation fi*om chloroform solution prior to being

cast into films. Analysis of the

PHBV by
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a methanolysis

/

gas

chromatographic method'^' revealed
that the valerate repeating
unit
composition was approximately 20
mole %.

Cellulose Acetate Kstprg

The substituted

celluloses used in this study

were cellulose acetate

propionate (CAP) (obtained from Bayer)
and cellulose acetate butyrate

(CAB) (obtained from Eastman Chemical),
both

of which

had a

total

degree of substitution (DS) of
approximately 2.9 (out of a possible

The DS
for the

of the

CAB was

CAP was

3.0).

2.59 for acetate and 0.36 for butyrate,
while that

2.60 for acetyl and 0.24 for propionyl.

Solvent-Cast Films

Film of PHBV approximately 100 jam thick
were cast from 5%
solutions in chloroform onto glass casting
dishes.

The blend

films

(w/v)

were

prepared in a similar manner, with chloroform
solutions of the components to be blended thoroughly mixed in the
appropriate proportions
prior to casting. Films were allowed to age
for several weeks prior being

subjected to enzymatic degradation. Blend compositions
of

PHBV and 25% CAB
CAP"), and

("75/25 CAB"),

75%

75% PHBV and 25% CAP

50% PHBV and 50% CAP

(w/w)

("75/25

("50/50

CAP") were prepared.

way

measure enzymatic

Turbidimetric Powder Assav

This assay was used as a quick

800

]iL of

activity.

a }ig/mL suspension of PHB powder finely dispersed via

ultrasonication
solution.

to

was combined

Because the

PHB

in a plastic cuvette with

powder

is
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very

fine,

400

]liL

of

enzyme

such a suspension

is

very

turbid, with
0.70.

an

initial optical density at

As the enzyme degraded

660

of approximately

the polymer, the optical density
decreased.

For the purposes of this assay,
enzymatic
the rate of change of OB,,,.

nm (OD,,,)

One

activity

unit (U) of

was defined

enzyme

activity

in terms of

was defined

as that quantity which at 30°C
would effect a change in OB,,, of 0.001
(1
mOD) per minute.

Turbidimetric Film Assay

This assay was similar
instead.

A

the cuvette

4°C

to

film of
(i.e.,

PHBV

4-5

to the

powder assay, only a film was used

which would

fit

snugly against the window of

mm in width by 20-25 mm in length) was exposed at

a solution of the depolymerase for 15 minutes,
and was then

removed and rinsed

was then placed

to

remove any enzyme which did not bind. The film

into test tube containing

an appropriate volume of either

plain buffer or buffer/depolymerase solution and
incubated at 30°C.

In

the former case, this constituted the so-called
"pulse" rendition of the
assay, whereas in the latter case, in which the sample

remain incubating in the enzyme

solution, the assay

"continuous." Periodically, the film

was allowed

was referred

to

to as

was removed from the incubation,

rinsed with water, blotted, fiirther dried with a blower, and then
placed
into the cuvette.

As degradation proceeded the surface roughened, and

the opacity of the film increased. The optical density at 475

was taken

nm

(OD475)

at several points on the film at each time point, and the

results averaged.

Determinations of OD475 were relative to an

undegraded film reference. The film was then placed back
appropriate incubation solution.
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into its

Film Weight

Losis

Weight

losses

were determined by

after a given extent of degradation

0.01

mg on

difference.

was measured

to

The weight of a

film

a precision of 0.01

an analytical balance. Films which
were wet had

first to

±

be

rinsed with water, blotted, and then
fiirther dried with a blower
before

being weighed. Control experiments
verified that weights measured
after
this simple drying procedure were
indistinguishable fi-om weights
obtained after drying the film in vacuo for
several hours for

all

but the

thickest of films.

Attenuated Total Refle ctance Infrared Snectroscopv
(ATRIR)

ATRIR

is

a modified infrared technique, in which an
absorbance

spectrum of a sample

is

obtained upon only the outer several hundred

nanometers of the sample

surface.

The depth

to

which the sample

absorbed depended upon the refractive index of the
crystal used, but was

on the order of a micron. Using
sample

to

this technique, films of the

polymer

be investigated were placed on both sides of a nonabsorbant

germanium

crystal.

Bloembergen and

From such

spectra, the crystaUinity index (CI) of

coworkers^^^ could be ascertained as the ratio of the

absorbance of the crystalline-sensitive absorbance at 1382 cm^^
crystaUine-insensitive absorbance at 1185

an "absolute" determination
x-ray diffraction),

it

cm\

to the

While this index

is

not

of crystaUinity (such as might be obtained by

was shown by Bloembergen and coworkers

simple and convenient semi-quantitative indicator of sample
crystallinity.^^^
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to be a

Results and Discussion

Natural

PHBV Films

Surface roughening was the basis of the
semi-quantitative
turbidimetric film assay, which was employed
for studying degradation of
thin films of
2, in

PHBV.

Typical results of this assay are

which turbidity and weight

loss of

two identical

shown

in Figure 3-

PHBV

films

were

monitored as a function of both duration and mode of
enzyme exposure.
In the "pulse"

mode

of

enzyme exposure, a

film

solution of depolymerase for 15 to 30 minutes,
rinse,

and placed

into plain buffer at 30°C

and then

and weight. In the "continuous" mode

contrast,

when

the film was removed from the
into a second, buffeted

it

and monitored

turbidity

was transferred

was exposed

of

first

enzyme

at 4°C to a

was removed,
changes in

for

enzyme exposure, by
enzyme

solution, it

solution at 30°C.

can

It

be seen in Figure 3-2 that the film degraded by the "pulse" method
increased in OD475 linearly with time, until

whereupon the

OD

levelled.

The

similar rates of

first

OD

reached approximately

1.0,

film degraded via the "continuous"

method, by contrast, showed a sigmoidal
seen that over the

it

OD

vs.

time curve.

It

can be

few minutes the two films actually exhibited very

increase, but that the continuously degraded film

soon was soon increasing in turbidity more rapidly. This difference
attributed to the fact that although each film initially had the

is

same

quantity of bound enzyme, once the film subjected to "continuous"

degradation had begun to degrade, the additional enzyme present in the
buffer

was able

to

bind and participate in the degradation reaction. For

comparative purposes Figure 3-2 also displays the corresponding weight
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losses for each

f.ln>.

For

this assay,

maximum

turbidity represented the

point beyond which the assay
was insensitive to further
degradation.
From the weight loss data, it can
be seen that this corresponded
to very
little total degradation.

At the time when these experiments
were being performed,

it

was

thought that the difference between
the "pulse" and "continuousvariations of this assay

was related

to "continuous" degradation

to the fact that once

had begm.

to

degrade,

it

a film subjected

roughened and

surface area began to increase,
allowing more enzyme to bind.

conjunction with this imphcit
assumption,

it

was

its

In

also believed at the time

that the enzyme adsorbed very
tightly to the surface of the
substrate,

had been shown that a small quantity
of PHB powder was
capable of removing all of the activity
from diluted
since

it

samples of purified

enzyme

similar to those used in the film
studies. Moreover, Delafield had

described experimental results which he
interpreted to indicate that the
affinity of the

labelled

enzyme

PHB powder

for the substrate
to

was very

high.

He added

a reaction vessel in which unlabelled

already been allowed to begin

to

radio-

PHB

had

degrade in the presence of a less-than-

saturating quantity of enzyme, and found
that the radio-labelled

not immediately begin to degrade.^^^ Thus,
while

it is

now

PHB

did

appreciated

that this lag time could also be explained in
terms of a diffusion
limitation,

it

was understood

at the time to indicate that the

exhibited a strong adsorption affinity to the

Given

PHBase

PHB.

this fi-amework, the sigmoidal shape of the film
degraded in

the "continuous" fashion was attributed to the fact that
the reaction

proceeded in such a fashion as to generate an ever-increasing
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(to

a point)

substrate concentration, through
surface roughening, in an
"autocatalytic'
fashion.

To

test this hypothesis, a
"double pulse" experiment

was

performed. In this case, two
identical films were subjected
to "pulse"type degradation after
pre-incubation with a low concentration
of enzyme

and were allowed

to

degrade

to

an intermediate OD. The two films
were

then removed fi-om their plain buffer
solutions and one film was reexposed in the cold to fresh enzyme
solution whereas the other (control)
film

was exposed only

to plain buffer.

Both films were then rinsed and

placed back into the 30°C buffer solution
and allowed to continue

degrading in the "pulse" fashion. The result
of this experiment
in Figure 3-3.

It

is

shown

can be seen that after the second exposure,
the rate of

degradation of the

first film,

as determined by the slope of the
OD-time

curve, increased markedly, but continued
to follow an essentially linear

The increase

trajectory.

in rate indicates that additional

enzyme was

adsorbed during the second exposure.
It

was

later

shown that

at 30°C the enzyme's binding behavior is

such that the dissociated and adsorbed forms of
the enzyme exist in

equiHbrium
of

enzyme

(see Figures 4-12

and

9-1).

Only at very low concentrations

(relative to substrate concentration) did the
equilibrium favor

the adsorbed form. Given the slow rate of turbidity
increase in this

experiment (compare Figure 3-3 with Figure

3-2), it is

obvious that the

quantity of adsorbed enzyme was small. Because so Httle enzyme
had
initially

bound

to the films,

when

the

first film

sample was re-exposed

the enzyme, more enzyme could adsorb, as dictated by the binding
equilibrium.
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to

It

was speculated

this additional adsorption

was aided by the

increase in surface area after the
film had been allowed to
degrade.

However, when the "double pulse"
experiment was repeated using a
larger concentration of enzyme,
no such increase in rate

was observed

following the second enzyme
exposure. This result suggests that
despite
increased surface area no additional
enzyme adsorbed. Thus, it would

appear that the increase in substrate
surface area did

little to

increase

the dynamic rate of enzymatic
degradation, which suggests that the
"autocatalytic" effect observed in the
"continuous" film degradation case

was a

result of binding equilibrium effects
and/or differences in the

nature of the surface roughness created,
as discussed below.

Based upon the

results

shown

in Figs. 3-1 through 3-3, a schematic

hypothetical interpretation of the difference
between "pulse" and

"continuous" experiments

is

given in Figure 3-4. Because in the

"continuous" case there was enzyme present in
the incubation solution in
addition to that quantity which initially adsorbed
to the surface during

the cold pre-incubation, the effective concentration
of enzyme in this case

was greater than

in the "pulse" case, in which only that quantity
of

enzyme which bound
to

to the film

during the cold pre-incubation was able

partake in the reaction.
It is

not clear

an increase in

rate.

why

the increase in surface area did

little to foster

Future experimenters should consider the possibility

that the binding of the enzyme to the substrate

is

morphology-dependent,

as has been suggested by Abe for the A. faecalis PHBase.^''^ That

part of the reason the enzyme

amorphous material

is

due

is

is, if

able preferentially to degrade

to its increased probability of
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binding there,

the additional surface area
created upon degradation
would do

augment the degradation

reaction, since

little to

most of the surface area being

created would be the surface of
crystallites.
Additional insight into the nature
of the surface area which could

be generated by degradation was
revealed by high magnification, freezefracture

SEM,

as evidenced by Figure 3-5, which
shows cross-sectional

images of PHBV films degraded by the
"pulse" method
the top photomicrograph,
hole 1.5

^rni

(a),

for

50 hours. In

the fracture plane sliced directly
through a

deep which had been burrowed into the
surface. At a

magnification of 30,000x

it

can be seen that this hole had a complex

tunneling "morphology." In the lower
photomicrograph,

(b), is

a 20,000x

magnification of what would appear to be
invasive degradation of a

PHBV

crystallite

near the surface. The undegraded areas in this

superstructure are believed to be residual, less readily
degraded
crystalHne regions, and the dark regions on the
photomicrograph

represent holes where interstitial amorphous material
had been. Note
that in both instances the surface area was

have been the case

for a smooth,

much

undegraded

greater than would

film, despite the fact that

the holes were no more than 1.5 ]im deep into the bulk
of the film.

Attempts

to quantitate the surface area of partially

by both the
proved

BET

PHB

fruitless, since the total surface

powder of higher

To further

PHBV films

nitrogen adsorption and mercury porosimetry techniques

area of such films was too low. In

Chapter 6 are described more successful
of

degraded

efforts in

specific surface

which the degradation

area was studied.

investigate the applicability of the film turbidity assay,

a series of films of PHBV was subjected
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to

both "pulse" and "continuous"

enzyme degradation procedures
0.83,

and

2.5

U/mL,

at three concentrations
of enzyme: 0.28,

in total volumes of 3

mL. Figures

and 3-7 show

3-6

the turbidity changes of
these films as a function of
time, and the
corresponding film weight losses
are shown in Figures 3-8 and
3-9,
respectively.

It

can be seen that while weight
loss continued

to increase

over the duration of the study,
the increase in turbidity
ceased at
approximately 1.35 AU partway into
the study for the "continuous"
film.

The

"pulse" films never reached such
a plateau.

versus turbidity from these
experiments

is

A

plot of the weight loss

given in Figure 3-10, which

reveals that there was good linear
correlation between the two

parameters until the increase in OD,,,
reached a

which point the change

maximum

value, beyond

in turbidity no longer correlated
to the weight

can also be seen in Figure 3-10 that the
correlation curve was
independent of the initial concentration of
enzyme used to degrade the
loss.

films.

It

That

is,

independent of the amount of time

it

took to reach a

certain stage of degradation, the extent
of degradation was described

equally well by either weight loss or increase
in turbidity.

The
occurred

loss of correlation

when

between turbidity and weight

the turbidity reached a

loss

maximum emphasizes

which

the

differences between the two measurements.
While weight loss increased

continuously throughout the degradation process,

measure accurately

was

it

in the eariy stages of degradation,

difficult to

when

the absolute

weight loss was very small. By contrast, there was significant
increase in
turbidity very eariy in the degradation process, but an
eventual plateau

was reached, which corresponded
turbidity assay

is

to

a small weight

loss.

Thus, the film

particularly well suited for studying the very early
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stages of enzymatic degradation

measurements are
turbidity

difficult

when meaningful weight

and time-consuming

measurements can be made

loss

to obtain.

Because

in real time, one can follow,

essentially uninterrupted, the progress
of the degradation of a given

sample. Moreover, since the trends in Figure
3-10 appear to be a general

phenomenon, the changes

in film turbidity could be used to
predict the

weight

loss, as

known

for the particular material in question.

long as the correlation between the two
parameters was

As discussed below, the

correlation did vary from material to material.

For both the "pulse" and "continuous" modes of
degradation,
turbidity correlated well with weight loss. However,
the correlation did

not transfer fi-om "pulse"

to "continuous."

"pulse" sample in Figure 3-2

The

fact that at four

had similar turbidity but

significantly less

weight loss than the comparable "continuous" film (7.5%
indicates that turbidity alone

The

loss of correlation

when

was not a

between weight

the turbidity ceased to increase

development of a "roughness

11.3%)

and turbidity which occurred

beheved

to

be due to the

fi^nge," or layer of etched material, in the

degrading films, which achieved

maximimi OD475) rather

vs.

direct indicator of weight loss.

loss

is

hours the

quickly.

maximum

roughness (and, hence,

This "roughness fringe" then

maintained a quasi-steady state roughness as subsequent weight
occurred.
level of

From

That

only until this "fringe" had achieved

its

maximum

roughness did the increase in turbidity mirror the weight

the scanning electron photomicrographs in Figure 3-5,

deduced that

The

is,

this "roughness fiiinge"

stereoscopic pairs of

was on the order of

SEM photomicrographs
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loss

it

loss.

can be

1-2 ]im deep.

in Figure 3-11 offer

further evidence that the roughness fringe
existed primarily at the
surface of the films, regardless of the
It

might be reasonable

mode

to expect the

of degradation.

two groups of films

developed different roughness fringes. Specifically,
to expect the "continuous" film to have

excess

enzyme present

it

have

might seem

had a "shallower"

in the solution (see Figure 3-3)

to

logical

fringe, since the

was capable

of

degrading the tailing edges of the fringes (those closest
to the original
surface), while the initially adsorbed

enzyme degraded the

frontier edges

(those furthest in fi-om the original surface). In the case
of the "pulse"

enzyme exposure, however, there was present no

excess

enzyme which

could bind to the taiHng edge, so one would predict a "deeper"
fringe.

That

is,

a comparable extent of roughness on a "pulse" film should

correspond to a smaller weight loss than on a "continuous"
expectation

is

SEM

This difference in fringe depth can also be

data, as

shown

photomicrographs correspond
their OD475

This

consistent with the data for optical density versus weight

loss plotted in Figure 3-2.

inferred from

film.

had increased by

in Figure 3-12, in

to films

1.0

AU.

which both

which had been degraded until
It

would appear

for photo (a),

corresponding to "pulse" degradation, that there was a greater
penetration into the surface
greater

number

{i.e.,

a deeper fringe), as suggested by the

of very dark regions, which presvmaably correspond to

channels so deep no electrons were captured. Such regions are far less

common

in photo

(b),

which corresponds

to film

degraded via the

"continuous" mode.

The very
fact that the

existence of the "roughness fiinge"

amorphous regions surrounding the
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is

attributed to the

crystallites

were

preferentially degraded.

If this

were the

case, one

would expect

to see

an

increase in the crystallinity
of the film, especially at
the surface. To test
this hypothesis, films
degraded to differing extents by
the "pulse" assay

were analyzed by attenuated

total reflectance infrared

(ATRIR)

spectroscopy, employing a
modified version of an assay
described by

Bloembergen and

PHBV

coworkers.^^^

In their report dealing with
the kinetics of

crystalHzation, they described a
simple, semi-quantitative

transmittance IR assay for measuring
in real time the crystalHnity
of a
film of PHBV,

and defined a (dimensionless) crystalHnity
index

(CI) as

the ratio of the absorbance of
a crystalline-insensitive IR peak to
one

which was

crystalline-sensitive.

which had been degraded

to

The CI

at the surface of films of

various extents, was determined from
the

ATR-modified infrared absorbance spectra

and coworkers showed that

PHBV,

for these films.

this index increased

Bloembergen

with time from -0.40

to

-1.00 as polymer which had precipitated
from solution was allowed to
crystaUize.

It

can be seen in Figure 3-13 that this index,
and hence the

total crystallinity within approximately
1

pm

of the surface of the

films, increased during the very early
stages of degradation.

It

PHBV

should be

noted that these increases in CI, while significant,
were not very large.
It is

believed that this slight initial increase was
due to the removal of

the outer "skin" of amorphous polymer on the
solution cast films,
consistent with the interpretation offered above for
the photomicrographs

shown

in Figure 3-1. That the

CPs

for "pulse" films increased

more than

for "continuous" films is consistent with the
preceding discussion
diff"erences in the "roughness fiinges" for the
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on

two modes of degradation.

Additional

upon a

Winuous"

degradation experin^ents
were perfonned

series of 10 fitos cast
from a separate lot of

PHBV

also

employing three concentrations
of enzyme. While
these samples
exh.b.ted highly reproducible
changes in both turbidity
and weight (data
not shown), their
behavior differed markedly
from the series of films
discussed above. The
average increases in turbidity
and

weight for this

latter series are given
in Figures 3-14

good correlation between
weight

loss

and

and

3-15.

Once again, there was

turbidity,

pendent of enzyme concentration,
as shown

up

to

a point, inde-

in Figure 3-16.

However in

this set of experiments,
the greatest observed
increase in film turbidity

was approximately

about one-half of that
described above. Hence
while the trend in Figure
3-16 is similar to that in
Figure 3-10 the
correlation

appear

0.8,

was markedly

to be a general

different.

Thus, while such a correlation
would

phenomenon, the

specifics of the correlation
are

dependent upon the substrate.
Presumably, variations in
morphology
between films prepared from

different lots of a similar
material resulted

in different types of surf'ace
roughness,

Blends of P HBV and

The

r:pll.,lose

and hence

different turbidities.

Esters

film turbidimetry assay

was

also used to study differences
in

the degradability of PHBV
and blends of this biopolymer with

commercially available, highly substituted
cellulose esters. As shown in
Table 3-1, the neat PHBV films
degraded much more rapidly than either
the blend with

CAB)

blends.

25% CAP

(75/25

Over a 60 hour

CAP)

or the blend with

period, the

PHBV film

25% CAB

lost

(75/25

an average of

5.20 mg, whereas the two blends lost an
average of 1.45 and 0.55 mg,

75

The data

respectively.

in Table 3-1 also

two identical experiments

for

29 hours

show the

for the

film turbidity results of

two blends.

It

can be seen

that the increase in film turbidity
was, indeed, smaller for the 72/25
CAB
blend, with the 75/25 CAP having
exhibited an average increase in OD
of
1.45 in 29 hours, but the 75/25

data on the

OD

of

PHBV,

CAB

only 0.22. In order to obtain

the experiments were repeated with
a smaller

concentration of enzyme. In addition, films
of the blend with

CAP) were

(50/50

made on
and the

OD

also tested.

and weight

loss

50% CAP

measurements were

these films concurrently for degradation times
up to 52 hours,

results are

When
weight

more

loss,

summarized

the changes in
as

shown

OD

in Table 3-2.

of these blend films are plotted against

in Figure 3-17, correlations similar to those
in

Figures 3-10 and 3-16 are observed. Moreover, although
the trends are
the same,

it

can be seen that each material gave

correlation curve. Since the turbidity of a film

scattering of light by

its surface,

is

rise to

a different

due largely

to the

any differences in the nature of the

evolving surfaces for the various films would give rise to differences
in
the turbidity.

SEM

photomicrographs of partially degraded films of the

various blend samples are shown in Figure 3-18.

It

can be seen that the

surfaces of these films do, indeed, have a distinctly different appearance

as compared to the film of plain

due

PHBV

to the complex, partially miscible

Specifically, it

shown

in Figure 3-1,

morphology of the

can be seen that while the 50/50

CAP and

presumably

blends.^®^

the 75/25

CAB

films exhibited similar surface morphologies, the average size of the

phase-domains within the 50/50

and they scattered more

light

CAP

were

less

than

1

jam in diameter,

than the larger domains in the 75/25
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CAB

films.

TWs

difference,

™„st HUe.., accounts

for the differences
in the

turbidity / weight loss
correlations of the two
blends.

Combined with weight

loss

measurements and electron
microscopy

he turbidimetric film
assay provided a
semi-quantitative insight into
thj
degradation mechanism.
However, because in this
assay the turbidity

being measured was
largely from the scattering
of light by the exposed
crystallites, the results
from this assay were not
directly comparable
with
results from the same
assay performed upon
different 61ms, because
morphology differed from aim
to film. Consequently,
a more quantitative

measure of enzymatic degradation
had
described in the following
chapter.
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to

be developed. Such an
assay

is

''''

average of tw7repl"ates

PHBV

75/25

weight

time

AOn
AOD

ince
loss

CAP

AOD

,

loss

<A.,
0.0
14.5

75/25

weight
.r.r.

0.00

2.30

-P-««"t^ an

''""'^'^-^

.

AOD

CAB
weif^hf
^^'^^^

-

loss

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.15

20.5

2.95

0.50

38.0

0.20

4.05

0-85

0.25

4.75

1.15

0.45

5.20

1.45

0.55

48.0
60.0

0.0
1.0

5.0
7.5

10.0
12.5

16.0
19.0

23.0
26.0

29.0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.05

0.03

0.28

0.03

0.82

0.06
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0.05

1.25

0.11

1.15

0.15

1.35

0.19

1.45

0.22
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50/50

CAP
weight

AOn
^^^OD

.
i

Table

3-2:

Weight

and PHBV/cIl

ln«« ^r.^

•

l^aT

bl

'"""'''^ ^^->

of PHBV

the experiments
shoZ\TZuri\Z''T'''''\''''^'y^'
represents an average
tabulated value
of two replicates

^75^
AOD

0.00

3-5

«0

AOD
^OD

23.0
^'•0
45.5

«20

0.00

0.00

0.35
1.32
1.42
1.45
1.44
1.45

CAP

weight
|„3s

C
loss

AOD

(mg)

00

50/60

0.16

0.70

1.35

1.60

127
1.27

0.10
o!o
nil
0.20

!

J;
1.62

0.40

0.27

197
1.97

"0

2.00
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0.75
'.11
0.95

(A,,,)

0.00

;o"o"
0.00

0.50

1.05

0.00

(mg)

0
0.
0.04

^

000
0.05

000

0.09

0.10
"-^^

2"?

0.15

0.50
0.63

(n,g,

°f
0-50

0.06

0.20

0.55

0.20

0.75

0.30

(a)

(0

(d)

Figure 3-1: Scanning electron photomicrographs
of films of PHBV
degraded to various extents, (a) 0 hr; (b) 3 hr;
(c) 5.5 hr; (d) 19.5 hr
bcale bar = 1 jum:
,

,
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0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

Duration of Enzymatic Reaction

Figure

3-2:

Comparison of "pulse" (O)

vs.

"continuous"

()

(hr)

degradation.

Film turbidities are plotted as a function of degradation time
The labels on the curves represent weight losses.
81

5.0

for each.

0

30

60

90

120

Duration of Degradation Reaction

Figure 3-3: Results of the "Double Pulse" assay. At the point marked by
the arrow, film 1 () was re-exposed in a "pulse" fashion to a solution of
depolymerase, whereas film 2 (O) was exposed only to buffer.
82

CO

o
o

O

CO

83

P'^'-'o^^^graphs of freeze-fracture cross-sections
of PHBV
films subjected to 50 hr "pulse"
degradation, (a) 20 OOOx
magnification showing "morphology" of
a 1.5 pm deep hole; (b) 20 OOOx
magnification showing what appears to
be invasive degradation of a
FHBV crystallite. Scale bar = 0.5 jim:
•'

f9^v^
(20%V)

«.
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1.4

1.2

E
c
ID

O
1.0

^

0.8

Q

J
0.6

0)
CO
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L_

O

0.4

0.2

0.

10

15

20

Duration of Degradation Reaction

fl^inJt' !r'^''
'"^'""'^"'^^"^

'^^^^^
of PHBase. (O)
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d^^^ded
2.5

U/mL;

25

(hr)

in the "pulse"

()

0.83

U/mL;

Duration of Degradation Reaction

Figure

3-7: Increase in turbidity of films of

PHBV degraded

(hr)

in the
"continuous" fashion, for three concentrations of
PHBase (O) 2 5 U/mL() 0.83 U/mL; (<) 0.28 U/mL.

86

Duration of Degradation Reaction

Figure

3-8:

Weight

loss of films of

for three concentrations of

PHBV

PHBase. (O)

U/mL.
87

(hr)

degraded in the "pulse" fashion,

2.5

U/mL;

()

0.83

U/mL;

(<) 0.28

Duration of Degradation Reaction

Figure

3-9:

Weight

loss of films of

PHBV

degraded in the "continuous"

fashion, for three concentrations of PHBase.
(O) 2.5
(<) 0.28 U/mL.

88

(hr)

U/mL;

()

0.83

U/mL;

Film Weight Loss (mg)

Figure 3-10: Increase in turbidity as a function
of weight loss for "pulse"
(O) and continuous" () degradation of PHBV
films, for the three

concentrations of PHBase represented in Figures 3-6
through 3-9

89

90

Figure 3-12: Scanning electron photomicrographs of identical films
of
PHBV degraded to an increase in turbidity of 1.0. (a) "pulse" degradation;
(b)

"continuous" degradation. Scale bar = 2 jun:

92

1.05

Duration of Degradation Reaction

Fi^re

3-13:

degraded

ATRIR-determined

to various extents in

crystallinity indices of

(hr)

PHBV films

both the "pulse" and "continuous" fashions.
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5

10

15

20

Duration of Degradation Reaction

(hr)

Figure 3-14: Increases in turbidity of films of an alternate
lot of PHBV
degraded in the "continuous" fashion, for three concentrations
of PHBase
(O) 2.5 U/mL; () 0.83 U/mL; (<) 0.28 U/mL.
94

5

10

15

20

Duration of Degradation Reaction

Figure 3-15: Weight losses of films of an alternate

lot of

in the "continuous" fashion, for three concentrations
of
U/mL; () 0.83 U/mL; (<) 0.28 U/mL.

95

25
(hr)

PHBV degraded

PHBase

(O) 2 5

2

3

4

Film Weight Loss (mg)

Figure 3-16: Increases in turbidity plotted
against weight loss for films of
an alternate lot of PHBV degraded in the
"continuous" fashion, for three

concentrations of PHBase.
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0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Weight Loss (mg)

Figure 3-17: Increases in turbidity plotted against weight
loss
PHBV/CAE blends degraded in the "continuous" fashion.
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for films of

Figure 3-18: Scanning electron photomicrographs
of PHBV/CAE blends
partially degraded in the "continuous" fashion,
(a) 50/50 CAB; (b) 75/25
CAP. Scale bar = 1 ^m:
,
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CHAPTER 4
KINETICS OF PHBA^ DEGRADATION

Abstract
Although the naturally produced
polyesters poly(P-hydroxybutyrate) (PHB) and
Poly(P-hydroxybutyrate-co-P-hydroxyvalerate)

(PHBV) have long been known
depolymerases, until recently

to

be readily biodegradable by
appropriate

little

was known about the

specific

fundamental, kinetic aspects of this
type of enzymatic degradation
reaction.

The purpose of the work described
herein has been

to

under-

stand the kinetic details of this
reaction by studying the interaction

between the extracellular

and both

PHB

PHB

powder and

of titristatically

depolymerase oi Pseudomonas lemoignei

solution-cast films of

PHBV.

Kinetic analysis

and turbidimetrically determined rates of
degradation

has revealed that the observed degradation
behavior was inconsistent
with classical Michaelis-Menten kinetics.
Depending upon their relative
concentrations,

enzyme and substrate each exhibited a range

dependencies from zero-order

to first order.

of kinetic

Moreover, at high relative

concentrations of enzyme, the reaction rate actually
became inversely
proportional to

enzyme

the model

proposed by Mukai upon which

This

first

new model

concentration.

A new

kinetic treatment, unlike
it is

based,

is

derived.

correctly predicts the observed variations in kinetic

dependence of both enzyme and substrate, and

it

successfully describes

previously published kinetic data for this and other

100

PHB

depolymerases.

IntroducHnn
Several studies of the
enzyniatic degradation of
PHB (and similar
polymers) have been pubhshed,
but until recently there
had been Uttle
effort to formulate

many

even a crude kinetic model
of this reaction. Rather

investigators

had

tried to

fit

their data to existing

enzyme

kinetics

models, such as Michaelis-Menten,
One early exception to this rule
was
the treatment proposed
by McLaren™ for developing
heterogeneous

enzyme

kinetics treatments, as
discussed in Chapter

Using traditional Michaelis-Menten
constants v„„ and

K„

for the

PHB

1.

kinetics, the

fundamental

depolymerases (PHBases) from several

organisms have been determined,
but often these values were
obtained by
studying the degradation of soluble
oligomers instead of insoluble
polymers. However,

K„

values for the polymer degradation
reaction

ranging fi-om 73-131 pg/mL have
been reported
isozymes from Pseudomonas

lemoignei}^'^'

for the

two PHBase

These values were determined

from the degradation of insoluble,
powdered PHB, presumably isolated
granules, although

little

information was prvided concerning
the details

of the experimental conditions
under which these constants were

obtained.

The

traditional Michaelis-Menten

enzyme

kinetics

which were

applied in these earlier kinetic studies
were originally derived for

homogeneous reaction systems,

in

which both the enzyme and the

substrate are presumed to be soluble. However,
since
insoluble substrate,
reaction,

and the

its

enzymatic degradation

is

PHB

is

an

a heterogeneous

kinetic models need to be altered to reflect this,
as

discussed below. The development of such a modified
kinetics treatment
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was the primary

objective of the research
described in this chapter

In

order to generate kinetic
data with which to test the
various kinetic

models which have been
pubUshed, samples of PHB
powder and PHBV
solvent-cast film were subjected
to degradation by fraction
A of the
PHBase from Pseudomonas lemoignei
at several substrate

and enzyme

concentrations, and the reactions
monitored by titrimet.y and
turbidimetiy. The kinetics models
to be tested were described
in Chapter

1.

Experimental

The

PHB
The

and

PHRV

polyesters used in these studies
were purchased from

Biopolymers and/or Aldrich.
microscopy that the

PHB

It

was determined by scamiing electron

particles

used in these studies were essentially

smooth spheres with an average diameter
of approximately 600
Figure

6-1).

For such

particles, a specific surface area of
8.0

nm

(see

m2/g can be

computed, a result which was corroborated
by measuring the surface

by nitrogen adsorption

(see

Chapter

5).

In order to retain the nearly

uniform, nearly spherical particle size of
the
received, whereas the

PHBV was

purified

PHB

powder,

it

was used as

by reprecipitation from

chloroform solution prior to being cast into films.
Analysis of the

by a methanolysis

/

PHBV

gas chromatographic method^''^ revealed that the

valerate structural unit composition was
approximately 20 mole %.
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arej

Solvent-Casf

T^iirnc.

Films of PHBV approximately
100

pm

thick were cast from

(w/v) solutions in
chloroform onto glass casting
dishes.

5%

Films were

allowed to age at room
temperature for several weeks
prior being
subjected to enzymatic
degradation.

Turbidi metric Powder As.say

This assay was used as a
quick way to measure
enzymatic activity
In th,s assay, 800
of a stock suspension of

PHB

powder

finely dis-

persed via ultrasonication
was combined in a plastic cuvette
with 400
of enzyme solution. As
the polymer was degraded
by the enzyme, the optical density of the
suspension decreased. For the
purposes of this assay,

enzymatic activity was defined in
terms of the rate of change of
"

One

OD

660'

unit (U) of enzyme activity
was defined as that quantity which
at

30°C would

effect a

change in 0D,,„ of 0.001 per minute

a suspension with an

initial

PHB

(1

mOD/min)

for

concentration of 200 ]Lig/mL.

Weight Loss
Film weight losses were determined
by

difference.

The weight

of a

film after a given extent of
degradation was measured to a precision
of

0.01 ± 0.01
to be rinsed

mg

on an analytical balance. Films which
were wet had

first

with water, blotted, and then further dried
with a blower

before being weighed. Control experiments
verified that weights

measured

after this simple drying procedure

were indistinguishable from

weights obtained after drying the film in
vacuo for several hours for

but the thickest of films.
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all

Titristatir MMhr.,]

This assay was used

to ascertain the
initial rate of

enzymatic

degradation, by measuring
the rate at which sodium
hydroxide had to be
added to maintain pH by
8
continually titrating the
organic acids
produced as a result of the
degradation reaction. The
reactions were

conducted in a 13 x 100
so as to

mm test tube, into which the pH probe fit

minimize exposure of the
reaction

to the air

snugly

(and thereby

minimize the contribution of
atmospheric CO, to pH shift).
Reaction
volumes of 1. 2, and mL
4
were utiUzed. Into the tube
were placed the
polymer sample to be degraded
(film or stock suspension)
and enough
additional distilled water to
bring the total to the desired
value, a 10

magnetic

stirbar.

When PHBV

film

and

PHB

an aliquot of purified

PHB

was used, the sample was weighed,

dimensions measured

maintained in the

finally,

(to

fiuid

determine the

such that

it

initial

its

mm

depolymerase
macroscopic

bulk surface area), and

stayed completely immersed.

When

powder was used, an aliquot of a
sonicated stock suspension of PHB

(one such stock suspension, for
instance, consisted of 12.5

powder

in 100

mL

distilled water)

mg PHB

was used. Control experiments

performed without agitation gave
essentially the same
that there were no mass transfer
limitations

rates, indicating

to the reaction rate.

Results and Discussion

PHB

Powder

/

PHBV

Film Titrimetrv

Titrimetric determinations of degradation
rate are quantitative

because they measure directly the degradation
reaction by titrating the
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aad groups formed

as a result of ester
bond hydrolysis. This assay
was
apphed both to various
qconcentrations of PHB powder
in

suspension and

to films of various
sizes cut

from one large film of
solvent-cast

PHBV

In

all cases,

the polymer was subjected
to degradation by
varying amounts
of purified PHBase A
from P.
lemoignei.

Two

PHB

similar sets of titration
experiments were performed using
powder. In the first set, 2
reaction volumes were

mL

employed, and

reaction rates were measured
for a series of four
enzyme concentrations
for the fixed surface
concentration of PHB equal to
20 cmVmL (0.25

mg/mL). The results of this

Shown

shown

in Figure 4-1.

graphically in Figure 4-l(a) are
the titration curves used to

determine the degradation

shown

set of experiments are

rates.

The double-log

plot of rate vs.

in Figure 4-l(b) indicates
that, indeed, the degradation
rate

increased as the concentration of
enzyme was increased, but in a
nonlinear fashion, since a power-law
slope of approximately 0.67 was
observed. Thus, the reaction rate
was not first-order in enzyme
concentration, and the heterogeneous
kinetics treatment of McLaren"^

(equation 1-20) would appear to apply.

Three additional

were performed,

for

sets of

which 4

PHB

powder degradation experiments

mL reaction

volumes were used. These rate

data are listed in Table 4-1 and plotted
in Figure
be seen that in each case an

[E],

4-2, ft-om

power dependence very

which

it

can

close to 0.67

was

obtained.

Because films of PHBV have a much lower surface-to-volume

than the powder, their degradation allowed higher
investigated.

The

rate data for the degradation of
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ratio

[E]o-to-[S]o ratios to

PHBV films

be

are shown

in Table 4-2

and Figure

4-3.

From

the spacing between
the curves in
.

Figure 4-3, one can compute
a power dependence of
the reaction rate
upon the enzyme concentration,
for

Th,s power-law slope

is

any given substrate
concentration

on the order of 0.30, much
lower than the value

of 0.67 obtained for the
powder, and, once again, not
the value of unity

wh,ch would have been predicted
by a Michaelis-Menten
treatment.
Because in the film degradation
experiments substrate was the
limiting reactant, application
of classic Michaelis-Menten
kinetics to the

data in Figure 4-3 by means
of the Lineweaver-Burk
linearization
(equation 1-10) afforded excellent

to the degradation rate

fit

data for a

given enzyme concentration.
Fit. of the Lineweaver-Burk
equation to the
data are shown in Figure 4-4.
Computed values of the standard kinetic

parameters of K„ and v„„, along with
the substrate power slopes
discussed above, are listed in
Table 4-3.

It

can be seen that a consistent

value for the Michaelis-Menten
constant of approximately 1.1

was obtained. Thus, while equation

1-8

would

fail to

cmVmL

predict a 0.30 or

0.67 power kinetic dependence on the
concentration of the enzyme, for a
fixed enzyme concentration it offered
an excellent prediction of the

substrate dependence. This finding
was the

Michaelis-Menten kinetics

fail to

first

evidence that classic

predict correctly the behavior observed

in this system.

In adequacies of the Michaehs-Menten
treatment notwithstanding,
this

new

1.1

cmVmL

value for

those listed above. If it
that the values of

is

agrees within an order of magnitude of

assumed

(for lack of

evidence to the contrary)

reported above, which averaged 0.1 mg/mL, were

determined from degradation of isolated
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PHB

granules similar to those

used .„ the present study,
then the values can be
compared

directly,

by

conversion fron> n>ass
concentration umts to surface
area concentration
umts. Assuming a PHB
specific surface area of
8.0 mVg (see Chapters

and

6),

the 0.1

mg/mL

value converts to 8.0

order of magnitude of the

PHB

had had a lower

even more

1.1

cmVmL. which

cmVL value reported here.

specific surface area, the

Figure 4-3 are, in

1-8. this

[S]„.

Nakayama's

fit,

the

fits to

PHBV film

the data plotted in

as listed in Table 4-3. According
to

would mean that

smaller than
it

If

based upon a power law, and
each curve shows a

fact,

0.75 power dependence upon

cmVmL.

within an

closely.

degradation rate data offered
excellent

much

is

two values would agree

Although the Lineweaver-Burk
treatment of the

equation

5

K^,.

[S]„

was neither much larger nor

Given the ascertained value for

can be seen that, indeed.

[S]„

K„

of 1.1

and K„ were of comparable

magnitude.
Conversely,

it

can be seen in Figure 4-5 that the
enzyme-hmitng

statement of MichaeHs-Menten

kinetics, as given in equation 1-11,

correctly predicts the behavior of
the
for in these experiments

PHB

powder degradation rate data,

enzyme was the Hmiting

reactant.

Similar

results have been previously reported
for the degradation of PHB
powder.f^^

However, as was mentioned above, the reaction
was not linear

in substrate, as would be predicted
by equation 1-11.

Thus, while

seem

to

it

can be seen that equations

1-8, 1-11,

and 1-21

all

apply to some extent under various limiting
circumstances,

inspection of the data presented in Figures 4-1
through 4-5 reveals that

none of these equations

correctly predicted the degradation rate behavior
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of both the powder and
the

filn,,

since

none allows

for

s^ultaneous

vari-

ations in the kinetic
dependence of both enzyme and
substrate. Because
each of these kinetic
equations was derived under
a different set of

bmiting assumptions, each
in the regime

where

The data

its

only applicable

is

- and

then only partially

-

speciHc assumptions are
vahd.

in Tables 4-1

and 4-2 indicate

that, for the

range of

concentrations explored, there
appeared to be true saturation,
as beyond
a certain Ceaturating")
concentration of enzyme, the
reaction became
zero-order in enzyme. This
finding

is

consistent with earlier data

presented by Gilmore and
coworkers™ using the same PHBase,
and by
Mukai and coworkers'" for the A.
faecalis PHBase. However, for
a given
quantity of enzyme, the rate
continued to increase as the
amount of

polymer substrate was increased, and
no true saturation point was
observed. That is, over the range
of concentrations

investigated, the

kinetic dependence of the rate
upon polymer concentration dropped
significantly from first-order as
polymer concentration

was increased, but

never became zero-order. This result
implies that the enzyme was not
always or essentially always adsorbed
to the polymer, but rather existed
it

for

an appreciable percentage of time

probability of re-binding,

in the free form,

where

its

and therefore catalyzing more degradation,
was

proportional to the total available polymer
surface area. Conversely,

when

the

increase

enzyme was

its

in excess, increasing its concentration did

little to

probability of being bound.

The more

recent publication of Mukai and coworkers on the

heterogeneous enzymatic kinetics of PHB degradation
challenged the
traditional

paradigm concerning

this reaction,
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by introducing the notion

that the substrate partakes
in the reaction twice,
as outHned in equation
1-22. While the results
presented herein were
consistent

with this new

kmetics treatment, the
characteristic decrease in rate
at large enzyme
concentrations had not been
observed. In order

more

fully to test the

general apphcability of their
kinetics, the range of
concentrations
explored had to be expanded.
The results of such experiments
are
described in the following
section.

PHB

Powder TurhiHimpfr^.

The turbidimetric powder assay
has been used by many people
quantify the rate of

measured

is

PHB

degradation.^^-^ -^ In this

is

the decrease in scattering
due to the disappearance of the

powdered substrate, which
simplicity

assay what

to

is

a direct indicator of degradation.
The

and quantitatively reproducible nature
of this assay

being chosen in this work as the
standard means by which

to

led to its

determine

the activity of a given enzyme
preparation, as long as a sufficiently
large
dilution of the

rate

was

enzyme was employed

linear in

so that the observed degradation

enzyme concentration

particularly useful as a reproducible
real time, the level of

PHBase

(see below).

means

This method proved

for assaying, essentially in

activity in cultures of Pseudomonas

lemomnei, and in samples obtained during the
purification process used
to obtain the isolated

depolymerase enzyme (see Chapter

Numerous experiments conducted

2).

at a variety of both

enzyme and

polymer concentrations were followed by means of
powder turbidimetry,
specifically for the purpose of studying the
kinetics of the degradation.
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reaction.

shown

Typica, experimental data
for one such
determination are

in Figure 4-6.

the imtial slope of the

The

OD

rate of the degradation
reaction
.s.

time

plot.

Figure 4-7 shows the
turbidi-

metrically determined
degradation rates of
1.0

mL total volume.

It

was defined as

many

reactions performed in

can be seen, as would
be predicted by the

treatment of Mukai and
coworkers, that at large
relative enzyme concentrations the rate

became inversely proportional

clusions about the kinetics

The

number
density

of

- was

changes in

particles

- that

a diminishing size and

would result in a predictable
decrease in

also used as the basis
of

PHB

Further con-

drawn from these data are
discussed below.

basis of the turbidimetry
assay

PHB

to [E]„.

an assay devloped

particle size as a function
of degradation.

optical

to monitor

In this case,

the entire UV-Vis turbidity
spectrum was used. The results
of experi

ments employing

this assay are described
in

Chapter

6.

Modified Hptfirogeneoiis Kinetics
Inspection of the data in Figure 4-7
reveals that, in addition to the
kinetic dependence

upon enzyme predicted by the treatment
given in

equation 1-23, there was a strong
dependence upon substrate concentration.

The

kinetic treatment of Mukai

and coworkers does not allow

for

such variation, although they reported
that different rate constants were
obtained when different substrate
concentrations were employed.™
Specifically, it

can be seen that at small ratios of
[EVto-[S]„, the rate was

essentially first-order in

enzyme and zero-order

substrate, as might be

predicted by traditional Michaehs-Menten.
However, at other relative
concentrations the kinetic dependence upon
substrate concentration
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vaned. Because their
treatment

fails to

account for such variation,
the

kmetic eqautions derived
by Mukai and coworkers
incompletely describe
the kinetics of this
reaction. Therefore,
the following derivation
of a

heterogeneous kinetics treatment

is specifically

new

designed to account for

both the enzyme and
substrate concentrations.

Because the assmnption, as
shown in equations

4-1, that the

substrate participates twice
in the degradation
reaction

pubHshed data which

and
the

catalytic

same

indicate that

domains,--

U

E+S

many PHBases have

it is fair to initiate

series of reactions as did

is

consistent with

discrete binding

the derivation by assuming

Mukai and coworkers.

ES
(4-la)

k,

k2

ES

—>

+ S

E

-I.

p
(4-lb)

Furthermore, assuming that the adsorption
reaction obeys a Langmuirtype isotherm (as will be demonstrated
below),

and that

state, as

shown

it is

in steady

in equation 4-2,

d[ES]/dt = 0 =

k,[E][S]

-

k ,[ES]

(4.2)

one can solve for the concentration of the
enzyme- substrate complex,
[ES], as given in equation 4-3,

[ES] =

KJE][S] = Kl([E]o

-

[ES])([S]o
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-

[ES])

where K,

the Langmuir adsorption
equilibrium constant (k,/k
')
Equation 4-3 is quadratic in
[ES], and is simplified
to the form given in
is

equation 4-4, assuming, for
the sake of simplicity,
that the [ES] ^ term
negligible (see Appendix):

tES] =

where

K=

lEUS],

I

(K +

[E]o

+

[SJo),

(4-4)

Once again, assuming that the
hydrolysis reaction

1/K,.

is

is

rate-limiting, the following
rate equation can be derived:

Vo

=

y^^^

k,[ES][S]/[S], =

(K +

^^'^^
[sjo

Unlike equation 1-23, however, this
equation has exphcitly allowed

for

variations in substrate concentration
by incorporating terms for the

substrate concentration directly into
the derivation. The

denominator of the middle term in equation
4-5
[S] term.

is

[SJo

there to

normahze the

While formation of the enzyme-substrate
complex

upon the absolute concentrations

and

[S]o,

term in the

is

dependent

the subsequent surface

reaction depends only upon the fractional
concentration of free enzyme
sites

{i.e., [S]/[S]o),

and not on the absolute concentration of such

sites.

Failure to include this normahzation results
in a model which incorrectly
predicts the substrate kinetic dependencies
observed.

From

equation 4-5,

concentrations ([E]o
linear in

enzyme

kinetics.

By

it

«K

can be seen that at relatively low enzyme
[SJo),

the reaction rate

concentration, as

it

is

predicted to be

would be with Michaelis-Menten

contrast, at sufficiently high
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enzyme concentrations

([£]„

»

K+

[Sj'o),

enzyme

the reaction rate

medicM to k«
predicted
be inversely
proportional to the
•

is

concentration. That

is,
,

or

enzyme ([EL
Jo =

FEl
Lii^Jo

-

K+

beyond
m da certain
ceriam "ontir..!optimal concentration
J'

fqi

[SJo,

i

as shown below), the
reaction rate

is

predicted to decrease with
an increase in FFl
.
[I^^Jq.
These .trends
agree with
the data observed in
Figure 4-7.

m

The

rate equation expressed
in equation 4-5 can
be linearized into

the form shown in in
equation 4-6, which

is

similar to the linearization

employed by Mukai.'^^

m^y^'

=

K+

[S]o

+

[E]o

iVSyiTris^

=

(P^+[E]„)/aP

(4-6)

where the following substitutions
have been made:

(4-7)

(4-8)

The data

in Figure 4-7 are plotted
in this form in Figure 4-8,

be seen that a plot of ([E]^)^-

vs. [E], does, indeed, yield

and

it

can

a family of

Hnes with slopes of l/ap and
intercepts of p/a. From equations 4-7
and
4-8, it can be seen that:

^2

^

=
=

aV[S]o
P^-[S]o

By equating
zero, it

(4.9)

(4-10)

the derivative of equation 4-5 with
respect to [E\ to

can be shown that the value of [E], which
gives the
113

maximum

rate for a given tS]„
is tEV'' =

K.

fS,.

-

This value co^esponds
to

the inverse of the
X-axis intercept of
equation 4-6. The
.tself is

^ven b. ysV4. The en.yme

turnover number,

be defined as the maximal
rate divided by

(y^W

I

(K .

fS]„),

which reduces

maximum

to

tE]„,

rate

which can

can be evaluated as k

= V.U, when

[S]„

-

»K

Figure 4-8 shows that
equation 4-6 provides an
excellent fit to the
experimental data. Values for
[E]„- and k, can be
detennined from the
slopes

and

intercepts of each of these

fits,

and are plotted in Figure 4-9

against the values of [S]„
corresponding to each set of
experimental data
It can be seen from
Figure 4-9 that a constant
value for the rate constant
k, .s obtained, contrary
to what was reported
by Mukai and coworkers.
In addition, it can be seen
that the maximum reaction
rate, v„„, was
linear with respect to total
substrate concentration, a
finding 7hich is
both intuitive and consistent
with claims made for this same

enzyme by

Delafield.- Moreover, the slope
of the v„„ vs. [S]. plot
corresponds to the
optimal packing of enzyme per
square centimeter of substrate.
The

optimal packing density

is

characteristic of a set of experiments

performed using a given preparation
of enzyme. For

this set of

experiments, optimal packing
corresponded to approximately 1.5

One warning which had
kinetic constants
to agree.

cm^

to

That

to

was that the

is, it

be kept in mind

solving for the

units of measure on K, [E]<„

was necessary

U. The value of -1.5

when

UW

UW.

and

[S],,

to determine a conversion factor

from

mentioned above represents only the

optimal packing density of enzyme.

What was needed was

the actual

surface area occupied per unit of enzyme
activity. Discussion of the

experiment performed

had

to ascertain this
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conversion factor follows.

In order to detennine
the conversion factor
from

U

to

cm^

as well

to

demonstrate the validity of
this kinetic model,
the following
experiment was perfonned.

The

rates of degradation of
a small

concentration of PHB aS]„
= 60 ,g/mL = 4.8

cmVmL) with varying

concentrations of enzyme (from
0 to 36 U/mL) were
determined The
rates obtained from this
set of experiments are
given in Figure 4-10.
parallel binding study
initially

was performed

added enzyme had adsorbed

experiments identical

to those

to ascertain

to the

what

A

fraction of the

polymer. To accomplish this

mentioned above were performed,
except

that after five minutes the
reaction contents were
centrifuged. The

supemate was then assayed

for residual activity via
the

standard

turbidimetric assay. The value
of [E], the concentration of
unbound

enzyme, was determined

in this fashion.

Since [E]„ was known,

it

was

possible to solve for [ES] by
difference.

Determination of the values of [S] from

[S]„

required the aforementioned
conversion factor.

-

It

[ES], however,

was

possible to

determine the surface area of the
substrate in terms of U, under the
assumption that maximal adsorption

represented complete coverage of

the surf'ace;

i.e.,

that [ES]„„ = [S], Plots of [ES]
against [E]„ were fitted

by a Langmuir isotherm, as shown
determined that [ES]„„ (and thus
the conversion factor was 3.1

in Figure 4-11, from

[S]„)

UW

was equal

(j.e.,

14.9

which

to 14.9

it

could be

U/mL. Thus,

U/mL / 4.8 cmVmL).

Figure 4-12 shows the product of [ES] and

[S] plotted

against

[E]„;

the curve very closely resembles the
original rate curve given in Figure
4-10, exhibiting a

plateau.

The

maximum and

subsequent downturn before the [ES]

fact that the decrease in rate at large
values of [E]„
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was not

plateau.

due

The

fact that the decrease
in rate at lar.e values
of
to a parallel decrease
in [ES]

validates the assumptions

equation 4-1 that the reaction

is

CE, was not

made

in

not simply proportional
to [ES], but

rather, is proportional
to the product of
[S]

and

[ES].

A

conceptual explanation of
the decrease in rate at
large [E]^ was
given by Mukai and coworkers.Because the adsorption process
is
distmct from, and more rapid
than, the hydrolysis
reaction,
it is

to adsorb so
It

much enzyme

onto the surface that

was proposed that by reducing
the number

it

possible

begins to inhibit itself

of vacant substrate sites,

large concentrations of
adsorbed enzyme, [ES], could
actually prevent
access of the enzyme's catalytic
domain to sites on the substrate
surface.
[S],

In

fact,

as can be seen in Figure
4-12, the optimal packing
of

corresponded to the case where
[ES] and

equaled

i/2[S]o,

were equal, or when either

since at this condition the
product of [S]

maximum. Thus,
7.5

[S]

for these experiments,
[S]o

U/mL, as shown on Figure

4-10.

enzyme

and [ES] was a

= 14.9 U/mL, and

[E]^'"'^

=

Consistent with theory, the optimal

packing was half the maximal packing.

now

Previously unexplained results of
both Gilmore^^^ and Delafield^^^ can
be explained in these terms. Each
of these researchers had demon-

strated that nonspecific adsorption
of contaminant protein inhibited

degradation, and Gilmore showed a plot
of reaction rate as a function of
total protein concentration resembling
Figure 4-11.

Delafield

showed

that the extent to which degradation
was inhibited varied with the quantity of

contaminant protein added (only some of the proteins
tested acted

in this fashion) but

not with the quantity

of

enzyme added, implying the

contaminants "reacted" with the polymer and not with
the enzyme.
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The new
and more

kinetic .ode., given
in equation 4-5,
is both
versatile than was
that of MuUai and

.ore accurate

coworkers. Not onl, does

address the decrease
in rate at ,ar,e
en.yn.e concentrations,
it also
accounts for the Mnetic
dependence upon both enz^e
and substrate As
equation 4-5 would predict,
the experin^ental data
show that the rate
>t

vaned between

zero-

and

first-order in [S]..

large values of [S]„
the reaction

For low values of [E]„
and

was zero-order

in substrate (note
that

mar^y of the curves in
Figure 4-7 were coincident
in this regime), and

Hnear in

rEl„.

At larger values of fE]„, the
rate curves began

from each other, dependent
upon the value of rS]„. As

to separate

more obvious in
the log-log plot in Figure
4-13, there was a sizable
regime with
concentrations similar to those
usea
used in the i'HB
PHR fit
*
titnmetry
experiments
described above (i.e., [S]„
= 10 cmVmL and sub-saturtating
values of [E]„)
where the rate exhibited close
to a 0.67 power
dependence upon [E],
Since it has now been shown
that the PHBase obeys
a Langmuir-type
is

m

isother™ (Figure 4-11), Figure
4-13 explains
observed in the titnmetry
experiments. That
slope

was not due

to

why such
is,

a slope was

the two-thirds power

a Freundlich isotherm, as
suggested by McLaren,'"

but was merely a coincidence
of the ([E]JS]„) concentration
coordinates
at which the measurements
were made.

Because equation 4-5

is

similar in form to equation 1-23,

predicts the behavior of the three

PHBases

investigated by

it

also

Mukai and

coworkers. In addition, rate data
obtained from turbidimetric degradation experiments employing the

PHBase from A. fumigatus M2A»"

also fitted quite nicely by equation
4-5, as

none of the

shown

are

in Figure 4-14, although

plots demonstrates the eventual
decrease in rate at high [E]„,
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smce only s.all concentrations
of en.y„>e were used.
Note that at low
[E]o-to-[S]„ ratios the
^ero-order

dependence upon substrate
and the

Imear dependence upon
enzyme predicted by equation
4-5
pronounced for this set of curvps Tn o^j tcurves.

PHB

very

In addition, equation 4-5
also

powder titrimetry data discussed
above, as shown
Since the location of the

is

maximum

rate

is

fits

the

in Figure 4-15

a function of the

concentrations of both the
total protein in the
system and the total active
protem, the enzyme concentration
which gives the maximum
rate, [E]-'
and, indeed, the maximum
rate itself, will no doubt
.ary with the spelfil
activity of the enzyme
preparation used in a given set
of experiments.
Indeed, it can be seen that
while Figure 4-11 exhibits
the same trend as
the 4.8 U/mL curve in Figure
4-7, a higher

v_ and

resulted, since

a preparation of enzyme
with a greater specific activity
(30 vs. 9 U/^g)
was used for the binding study
(Figure
4-11).

As discussed

means

above, attempts to analyze the
titrimetric rate data by

of traditional Michaelis-Menten-type
graphical analysis was, at

best, partially successful.

kinetic

It is

now understood

mechanism presumed by such

that this is because the

kinetics is incorrect.

geneous kinetics treatment derived
above, however,

The

may also

hetero-

be applied

graphically, in a fashion similar to
the traditional Lineweaver-Burk

double reciprocal graphical method
used to analyze Michaehs-Menten
data. Equation 4-11 offers such
a manipulation of equation 4-5.

(K +

[E]„

-^

[S]„)2

l/v„ =
k2[E]„[S]„(K

[SL)

very small values of [£]„,

it

can be seen that equation 4-11
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m

reduces to the form shown

l/v„0

which

IS

K+

=

m equation 4-12
[SJo

directly analogous to the
traditional Michaelis-Menten
equation

(compare

to

equation MO). At small
values of [E]„ the substrate

is

present in excess, and the
reaction approaches
zero-order in substrate, as
shown in Figure 4-7. Thus, there
is
little

kinetic ramification to the
fact

that both the hydrolysis
reaction and the adsorption
reaction must

compete

for sites

on the substrate surface.

Figure 4-16 shows a hypothetical
plot of equation 4-11, where
for
simplicity the values of K and
k, have both been taken
to be unity. It
can be seen that linearity results
as long as [E]„ is much less
than K +
[SJo, as predicted by equation 4-12.
The curves deviate only slightly from
linearity at high substrate
concentrations,

where the reaction becomes

zero-order in

[SJq.

Thus, at enzyme concentrations
below

Figure 4-16(a), the predicted behavior

MichaeHs-Menten (equation
legitimate

1-10),

is

[Ey^

as in

very neariy that of classical

with the Y-intercept giving a

l/v_ (compare with Figure

4-5).

At higher values of

negative Y-intercepts result from
extrapolation of the linear region,

which, of course,

is

meaningless from a Michaelis-Menten
perspective.

Conversely, Figure 4-17 shows a hypothetical
enzyme-limiting-type

double reciprocal plot of equation 4-11,
where again the values of
k^

have both been taken

that as long as [S^

is

to

much

be unity. Again in this case,

it

can be seen

greater than [EJo, the data are linear.

the relative enzyme concentration approaches
and exceeds [Ey^^
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K and

When

however, the curves deviate
sharp,,

r™.

„„earity; ... the behav.or

ceases to resemble
enzy„e-H™ti„g Michaelis-Menten.
Figures 4-16 and
4-17 explain why the traditional
Michaelis-Menten kinetics nt
the
observed experimental data
under certain conditions
(Figure 4-4), but did
not at others.

Further inspection of equation
4-1, reveals that
at very large values
of IS]„
tSl„
K . IKU, it reduces even further,
to the form given in
equation 4-13.

»

l/v„

=
(4-13)

MEJ„

A

plot of experimental data
in this regime, therefore,
should yield a
straight line with a slope equal
to the reciprocal of the
hydrolysis rate

constant.

Figure 4-18 shows a plot of the
form given in Figure 4-17 of
the experimental rate data
given in Figure 4-7. Not* that
the actual data
exhibit trends identical to
those predicted by equation 4-11
and Figure

For substrate concentrations
greater than 24 cmVmL. the data
superimpose upon each other in this
plot, due to the substrata's
being in
4-17.

huge

excess. In addition, as predicted
by equation 4-13, the slope of the

Hnear portion of these curves
results

shown

in

mOD min mL U
'

is

equal to

1/k,.

In

agreement with the

Figure 4-9, for these experimental data,
k, = 5

Thus, simple graphical treatment of
the data

allows for determination of a fundamental
kinetic constant.

Closer inspection of Figure 4-7 reveals that
the k, rate constant can
also be determined from this plot,
as well, by taking the slope of a

tangent drawn through points where the rate
curves superimpose
120

(i.e.,

in

the regime where [S]„

» K . [Ey.

Determination of k, in this fashion

for the degradation rate
data obtained using the A.
fumigatus

shown
That a

in Figure 4-14, yields
a similar value: 3.5
slightly smaller value

was determined

mOD min '-mL U

for reactions

temperature 15°C greater than
that employed with the

enzyme implies that the fundamental
is

PHBase.

as

'.

run at a

P. lemoignei

rate constant for the fungal

enzyme

smaller.

Because the experiments employing
the

A fumigatus enzyme were

performed at a higher temperature
than those employing the
enzyme, it is probable that different

enzyme adsorption

effect.

Specifically, it is probable that
at

enzyme was adsorbed,

shown

to

since

45T,

P. lemoignei

equilbria were in

less of the

A fumigatus

Langmuir adsoprtion of PHBases has been

be inversely proportional

to temperature.^^^

This would explain

the trend seen in Figure 4-14 that
over a large range of enzyme
concentrations the reaction was zero-order
in substrate and linear in

enzyme, since more enzyme would have

to

be added to the system before

half the substrate surface was covered.

The value of 5 mOD-min^-mL-U"^
of the P. lemoignei

for the hydrolysis rate constant

enzyme can be converted

to

more meaningful

units,

through a knowledge of the concentration of the
enzyme preparations and
the polymer suspensions.
of undegraded
1.2,

as

shown

PHB

It

was shown that the

were linear with

in Figure 4-19.

The

PHB

turbidity of suspensions

concentration up to an 0I>,,, of

slope of the plot in Figure 4-19 allows

conversion of turbidity units to mass concentration units, under
the

assumption that the correlation between turbidity and concentration
was
unaffected by the degradation of the particles. The fact that only
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initial

degradation rates were used in
the kinetics treatment
means that this
assumption is probably valid.
Since the enzyme used in
the kinetic
studies which yielded Figure
4-7 had a concentration
of 186

Hg/mL

(i.e.,

9 U/pg), and a molecular weight of 55
kDa,

that k, was equal to
10 ^g,•min%g.^ where
ng^

and

Jig, is

From
neq min-

is

it

U/mL and

20

can be shown

polymer weight

loss

the mass of enzyme present.
the data in Figure 4-15, a
value for the rate constant k,
of 220

mL U

>

can be determined from a tangent
to the curves.

Since the enzyme preparation
used in the earher studies was shown
to be
such that 0.61 U/mL corresponded
to 10 nM, and since one neq
of PHB

corresponds to 84 ng, this value for k,
can be shown

value given above: 10
Mg, min

'-ng.

to

be identical to the

That the same value

for k, could

be determined from two spearate
sets of experiments argues strongly
that
this value is correct.
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Table 4-1: Results of
titristatic determinations
of PHR r.. a
de.radat.o„ rates as a
function of both
^mZf^^^TZ^^,^.,,,^^

[PHB]

rPn^i^

Rate

(cmVmL)

(neq/min)

10

0.9

5
10
10

1.8

1.8

5
5

1.8

26

3.6

28
97

3.6

10
10

3.6

35
31
41
40

3.6

21
21

3.6

3.6

5
5

5.5

30
28

5.5

5
10
10
10

were conducted in 4

17
18
16

1.8

21

All reactions

10

7.3

27
43
44
42

7.3
7.3
7.3

mL

total

volume at 25°C and

pH

8.

These experiment were performed before the
standard definition of
enzyme activity was developed. For the preparation
of enzyme used
these experiments, it was later shown that
10 nM corresponded to

m

0.61

U/mL
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Table

4-2:

Results of titristatic
determinations of
rate as a function of
both PHBV

and

[PHBV]

PHRV

j

fii

en:ZT:o^!^Zo^

^e^ion

rp,^^,a

(neq/min)

0.10

1.8

0.83
0.13
0 17

6.7

3.6

0.62
0.85

8.0

3.6

19

3.6

21
28

3.6

0.05

7.3

0.10

7.8

7.3

0.23

7.8

7.3

0.36

13
16

7.3

0.51

7.3

0.66

7.3

0.84

7.3

0.16

14.5

0.40

14.5

0.61

14.5

0.85

14.5

were carried out in 4

11

3.6

0.50

All reactions

8.1

1.8

mL total volume at 20°C

21
32
39
12
25

34
42

at

pH

8.

These experiment were performed before the
standard definition of
enzyme activity was developed. For the preparation
of enzyme used
in these experiments, it was later shown
that 10 nM corresponded to

0.61

U/mL
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mL of enzyme

solutL

PHBase.

Enzyme

[S]„

'^''"^ "f PHBV, in 4
^
containing varying
amounts of P. lemoignei

conSnW

Power-

Law

Slope

1-8

0.75

3-6

0.75

7.3

0.75

y

(„e,W)

125

ir

(J^^)

60
72

1.0

94

1.1

1.1

[E]o (U/mL)

Figure 4-1: Titrimetry rate data for
enzymatic degradation of 0.5 mg
PHB powder in 2.0 mL reaction volumes, (a) Actual
titrimetry data, for
indicated values of [EJ^, with least squares
fit to determine initial rate(b) Double-log plot of initial rates
as a function of [EJq.
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[S]o

Fi^re

(cm2/mL)

Titrimetry rate data given in Table 4-1
for enzymatic
degradation of PHB powder in 4.0 mL reaction
volumes. Initial
degradation rates are plotted as a function
of [SJo (cmVmL) for three
1.8

nM

4-2:

(<) (0.23 U/mL); 3.6

nM

(O) (0.45 U/mL); 7.3
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nM ()

(0

[E]„-

91 U/mL)

0.4

[S]o

Fi^re

0.6

0.8

1.0

(cm2/mL)

Titrimetry rate data given in Table 4-2 for
enzymatic
degradation of PHBV film in 4.0 mL reaction
volumes. Initial
degradation rates are plotted as a function of
[S], (cmVmL) for three
3.6

4-3:

nM (<)

(0.45 U/mL); 7.3

nM

(O) (0.91 U/mL); 14.5
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nM ()

(1.83

[E]„:

U/mL)

)

2

4

6

8

10

[So] (mLycm2)

-2

1 /

0

2

[So]

4

5

8

10

(mL/cm2)

-2

1 /

0

2

[So]

4

6

8

(mUcm2)

Michaelis-Menten double reciprocal plots of the
titnmetry rate data given in Table 4-2.
Plots are given for
u
each of three values of
(a) 3.6 nM (0.45 U/mL); (b) 7.3 nM
(0.91
U/mL); (c) 14.5 nM (1.83 U/mL).

P^w

•

/

,
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1

the

Zn
PHB

^i^^y^^^l^^iting Michaelis-Menten double reciprocal plots
of
powder titnmetry rate data given in Table 4-1.
Plots are given

(O) (0.25 pg/mL); 20

cmVmL

(<) (0.50 ]xg/mL).
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-0.8

negative control

0.7

0.6

O
CO

Rate =

N

2.1

mOD/min

CO

Q
O

N
0.5
Rate = 4.1 mOD/min

N

X

0.4

N

Rate = 3.4 mOD/mir^

0.3

20

40

Time

60

80

(min)

P'^^'" turbibimetry data. The initial rate was
JpI^?/"^;
J^'?^
defined
as the initial rate of decrease in
0D,,„ as shown by the least
squares fit through the first few data
points.
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[E]o (U/mL)

Figure

Turbidimetry rate data for enzymatic degradation
of PHB
powder in 1.0 mL reaction volumes, employing varying
quantities of the
^HBase from P. lemoignei. Initial degradation rates are
plotted as a
fimction of [EJo (cmVmL) for five values of
[SJo in (cmVmL): 36 (); 24 (O);
(<); 4.8 (•); 2.4 (). The curves through the points
represent the fit to
each set of data of equation 4-6.
4-7:
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[E]o (U/mL)

P^^^

nT^'r^.tf'' V""^^?^^^
IS plotted as a function of
ai.]o^)

4-7 to equation 4-6.

(cmVmL)

for five values of

[SL in
12 (<); 4.8 (•); 2.4 (). The curves through the
points represent the least squares fit to
each set of data of equation 4-6.

(cmVmL): 36 (); 24

(O);
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Figure 4-9: Values determined from the
linear fits to the degradation
rate data presented in Figure 4-8, as
a function of [SJo, of
() and [Ey*
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[E]o (U/mL)

Fi^re 4-10: Turbidimetrically determined degradation
cm /mL PHB powder, as a function of [E]q.
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rates of 4.8

0.1

0.2

0.3
1

/

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

[Eo] (mL/U)

Figure 4-11: Values of [ES] experimentally determined by difference
as a
fimction of [EJq. The fit to the data represents a Langmuir isotherm.
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10

20

30

40

50

[Eo] (U/mL)

Figure 4-12: Values of [ES] and

experimentally determined by
difference, as well as [ES][S], plotted as a function
of [E\.
[S],
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Figure 4-13: Turbidimetry rate data for
enzymatic degradation of PHB
powder in 1.0 mL reaction volumes. Double-log plot
of the data in Figure
4-7, of degradation rate as a function of
[EJ^ (cmVmL) for five values of
[SJo, in (cmVmL): 36 (); 24 (O); 12
(<); 4.8 (•)• 2 4 ()
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Figure 4-14:

Initial fungal

enzymatic degradation rates at 45°C of PHB
powder in 1.0 mL reaction volumes, as a function of [EJq (cmVmL)
for five
values of [SJq. () 24 cmVmL; (O) 12 cmVmL; (<) 6 cmVmL;
() 2.4
cm /mL. Curves through the points represent the fit to each set of data
of equation 4-6.
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Figure 4-15: Titrimetric rate data of PHB
powder from Table 4-1 plotted
as a function of [EJ^, for three values of [S]„.
21 cmVmL () (250 ug/mL)cm^/mL
10
(O) (125 pg/mL); 5.0 cmVmL; (<) (63 pg/mL)
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Figure 4-16: Double reciprocal, traditional
Michealis-Menten-type plot of
equation 4-5, with
= K = 1. The reciprocal of the rate is plotted as a
function of the reciprocal of

[S]o, for

several [E\: (a) 0.10; (b) 1.0;

(d) 100.
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(c) 10-'

9

100JD

Fi^re

4-17:

Double

reciprocal, enzyme-limiting Michealis-Menten-type

plot of equation 4-5, with

=

K=

as a function of the reciprocal of

1.

The

reciprocal of the rate is plotted
for several [SL: (a) 0.10: (b) 1 0- (c)
'

10; (d) 100.
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'

Q
O
Eo.8

0)

c50.6

DC

0.4

0.2

[S]o= 12

[S]o =

24+

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

1/[E]o (mL/U)

Figure 4-18: Double reciprocal, enzyme-limiting
Michealis-Menten-type
plot of the degradation rate data from Figure 4-7.
The reciprocal of the
rate is plotted as a function of the reciprocal of [E\,
for several values of
[SJo,

as indicated.
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0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

[PHB] (mg/mL)

Fi^re

4-19:

Correlation between turbidity and mass concentration of the
stock suspensions of PHB used in the turdimetry experiments.
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Log [Eo]

Log [Eo]

Figure 4-20: Comparison of computed values of [ES]. Values were
computed from (a) equation 4-16 and (b) equation 4-17. The similarity of
the two curves validates the assumption made in deriving equation 4-5
that [ES]' is neghgible.
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Appendix
It is

desired to prove the validity
of the assumption
used in
deriving equation 4-5
that the [ES]^ term is
neghgible. Start with
equation 4-3

[ES]

If,

=

Kl([E]o

for simplicity,

and

Y=

we

let

-

[ES])([S]o

K=

-

1/K„ S =

[ES])

[S],

So = [S]„

(4-3)

E

=

[E],

Eo =

[E] 0^

[ES], then equation 4-3
rearranges to yield equation 4-14.

KY

= (Eo

- YXSo -

Y)
(4-14)

This

a quadratic equation in Y,
which rearranges into the form
shown
in equation 4-15.
IS

- Y(So+Eo+K)

+ EoSo = 0

Assuming that the Y^ term

is

(4.

neghgible allows for direct solution for
Y,

as given in equation 4-16.

Y

= EoSo

/

(Eo+So-hK)

Using the quadratic formula

Y=

(4_

to solve equation 4-15 gives

0.5< (So+Eo-i-K) ± {(So+Eo-i-K)'
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-

4(EoSo)}^2)

equation 4-17.

(4-17)

S.de-by-side con^parison of
the predicted values
for

Eo and So are shown
where

it

Y for given

in Figure 4-20 for
both equations 4-16

has been assu„>ed,

for simpUeity, that

K is

unity.

values of

and 4-17

Note that'

only the "plus" and not
the "minus" term in
equation 4-17 predicts
reahstic ounces, and that
these curves are nearly
identical to those
predicted by equation 4-16.
The only minor differences
in the curves
occurs .n the "bend" region,
at the onset of the
plateau, where Eo - So

Thus, assuming that the

term

is

negUgible

simplification.
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is

a reasonable
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CHAPTER

BET DETERM^ATIONS OF

5

CHANGES IN PHB SURFACE AREA

AS A FUNCTION OF EXTENT

OF DEGRADATION

Abstract

The

feasibility of monitoring
the

enzymatic degradation of PHB

powder by means of surface area
measurement techniques was
demonstrated. Through use of the
BET nitrogen

adsorption method, the

increase in the surface area
of PHB powder as
degradation proceeded was
quantified.

Numerous rephcate experiments were
run

the surface area of untreated

was

5.3 ± 0.3

PHB

mVg, although

PHB

it

to

determine that

powder, taken directly from the

was necessary

to

mg

use at least 500

in order to obtain a
reproducible measurement. Moreover,

demonstrated that following the freeze-drying
process used

to

jar,

it

of

was

prepare

actual degradation samples for
surface area measurement, the

undegraded
8.0

PHB

powder reproducibly exhibited a

mVg. Consequently,

this value,

particle diameter estimated from

which

SEM

is

specific surface

consistent with the 600

analysis,

PHB

powder degraded by unpurified

from Pseudomorms lemoignei

to

nm

was chosen as the

baseline, negative control surface for
the degradation experiments.

sample of this

area of

PHB

A

depolymerase

a weight loss of 24% showed a threefold

increase in specific surface area over a
control sample exposed for the

same amount

PHB

of time to plain buffer.

samples degraded

increase, but

The heats of fusion of powdered

to various extents

an eventual return

long term degradation effected

showed a sHght

initial

to the starting value, indicating that

little

increase in the bulk crystallinity.
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Thus,

it

„

would appear

amorphous
samples.

that, despite its
being

was not

preferentiall,

.„re

easil, degraded

consumed fro. the bulk

of the

IntroducHnfi

As discussed

PHBV

in Chapter 3,

were subjected

became

visibly turbid.

it

was observed that when
fitas of

to depolyn^erase
their surfaces

The

SEM images

shown

roughened and

in Figure 3-1 reveal
that

the roughness which
appeared was the result of
the etching of the surface
catalyzed by the enzyme.
Furthermore, it is believed
that the appearance
of th.s micro-roughness
was due largely to the fact
that c^stalline
domains within the semi-cystalline
polymer were becoming exposed
as
the enzyme degraded the
more accessible interstitial
amon.hous material
Because several authors have
reported that biodegradation
of amorphous

polymer
polymer,

is

much more

it is

rapid than that of corresponding
crystalline

possible to interpret the
photomicrographs in Fig. 3-1 in

these terms. However,
attempts to quantify the obvious
increase in
surface area of such films by
either the BET nitrogen
adsorption or

mercury porosimetry techniques'"
were unsuccessful, due primarily
fact that the total surface
area of such films

void volume of the apparata
used to

make

a novel image-processing-based
protocol

was

to the

too small relative to the

the measurements. Although

for estimating surface

area from

scanning electron micrographs also
met with Httle quantitative success,
this technique did provide
qualitative
insight into the evolution of the

roughness on the surface of PHBV
indicated that there

films, as Fourier

was no underlying order
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transform analysis

(on the scale of the detail

visible

on the micrographs, at

least) to the distribution
of pits

on the

surface/^^

The enzymatic degradation

PHB/V

of

is

a heterogeneous reaction;

consequently, the surface area of
the substrate
concentration. Thus, as discussed
in Chapter

is,

effectively, its

4, it is fair to

expect that

the rate of degradation will
depend kinetically upon the total surface
area
of the PHB/V substrate. Such
a
correlation

by Grethlein

for the

was

explicitly

demonstrated

enzymatic degradation of particulate wood,
whereby

the rate of degradation was shown
to depend in a linear fashion upon
the
total surface area of the substrate,
as

computed from pore

size

distributions.^^^

Given the above-mentioned

PHBV

failures at quantifying

film surface area, the decision

nitrogen adsorption technique

which has a much higher

to

was made

apply the

BET

study the degradation of PHB powder,

specific surface

objective of the present study

to

changes in

was

area than the films. The

twofold, as

it

was desired not only

to

obtain reUable, quantitative measurements of the
surface area of PHB

samples at various extents of degradation, but also

to investigate

how

such changes correlated with both changes in the rate of hydrolysis
and

changes in the crystallinity of the residual substrate.

Results and Discussion

A

first series of

experiments was performed in order to establish a

baseline surface area for undegraded
reproducibility

and general

PHB, and

to investigate

applicability of the technique.

samples were taken directly

fi-om the glass jar in
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the

For this

series,

which they had been

shipped, degassed at
100»C for 24 hours, and then
measured. A first
series of five runs was
performed and, as can be seen
in Table 5-1 a
reproducible surface area
was established at 5.3 ± 0.3
mVg. A seclnd
series

was then run

in order to find the
smallest possible

the experiment which
would

still

the

first

size for

give a reproducible
suri^ace area value

The sample weight was decreased
from
0.50 and 0.25

sample

the 0.75 g of the first
series to

This reduction resulted in
fairly sizable deviations
from
set of data (see Table 5-1).

It is

g.

apparent from the second set of
data in Table 5-1 (runs #6-11)

that the quality of the

BET

calculation (as inferred from
the standard

deviation) had an effect upon
the measured area, as poor
plots tended to
give lower surface areas.
This reduction could have been
caused by

running the experiment under
non-equilibrium conditions; as a rule
equilibrium could be ensured by
waiting 10 minutes for each

BET

partial

pressure point. Moreover, because
of the lower total surface areas
used
in the second set of runs,
the resultant
signal-to-noise ratio

was

smaller.

In order to maintain good
signal-to-noise ratio

it

was concluded that a

total surface area of at least
2.5 to 3.0

to

be used.

m^ had

A

decrease in

the signal-to-noise ratio would be
expected to yield surface areas which

were uncertain
that value.

to either side of 5

It is

m% rather than consistently below

possible that water-contaminated
samples altered the

isotherms enough as

to give

bad

BET

plots while simultaneously lowering

the surface area. Proper dewatering
techniques will be discussed below.

Another
the best
water.

series of experiments

way

The

to

was conducted

in order to determine

degas the samples and remove moleculariy adsorbed

results of this series are

summarized
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in Table 5-2.

Because

one of the original intents
of this work had been
destructive nature of the

BET assay

to exploit the

non-

by measuring several
times

throughout the course of
degradation the surface area
of a sample
temperatures in excess of
ambient could not be used, for
fear of

denaturing the enzyme.

PHB

powder was

A

series

slurried in

was run

IM NaOH

in which a large sample
of

for a

day and then divided, with

one half of the sample
freeze-dried and the other
half heat-dried.
Samples which were taken from
either half and then
measured without
further degassing showed
initially low
surface areas.

sample subsequently heat-degassed

for

A

heat-dried

24 hours at 100°C (run #17)
gave

a slightly increased surface
area of about 5 mVg.

Because

this value agreed with
those

seem that no appreciable amount
conclusion which

is

from the

of degradation

supported further by

SEM

first series it

had taken

would

place, a

of this material, which

look identical to the starting
material (data not shown).
Samples of the
freeze-dried material were degassed
for different periods of time
(0, 2,

and 3 days) and one sample was then
hr.

Three days was considered

ambient degassing, as the

8.0

to

further degassed at 100°C for 24

be an adequate amount of time for

mVg

surface area obtained after that period

of time agreed with work to be
discussed below, in which a nondegraded

sample was freeze-dried.
This experiment revealed that the act
of freeze-drying increased the

measurable surface area, possibly by preventing
aggregation of the
particles, or

PHB

by formation of cracks which may have resulted
from the

expansion of water during the freezing process.
Such cracks would have
to

have been very small, since none was detected
by
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SEM

(data not

shown). As discussed
farther be>ow. when
negative control samples
were
run for enz^e degradation
experiments, a similar
surface area (run .21
Table 5-3) was observed,
due to this apparent
increase in surface area
from to the freeze-drying
process. As is also
apparent from the data in
Table 5-2, the heat treatment
following the ambient
degassing slightly
reduced the surface area.
It was decided,
therefore, that such heat
treatment should be avoided
not only to preserve
the enzyme but also to

m

maintain consistency in the

results.

In order to obtain an
appreciation for the

maximum amount

of
degradation which could be
expected, a preliminary
series of degradation
runs was conducted, but
no increase in surface area
was observed One

such sample was that obtained
in the previously
mentioned alkaline
degradation experiment (run
#14 in Table 5-2) which showed
no surface
area change. A more unexpected
result was that after three
days of
ambient degassing, the first
enzyme-degraded sample (run #18 in
Table
5-3) gave only 4.3 mVg despite
the fact that the sample
had been freezedried. The sample was then
degassed at 100°C for 24 hr and a
surface
area of 5.2 mVg was measured.
Since both of these results were
lower
than what had been expected, the
sample was remeasured and found to
be 5.1 mVg. Because the freeze-dried,
ambient degassed, negative control

sample gave a surface area of 8.0
concluded

to

mVg

(#21 in Table 5-3),

a fair degree of certainty that there
was a

it

can be

loss of surface

area with the enzyme-degraded sample.
As there had been only about a
4.5% weight loss with this sample, a value
close to the 8

control

was expected.
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mVg

of the

SEM analysis of samples #14,

no obvious change in
the nature of the
samples taken directly fr„„.

particle surface relative
to

the Jar

shown

in Figure S-la).

Thus,

it is

and 19 revealed that
there was

17,

,

they

all

looked like the particles

presun^ed that the extent
of

degradation was too small
for there to have
been an appreciable increase
•n surface area.

As discussed

in Chapter 6.

decrease in surface area
was due

to

it is

possible that such a

agglomeration of the particles

perhaps aided by the very
presence of the enzyme.
In order

to increase the rate

final series of
experiments

and thus, extent, of degradation,
a

was performed using a higher
concentration of

enzyme. These were exploratory
experiments, so concentrated
but
unpurified P. lemoignei culture
supemate was used. In these

experiments a surface area of
24

degraded

shown

six

days in 10

mVg was measured

mL of 12 pg/mL'

(crude)

in Table 5-4, this sample
showed a

removed from the same enzyme

for

enzyme

24% weight

a sample

loss.

solution after only 24 hours

weight loss and a surface area
of 9.5 mVg.

A control

As

solution.

An ahquot
showed a 7%

sample run with

this series,

which was suspended in plain buffer
only and then
dried, showed a surface area
of 8.0 mVg.

freeze-

Thus, as suggested above,

would seem that
samples.

8.0

mVg was

it

the actual baseline for freeze-dried

SEM images of these

samples, as shown in Figure 5-1, are

consistent with the BET-determined
surface areas.

Following this detection of a significant
increase in surface area,

DSC and SEM

were performed upon these samples of PHB
powder

to in-

vestigate whether an increase in the
crystallinity of the degraded samples

'

12

uj/mL

of enzyme, as estimated from activity
assay.
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could be detected, due to
preferential degradation
of the an,orphous
regions within the PHB
particles. The result
of this set of experiments
given in Table 5-5 and
Figure 5-2. It can be seen
that after 6 days of
degradation there was no
appreciable change in
czystalhnity

i:

(as inferred

from ^,), despite a 24%
specific surface area.

summarized by the
1. )

SEMs

loss of

weight and a threefold increase
in

This last set of experiments,
then, can be

following, seemingly
contradictory, pieces of evidence:

of PHBV films (es
ye.g., j^igs.
Fi^s d-l
q i and 3-5)
q c^ imply
i
.i.
that
•

regions were degraded

away more

amorphous

quickly than crystalline regions,

since features resembling
crystallites were exposed in
the early

stages of degradation (although
they too were eventually eroded),
resulting in a roughening of
the
surface;

2. )

the

SEM

and

BET

data presented here seem to
indicate that

powder exhibited similar behavior
3. )

DSCs

PHB

(see Fig. 5-1);

of PHB powder at various
stages of degradation revealed no

clear increase in the crystalHnity
as determined by aH^.

From
and

the results of the

DSC

analyses, in conjunction with the

SEM results, it is now possible

which had been held about

to address several

this degradation reaction.

BET

imphcit hypotheses

These

will

be

addressed one-by-one below.

Hypothesis #1 -

PHB powder will show an

increase in crystalHnity

upon

enzymatic degradation, because amorphous regions
will be preferentially
degraded.

The DSC evidence

(in

Table 5-5 and Fig. 5-3) does not support this

hypothesis. All the heat of fiision (aH^) data in the
table are averages of
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two measurements, with the
exception of the 6 days,
no enzyme case for
wh,ch only one measurement
was made. From the standard
deviations
on the numbers, it can be
seen that although the
heats effusion

measured
1

after 0 days

and

1

day were not

day and 6 days were. Thus,
one can

crystallinity (from
(1 day,

7%

weight

-89

to

J/g)

loss), followed

degradation (24% weight

(-88

-96

loss)

statistically different, those
at

infer

a slight increase in

during the early stages of
degradation

by a decrease after 6 days
of

back

to

approximately the starting level

Such changes can be explained
by assuming that there existed
on the particles an outer 'skin'
of exclusively amorphous
material, which
J/g).

was degraded

first,

resulting in a slight increase
in bulk crystalhnity,

followed by a gradual return
to the

initial crystallinity

degradation, a postulate consistent
with the

ATRIR

SEMs

upon long-term

in Fig. 3-1

and the

evidence in Fig. 3-13.

Hypothesis #2 - the increase in crystallinity
upon enzymatic degradation
will be proportional to the weight
lost.
If the suggestion

by Doi and co-workers that there

is

a 20-fold

difference in the rate of degradability
of crystalhne regions relative to

amorphous regions'"' were true

for long-term degradation, there

have been a large increase in crystaUinity

for the

24% weight

should

loss

sample, assuming the enzyme had unrestricted
access to the amorphous
material.

Such weight

loss

would have represented 23% amorphous

weight loss and only 1% crystalline weight

-65%

crystallinity

loss, so

material originally of

would have become -84% crystalline (a 30% increase)
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.f

that

s„i„„ were stHeU. true.

Even though DSC

is

eo.parativel.

.nse„s.t.ve to s.all
changes in o^stallinit.,
a change as large as
30..
would have been detected.
As no increase
in

seen,

it

.ust be concluded that the
c^sta.line

being degraded at the
same ratp
,

.

.H, anywhere near 30%
was
regions were, in actuahty

«
u
amorphous

^

regions,

hmdenng

by somehow

the progress of
enzymatic degradation of
the preferred"
amorphous material

Hypotkesis ,3 - as Ion, as
there are more er..yme
moleeules tkan polymer
particles, tk. particles
should all decrease
size together, rather
than

«

one-by-one.

For these experiments,

it

was estimated that the number
of enzyme

molecules was approximately
100 times the number of PHB
particles (see
footnote to Table 5-4). By
SEM, the radii of the 24% weight
loss samples

showed no

significant reduction; however,
even a

volume by uniform erosion would
have resulted
reduction in radius, which
would not at

all

24%

in less

reduction in

than a

be obvious by

9%

SEM. The

SEM

data in Figure 5-1 revealed that
after 6 days there was
substantial
pitting of the surface of the

PHB

resembled raisins"), and, thus, a

measured by BET.

It is

not

particles (to the point

where they

visible increase in surface
area, as also

known whether

the

number of particles

decreased, or whether the radii of
all particles decreased
slightly,

although intuition and
issue

is

statistics

argue in favor of the latter option.
This

addressed more thoroughly in Chapter
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6.

Thus, the

BET/SEM

ev^dence (Table 5-5, Pi,.

evidence would see.
to contradict the

5-3),

DSC

as the increase in
surface area of the

parfcles presu„.ably
arose when the „>ore
accessible (an^o^hous.)
of PHBV
there

fi,n.s (Fig. 3-1).

was no preference

However,

it

appears fron, the

for cr.stalHne
regions.

DSC

PHB

results that

It is

proposed that
because the samples were
so highly crystalline
(-65%), their morphology
was such that the crystalline
domains formed the continuous
phase (as
suggested by Fig. 3-1). As
such, the crystalline
phase would serve to
block unrestricted access
to the amorphous
domains. In addition, it is
possible that an erulo
cut on a chain at or
near where that chain
entered
a crystalline region would
serve to decrease the
crystallinity. If the
newly created chain end
joined the rest of the
crystal (for enthalpic
reasons), then after such
a cleavage event the bulk
crystallinity of the

sample would have tended

to increase.

If instead the

new chain end and

a few more repeating units
were kinetically excluded from
the crystal

(for

entropic reasons), then the
degradation would definitely
be expected to
have shown a decrease in
crystallinity. As there was
no apparent
increase,

possible

it

could be argued that the
entropic forces prevailed.
Another

mechanism which would be

consistent with the observations

would be that microscopic portions
of crystalline material were
eroded

away

(despite being undegraded) as
they were exposed due to the

preferential consumption of the

amorphous material surrounding them,

an interpretation suggested by the
exposed
Fig. 3-5.

Quite possibly

all

these

crystalline superstructure in

phenomena were occurring

concurrently.
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It .s

apparent from both

SEM

and

BET data

that the

PHB

particles

increased in surface area
upon degradation, yet there
was no detectable
mcrease in the rate of
degradation. If anything,
the three points in Pig
5-3 would appear to indicate
that the rate of weight
loss was greater
during the first day than
the subsequent five.
However,
.s

now understood about

based upon what

the kinetics of this
reaction,

it is

highly probable

that this lack of increase
was due to the fact that, for
this set of
experiments, the enzyn>e:substrate
ratio was so low that the
reaction was
zero-order in substrate (see
equation 4-5 and Pig. 4-7).
Due to the
limited supply of the enzyme,
the relative largeness of
the scale upon

which these experiments were
performed (500
0.5

mg

for the

experiments

to

as compared to

experiments described in Chapter
4) precluded further

to directly address this
proposition.

Although

down

mg of PHB

~4A

BET is

capable of measuring the surface
area in pores

in diameter (the size of a
nitrogen molecule), it

was shown

that the contribution of such
pores to the total surface area
was small.'"

This result

is

not surprising, since the enzyme

and would be unlikely

to

is itself

a macromolecule

have created pores in the surface so
small in

diameter. Therefore, the threefold
increase in surface area that was

measured by

BET

most

likely represented primarily
that increase in

surface area which was visible by

Future investigations into

SEM

PHB

(i.e.,

pores of "large" diameter).

degradation employing

BET

should

be targeted at correlating increases in
surface area with increases in
adsorbed enzyme, perhaps by means of
immuno-labeling

/

TEM, and

increases in rate, particularly for reactions
with a greater

enzyme:substrate

ratio.

Since the surface area was shown to increase,
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it

hkely that more enzyn^e
could have adsorbed,
as was observed by
Grethlein,- although, as
discussed in Chapter
4, the binding behavior
would undoubtedly depend
upon the relative concentrations
of enzyn^e
and polymer. Such studies
could address the
partitioning of the enzyn^e
.s

to the crystaUine

and amorphous phases,
and

test directly the

controversial assertion by
Doi and co-workers that
the

enzyme

will

bind

only to crystalline material.

Experimental
Degradation of PHR

500

Pn^^r^^j.

mg of fine PHB powder was

concentrated, crude,

cell-fi^ee

suspended in 10

mL

of

supemate from a PHBase-active
culture

Pseudomorms lemoigr^i and allowed

to stir at

room temperature

of

for a

given duration, after which
time the polymer was removed
from the fluid

by centrifugation. Following
decantation, the polymer was
washed with
distilled water, and then
frozen and lyophiHzed. The
lyophihzed powder

was stored

at -20°C until

it

was measured by BET.

Determination of Wei>ht Loss and RF.T
SurfarP

Samples of PHB were transferred
designed for attachment

was computed by

to the

diff^erence

BET

from the

to three

to a tared, long-necked flask

apparatus, and weighed. Weight loss
initial

attached to the vacuum manifold of the

up

ArP5,

mass. Then the flask was

BET

days at ambient temperature

to

apparatus and degassed for

remove molecularly bound

water. Surface area was determined by
the method of Brunauer,

and

Teller (BET),^" wherein the flask

was submerged
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Emmet,

in liquid nitrogen

(LN.),

and then a known quantity
of gaseous nitrogen

Its partial

(as determined

by

pressure) introduced into
the system manifold
(of known

volume) and maintained
at ambient temperature.
When the valve was
opened which separated
the manifold from the
evacuated LN temperature sample flask
(whose void volume had
been computed by

hehum

partial pressure),
gaseous

mtrogen entered the chamber
and

condensed onto the sample.
The equilibrium pressure
was noted The
total volume was then
reduced by displacement in
the manifold with a
known volume of mercury, and
again the equiUbrium
pressure was noted
Tins was repeated for a
total of four final volumes.

computed from

plots of the linearized

P.

^

BET equation:™

C-1

_1_

V.(P„-P«)

The surface area was

V„C *

7c

(5-1)

where V. was the volume of nitrogen
adsorbed by the sample,
equilibrium pressure, P„ the
saturation pressure (making
partial pressm-e of mtrogen),

nitrogen (STP

The

cm%), and C

specific surface area. A,

V„

the

P/P„

the

the monolayer capacity of
adsorbed

the empirically determined

BET

constant.

was computed from V„, knowledge of
the

area of an adsorbed nitrogen
molecule, and the sample mass, by
means of
the following equation:

A

=

^^y^
22400m

where

^^"^^

'

ap is the projected area per nitrogen
molecule - 16.2
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Nq

IS

Avogadro's number,

(STP)

IS

m the sa„,p,e mass in grams, and

a conversion

22400 cmVmol

factor.

Scanning Electron M;^^„.„„,

Scamping electron microscopy
(SEM) of polymer samples
was
employed to investigate
surface morphology of
degrading polymer and to
measure PHB particle size.
Samples were first sputter-coated
with gold
and then viewed at an
appropriate magnification and
tilt angle.
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BET equipment

in his

#8-11 represent repeat
measurements of the same sample

'
'

Run

Surface Area

Std. Dev.

(#)

(mVg)

Weight

(mVg)

(mg)

4.9

0.12

5.4

0.08

746
746
746
746
746

1

2

3
4

5.6

0.08

5.5

0.09

5

4.9

0.09

6

3.3

0.13

7

2.7

0.14

8
9
10
11

2.9

0.13

7.6

0.08

3.7

0.11

3.5

0.12
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247
247
535
535
535
535

'

to

Itaterin Je^^^^^^^^^^^
measurements of the same sample

Run
(#)

Dega3

^^^^^^

Surface Area

Procedure

determine optimum

(^Vg)

Std.

Dev

(^2/^^

Freeze-Dried Samples
12

0 days

4 9

0.09

6-6

0.07

8.0

0 10

day
100°C

6.9

0.07

Odays

3.4

ambient
13

2 days

ambient
3 days

ambient
15

1

Heat-Dried Samples

ambient
17

day
100°C
1

5.3
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0.08

--

Lt^n^;^;
Enzyn^atically degraded
samples" e'e^t^^^^^^^
unpurified PHBase for 24
hours.

W
1 ft

^

^^^as

Procedure

3 days ambient

then degassed @
100°C for 24 hr

OA
^

repeat measurement

an atte.pt

^^^"^

^^^-^

Surface Area
(^2/^^

4.3
5.2

5.1

on run #19

Negative Control

1

day ambient
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to

8.0

upon a
exposed

unpurified PHBase.

pg/mL

initial

final

PHB(mg)

Enzyme

PHB(mg)

duration

specific

treatment

(hr)

SA (mVg)

none

0

5.4

from

144

8.0

neg

24

9.6

144

24.2

746

746

500

485

none

500

440

mL^
10 mL^

500

-ce

Table

PHB

0.5g or60S

6 days in

pM)

other

comments
jar, 1

day degas

day degas
3 day ambient degas
3 day ambient degas
Ctrl, 1

^

"

DSC and SEM

analyses of the samples shown in
Tables 5-1 and 5-4 and Figure 5-2.

BET

from the jar

in

(-0.2

ZZZ

nm

5-5: Results of

6 days, no

day

10

362

Sample

1

to 12

enzyme
enzyme
enzyme

area

wt. loss

SEM

(mVg)

(%)

(J/g)

5.3

N/A

91.1 ± 5.0

8.0

0

88.8

9.5

7

96.3 ± 2.5

24.2

24

87.7 ± 1.2
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results

'600

nm

spheres

--600

nm

"raisins"

(a)

(b)

i.

v..

i

Figure

i

t

Scanning electron micrographs of PHB powder used
in
surface area studies. PHB was (a) from the
jar, with no freeze-drying- (b)
degraded for 6 days in -200 nM PHBase-active
concentrated P. lemoignei
culture supernate. Scale bar = 500 nm:
5-1:

,

,

168

0

I

2

3

4

6

5

Duration of Degradation Reaction (days)

Figure 5-2: Weight loss (<), DSC heat of fusion
(), and
(O) of PHB powder as a function of degradation time.
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BET
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CHAPTER

6

EFFECT UPON PARTICLE SIZE
DISTRIBUTION
ENZYMATIC DEGRADATION OF PHB
Abstract

Aqueous suspensions of fine
poly-P-hydroxybutyrate (PHB) powder
were subjected

PHB

to

enzymatic degradation by the

A

fraction of extracellular

depolymerase from Pseucbmorms lemoignei.
Prof Luis H. Garcia-

Rubio's novel particle-sizing
algorithm based upon ultraviolet-visible
(UVvis)

spectrophotometry was applied

to these

samples in order

to

investigate the effects upon the
particle size distribution (PSD) as
a

function of the extent of degradation.
Degradation reactions were

conducted

titristatically,

thereby allowing direct measurement
of the rate

at which the degradation reaction

was

occurring.

UV-vis turbidity

spectra were collected on reaction samples
after varying extents of

degradation for experiments conducted using three
different
concentrations of enzyme. The spectrophotometric
analysis revealed that,
despite sonication,

all

samples exhibited substantial aggregation, as

evidenced by a bimodal particle size distribution,
a phenomenon also

observed by dynamic light scattering. The mass fraction
of the aggregate
population was inversely proportional to the concentration
of enzyme in
the sample, indicating that the enzyme
re-aggregation of the

PSDs

PHB

particles.

may have been

Weight

losses

serving to prevent

computed from the

correlated very closely with those computed from titrimetry.

initial rates of

The

degradation computed from the titrimetric data were

consistent with the heterogeneous enz3ane kinetics treatment derived in

Chapter 4 of this

thesis.
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IntroducHnti
Several authors have
published results wherein
rates of

de^adation of PHB powder were
determined from changes in
the
turbidity of a suspension
of this material as a
function of time.'-'i
Typically this assay was
performed with light of a fixed
wavelength

usually 650 or 660 nm. Using
such as assay, Delafield
claimed that there

was good

correlation between the
turbidity

and the mass concentration of

a suspension of PHB p„wder/=>
and Tanio published an
empirical formula
correlating turbidimetric
degradation rates with extents
of dimer
production.'^'

Implicit in both of these
correlations, however, is the

assumption that the scattering
size.

Although

ability of

this is a reasonable

PHB

was independent of particle

assumption

degradation, where particle diameters
change

for small extents of

little,

one objective of the

present study was to address this
question explicitly by following the
particle size distribution (PSD)
of a population of

large range of extents of degradation
titristatically

and

PHB particles

over a

to correlate these results to

determined rates of degradation. To
accomplish this end

the spectrophotometric particle sizing
technique developed by GarciaRubio""'"

was

applied.

Garcia-Rubio has pubhshed a novel algorithm
wherein he

compute from UV-vis turbidity spectra the

is

able to

size distribution of particles

within the sample.'"' Through a knowledge
of the optical properties of
all

components in the sample, one can account

turbidity

due

due

to absorbance.

By

for the contribution to

difference the contribution to turbidity

to scattering could be determined,

and from the scattering

contribution could be determined the PSD. This technique
has been
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apphed

. ehe study of emulsion p„.^eH.ati„„ reactions,

a.

where

often desired to

-ceiles. Another

pH.ary

know

for instance/^,

the si.e distribution
of the reaction

objective of the present
stud,

was

to validate

the applicability of the
Garcia-Rubio methodology
to the study of PHB
enzymatic degradation.

Experimftnfal

PHB

Depolymerase (PHBase) fraction

A

from Pseudomonas

lemoisnei was purified from
cultures of P. lemoigr^i
grown on 15
succinate and M179 mineral

medium

(after Delafield-).

mM

PHBase

activity

as determined via the
powder turbidimetric assay at
660 nm, was
monitored as a function of
culture
age,

culture

was harvested when

pH

and

activity reached

optical density.

a maximum, and the

were removed by centrifugation.
The supernatant
retained,

and then concentrated

precipitation.

Then

DEAE

via ultrafiltration

(after

fraction

and the highly

A

CMC

and ammonium

with a 0-70

SDS-PAGE

essentially pure. These fractions
were dialyzed into 1.0
1.0

cellulose

active eluant fractions assigned
to

used in these studies were shown by

cells

Csupernate") was

Lusty and Doudoroff"')

the PHBase. Proteins were
eluted from the
gradient,

fluid

Sephadex and carboxymethyl

chromatographies were performed

The

sulfate

(CMC)

to purify

mM NaCL

PHBase
to

be

mM Tris-HCL

mM CaC12, and then lyophilized and stored dry at -20»C until

/

needed.

For the studies described herein, a stock
solution of PHBase was
prepared by reconstitution of an aliquot
of the lyophiUzed enzyme to a
concentration of 40 pg/mL, as determined
via the micro-Bradford assay.
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DegraHafmn \a.^y

Titristatic

Between 0 and 4

mL of a stock

d.st..led water; sonicated
15

dispersion)

mL

suspension of PHB (250
^g/mL in

nunutes at room temperature

and enough additional water

were added

to a 13 x

100

mm

to

to

ensure good

bring the total volume to
4

test tube, along

with a micro" stirbar

Th,s concentration of PHB
was chosen so that the maximum
turbidity
observed over the range of
wavelengths scanned was less
than 1.5. To
begin the reaction, between
0 and 80 pL of the stock PHBase
solution

was added

to the reaction mixture.

The pH of this suspension was

maintained at 7.8±0.3 via continual,
manual addition of aliquots of

NaOH.

lOmM

Initial

degradation rates in neq/min were
determined from the
slope of a plot of NaOH added
vs. time. The PHB
suspension was
resonicated each day to minimize
aggregation. The

monitor these reactions was ~9
ring of ParafilmTM

it

pH

mm in diameter, and

probe used

when

fitted

to

with a

nested quite snugly in the test tube,
so as to

minimize the introduction of atmospheric
CO^ into the reaction

vessel.

Control experiments performed without
enzyme indicated that the
baseline

pH

drift of the

system was small compared

to

even the slowest

measured rates of degradation.

UV-Vis Spectra
UV-vis spectra (190-820 nm) were recorded
order to allow determination of the

PHB

for several runs, in

particle size distribution

(PSD)

as a function of extent of degradation (see below).
Immediately following
the designated reaction duration, the reactor
contents were transferred
into a quartz cuvette

and a spectrum obtained. Separate experiments
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were conducted
a one

mmute

for each time duration.

Spectra were also recorded
after

exposure of the cuvette
containing the sample to
boiling

water, a step which was
intended to denature the
enzyme and terminate
the reaction, so that
samples could be subsequently
reanalyzed, if
desired.

In

all cases,

however, the enzyme apparently
exhibited a rapid

increase in activity prior to
being denatured, as in

all

cases the spectrum

obtained after the heat denaturation
exhibited a decrease in scattering
at
all wavelengths. It
was concluded that the heat
treatment did, in fact,
denature the enzyme, though, as
subsequent heating of the samples

produced no further change in the
sample's spectrum. Consequently,
conclusions about the PSDs drawn
herein were based upon analysis
of
spectra obtained prior to the heat
treatment. Both the rapid increase
in
activity

and eventual denaturation

at 100°C are consistent with
pre-

viously published data on the
temperature-dependence of this enzyme's
activity.'^'

The assistance

of Mr. Jeff Throckmorton, a
student in Prof.

Garcia-Rubio's lab, in obtaining the
experimental spectral data

is

gratefully acknowledged.

Particle Sizinfy

The Garcia-Rubio algorithm employed

in the analysis has

been

previously published.f^-«^ In this technique,
the contribution to turbidity

due

to

absorbance alone

is

accounted for through a knowledge of the

optical properties of all the chemical

From

components in a given sample.

the remaining turbidity, which must be due
solely to scattering, the

particle size distribution

(PSD) can be computed. Optical properties were

obtained from extinction spectra, which were in turn
computed from raw
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UV-vis solution spectra at several
concentrations. Such spectra
were
generated for each of the
components used
in this study:

and NaOH. The

shown

extinction spectra for the

in Figures 6-1

Garcia-Rubio

is

and

enzyme and the polymer arj

The computation

6-2.

PHB, PHBase

of the

PSDs by

Prof.

gratefully acknowledged.

Dynamic L ight ScattpHng (DLS)

DLS was

also performed

employing a dynamic

measurements using
determinations

upon suspensions undergoing
degradation,

light scattering instrument.
this technique

made

Although

had a greater uncertainty than the

via the UV-Vis technique,
because of the low

concentration of PHB, estimations of
particle size distributions could
be
obtained in real time.

Results and Discussion

The
with the
6-1.

conditions employed in several degradation
experiments, along

titristatically

From

computed degradation

rates, are given in

the unprocessed UV-vis spectrum for each
reaction

Table

was

subtracted the spectrum for a corresponding
control sample containing

only the

NaOH,

at a concentration representing the total

into the experimental sample.

Through

PHB

spectra" for the experiments in which 20

shown

titrated

this simple subtraction

technique, the spectra used in the subsequent

represented turbidity due solely to

amount

PSD

computations

and enzyme. Such
jiiL

of

"difference

enzyme was used are

in Figure 6-3. Note that the total turbidity at all wavelengths

decreased with increasing extent of degradation.
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Turbidity data in the range
of 190-500

nm from

the spectra

obtained for each of these
experi„>ents following the
treatment with
bo,hng water were used to
compute Mie-averaged particle
diameters
(Dm J. In performing these
computetions, the assumption
was made that
the scattering centers
were homogeneous particles
containing both PHB
and enzyme and that the reaction
fluid was a homogeneous
solution
containing only dissolved enzyme,
since the

NaOH

had already been

subtracted out. While these
computations yielded diameters
that
decreased essentially linearly
with time (data not shown),
inspection of
the particle size distributions
(PSDs) subsequently computed
from these
same data revealed that the predictions
based upon the spectral data in
the range 190-500 nm yielded
very large uncertainties. That
is,

comparison of the experimental turbidity
spectra and those regenerated
from the optical properties and
concentrations of the species

known

to

be

present in the reaction yielded large
residuals, or discrepancies.
Reanalysis using spectral data in the
range 250-820

much

better agreement between the
actual spectra

therefore,

much lower

uncertainties.

nm yielded

and the model, and,

This second series of analyses,

however, showed the exact same, sharp
number-averaged PSD, centered

about -100

nm

(data not shown) for

reactions which employed 10

pL

all

but the set of data obtained from

of enzyme. Furthermore, this sharp,

small diameter peak did not appear in the

enzyme.

PSD

for

PHB

untreated with

These spectra revealed no scattering attributed

to particles

smaller than approximately 500 nm, a diameter
which corresponds
closely with the diameter of the individual
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PHB

particles, as

determined

SEM

by

(see Fig. 5-1).

While this -100

represent single enzyme
molecules,

it

diameter was too large

was believed that

this

to

narrow

small diameter distribution
was due largely to scattering
from the
enzyme molecules themselves,
which were shown to have
outnumbered
the polymer particles by
three orders of magnitude
(see Appendix A) In
computing the PSDs. the contribution
to turbidity due to
absorbance by
the enzyme had been taken
into account, but scattering
had not, because
of the homogeneity
assumption mentioned above.
This assmnption would

appear

to

have been a poor one.

Before

PSD

computations were performed once
again, this time

accounting for scattering from
enzyme, several model computations
were
performed employing a "core and
shell" model
for the

enzyme-polymer

complex. Using this model, turbidity
due to scattering from both

unbound enzyme and enzyme bomid

to the

addition to absorbance by both
species.

experiments,

PHB

it

was shown that

From

particles

in

modelling

enzyme on the

as thin as 2.5 nm, there was a
marked increase in the turbidity

model suggested that

number

if

PHB

is,

the results of the "core

of small particles would have been
overestimated

was shown. Thus,

nm

and

particles were, in fact, coated with

were computed based upon an assumption of
homogeneous

-100

was allowed,

this series of

for "shell" thicknesses of

spectra at low wavelengths. That

the

PHB

it is

shell-

enzyme,

when PSDs

particles, as

reasonable to conclude that the large peak at

diameter computed during the second

PSD

calculations

was an

artefact resulting from the enzyme's coating
of the particles.

The experimental
"core

and

spectral data were then analyzed employing this

shell" algorithm

and the assumption that enzyme could
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scatter

light either

when

this analysis are

in solution or when
wxien adsorhpH
i
aasorbed fn
to fK.
the polymer.

shown

in Table 6-1.

It

can be seen that in

Results of

all

cases the

there was a bimodal
distribution of particles,
regardless of the extent of
degradation, consistent with
results observed in real
time by dynamic
hght scattering (discussed below).
In fact, the mass fraction
of the
aggregate population decreased
with increasing enzyme,
from -50%
for

no enzyme,

to

-25%

for 10 ^L, to

-20%

for

20 ^L,

to

-10%

for

40 pL,

suggesting that rather than inducing
the aggregates, the enzyme
wal
actually serving to limit their
formation.

Table 6-1 also

lists

weight losses for each of the
reactions, as weU

as the total amount of NaOH
added to the reaction. Given the
greater specific sm-face area of
the

much

individual particles (dl) relative
to the

aggregates (d2),

it is

a reasonable first-order assumption
that most of the

weight loss was from the individual

underwent no weight

loss.

particles,

Based upon

and that the aggregates

this assmnption, the percentage

weight losses hsted in Table 6-1 were
computed from the formula given
in equation (6-1),

m,..(<i,,o/d,,)'

where m.

is

'^"^^

+ m,,

the weight of the sample after reaction
time,

initial weight.

On

the right-hand side of equation

refer to the diameter of population d^ at
time y,

(6-1),

t,

the

and mo
d,

is

the

terms

where y=t represents the

time at which the sample was taken and
y=0 represents the beginning of
the reaction. Similarly, the m, terms refer to
the mass fractions of the
,

d^ population at

time

t,

as given in Table 6-1.
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The values

of d, from Table 6-1 are
plotted in Figure 6-4 as
a
function of reaction time for
each of the three enzyme
concentrations It
can be seen that the particles'
size decreased continually
with time. The
weight losses computed from
these values of d, and
equation (6-1) are
plotted against time in
Figure 6-5. As there was
some variability in the
titrimetric rates even within
a set of experiments which
used the same
concentration of enzyme, it is not
possible to draw any real
conclusions
about the linearity (or lack thereof)
of the curves in Figures 6-4
and 6-5.

However, the variations in
reflected in the

when

titrimetric rate

and

total

NaOH

computed values of d, as shown in
Table

the mass loss computed from
the

PSDs

is

added were

6-1.

Moreover,

plotted against the tota/

NaOH

added, a nice linear correlation
results, as shown in Figure
6-6,
which suggests that the two techniques
were measming the same thing.

Further evidence in support of this
suggestion
3,

where

identical.

it

is

found in Figure

6-

can be seen that the 45 and 60 minute
spectra were nearly

Although

it

would be expected that these two spectra
should

represent different extents of degradation,

Table 6-1 that they, in

fact,

it is

did not. For some

apparent from the data in

unknown

reason,

experiment #10 yielded a titrimetric degradation
rate -4/3 that of
experiment #3 (30.8

vs. 22.6 neq/min), yet since it

only ran 3/4 the time,

the same total extent of degradation was
effected, as evidenced by the
fact that the

same

total

NaOH was

added

to

each system

(1.4 ]ieq)

and

that the turbidity spectra were essentially
identical. The excellent
correlation between the spectrophotometric

vaHdates the applicability of the former
degradation of PHB powder.
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and

to the

titrimetric techniques

study of the enzymatic

Although experimental error
resulted

some discrepancy among

in

the measured reaction
rates (particularly the
series which employed
20
of enzyme), the rate
data in Table 6-1 are
consistent with the

heterogeneous kinetics derived
in Chapter
Figure 6-7, where averaged
plotted against the initial

upon a

line of the

([E]„ /

Upon

It

initial titrimetric

can be seen that in

degradation rates are

enzyme concentration, that
the data

for™ given by equation

li)"-'

4.

=

(4-6),

fall

nicely

reprinted here.

iil^Jo+]E]^

further consideration of the
results presented in Table
6-1,

can be concluded that the
degradation of PHB was such
that

all

it

the

particles within a population
decreased in diameter simultaneously,
the

formation of aggregates notwithstanding.
Based upon the assumption of
a Langmuir-type adsorption isotherm,
Okamura had proposed that a
population of PHB particles subjected
U, degradation by a PHBase
would
evolve such that if the number of
PHB particles greatly exceeded the

number

of

enzyme molecules, the

distribution

would remain essentially

unchanged, as only a few particles at a
time would ever be under
attack.""' Conversely, for a larger
ratio of enzyme molecules to
particles,

he argued that

all

polymer

particles should be attacked at the

same

time and the average particle size should
decrease. Okamura applied
classic light scattering to address this
concern,

and showed that the

depolarization value at 90°, an indirect measurement
of particle

diameter, remained essentially unchanged as a
function of degradation

time

in the

former case, but decreased markedly
181

in the latter case.

His

results, while not definitive
(due to the concentration

dependence of the

depolarization value), were
consistent with these
hypotheses.

The

results of the present study,
for which

outnumbered
(see

PHB

Appendix

particles

enzyme molecules

by greater than three orders
of magnitude

A), agree with those of

Okamura. No attempt was made

perf-orm degradation reactions
at the extreme in which

outnumbered enzyme molecules,

PHB

adsorption equilibrium would appear

to

be both

the hydrolysis reaction and
such that not

bound

state (see

Chapter

4), it is

particles

since the absolute rates in
such

extreme would have been very slow.
However, given the

all

an

fact that the

much more

of the

enzyme

rapid than
is in

the

conceivable that Okamura's postulate

incorrect in the enzyme-limiting
regime. Thus,

such enzyme-limiting conditions, the

PHB

it is

particles

to

is

proposed that mider

would

all still

degrade simultaneously, just more slowly.
Okamura's results are too
inconclusive to disprove this possibiHty.
Further experiments are needed
to resolve this question.

Several of the experimental samples were
also measured by

dynamic

light scattering (data not shown).

had large

The

results of this analysis

uncertainties, as a result of the low concentrations
of PHB.

Nonetheless,

it

was

were bimodal in

readily apparent by

DLS

that most of the samples

distribution, and, thus, that the results agreed

qualitatively with those

shown

in Table 6-1. Because of the large

uncertainties associated with these measurements,
however, no

conclusions could be

drawn from them. Future

investigations into the

applicability of DLS to this reaction system should repeat
these

experiments with greater concentrations of PHB.
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Figure

6-1:

Extinction spectrum for

PHB
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in acetonitrile solution.

1.6

Wavelength (nm)

Figure

6-2:

Extinction spectrum for

PHB

solution.

185

depolymerase in aqueous

0.0

-T

200

T

400

800

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 6-3: Turbidity spectra for degradation experiments performed
using 20 pL of enzyme. The contribution to turbidity due to the presence
of

NaOH

in the reaction samples has been subtracted out of these

spectra.

186

Reaction Time (min)

Figure 6-4: Average diameter of PHB particles after varying extents of
degradation for samples degraded by three concentrations of PHB
depolymerase. 10 pL (O); 20 pL (); 40 pL (<).
187

Reaction Time (min)

Figure

Weight loss of PHB particles after varying extents of
degradation, as computed from average particle
diameters, for sample:
degraded by three concentrations of PHB depolymerase.
10 uL
6-5:

(O)- 20

();40pL(<).
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0

00

0.5

Total

1.0

1.5

NaOH Added

2.

(ueq)

Figure 6-6: Weight loss of PHB particles after varying
extents of
degradation, as computed from average particle diameters,
as a function
of total

NaOH

titrated.
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10

20

30

40

[E]o (uL)

Figure

Titnmetric rates of degradation from Table 6-1 plotted
as a
function of [EJo. The curve through the points is
the fit to these data of
the heterogeneous kinetics treatment given in
equation (4-6).
6-7:
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Appendix

By assuming a 600
5-1)

nxn diameter (as estimated
from

and a bulk density of

powder has 1.36E-13
per experiment

1.2

^cm3,

g/particle, or

mL

it

SEM;

see Fig.

can be computed that the

7.37E.12

particles/g.

At

0.5

PHB

mg PHB

*

250 pg/mL), that equals 3.68E^09
particles. The
preparation of depolymerase enzyme
used in these experiments had
a
(2

total protein concentration
of 40

was shown by SDS-PAGE
kDa. From

this, it

to

^g/mL

(by micro-Bradford assay),

and

it

be very pure, showing only
one band at 55

can be computed that the enzyme
solution had a

concentration of 7.27E-07

M (nmol/jiL).

Multiplying by 6.02E+17

molecules/nmol gives 4.38E+11 enzyme
molecules per microhter. Thus,
even at 10
per experiment, there were at least
three orders of

magnitude more molecules of enzyme than
3.68E+09). Naturally, were

it

particles of

the case that not

all

PHB

(4.38E+12

/

of the protein

represented active enzyme, the "effective"
ratio would be lower.

Furthermore, calculations show that these
surface area (prior to degradation) of
1.13E-12

which

is frightfully close to

PHB

m^ each

what was determined by

and, assuming a bulk density of 1.0

(for lack of

particles
(or 8.3

BET

in

had a

mVg,

Chapter

another number),

be computed that one enzyme molecule occupied
a volume of 92

it

5),

can

nm^

so

that (assuming a cube) each occupied approximately
20 nm^ on the
surface.

Thus, even

its surface,

if

that would

every
still

PHB

particle

had

10^

enzyme molecules on

have been well below what would have

saturated that surface, even were the enzyme molecules to
pack closely.
It is also

known from

the kinetic determinations in Chapter 4 that the

"optimal" concentration of enzyme was -1.5

191

U/cm^ which

is

-0.5 ]Lig/cm^

a value which represents
at least an order of
magnitude greater
enzmye:substrate ratio than was
employed in the present set of

experiments (0.01

-

0.04

jugW).
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CHAPTER

7

EFFECT OF VARUTIONS IN
COMPOSITION,

MOLECULAR WEIGHT, AND MORPHOLOGY

ON ENZYMATIC DEGRADABILITY

OF POLYESTERS

Abstract
Chemical hydrolysis of PHB
powder caused a large
material's molecular weight
distribution, a shift which

shift in the

was not seen by

enzymatic degradation, because
enzymatic degradation was limited

to the

surface.

Certain variations in the chemical
and morphological nature of
the PHB/V substrate greatly
influenced the
material's susceptibility to

enzymatic degradation by the

PHB

lemoignei, whereas others effected

depolymerases from Pseudomonas

little

change. Thus, while

poly(ethylene adipate) (PEA) was
degraded at a rate approximately onethird that of PHB, polyCethylene
succinate) (PES)

was

essentially

undegraded. This result was confirmed
by measuring the rates of
degradation both gravimetrically and
turbidimetrically. In addition,
turbidimetry revealed that neither
poly(caprolactone) nor nylon 4 was

degraded by

ends of PHB

this

enzyme. Chemical derivatization of the
hydroxy chain

effected, at most, a slight decrease in
the initial rate of

degradation relative to untreated PHB, suggesting
that the enzyme's
action

was not dependent upon

recognition of the hydroxy termini.

Further evidence in support of this assertion

PHBV varying only in
rate.

It

is

the fact that films of

molecular weight degraded at exactly the same

was shown that a

solvent-cast film of

PHBV

which had been

melt-quenched degraded nearly an order of magnitude more rapidly
than
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did a comparably sized
solvent cast film. However,
samples of aged
embrittled PHB degraded at
exactly the same rate as
did samples of the

same which had undergone a simple
thermal treatment

to allow

erystalHne rearrangement and
regeneration of the mobiUty in
the

amorphous phase. Based upon these

results, it is

proposed that although

the mobility of the amorphous
phase had been regenerated, there
was no
increase in degradation rate
because the samples were so highly
crystalline that the degradation
of the crystalline phase

was

rate-

limiting.

Results and Discussion

Hydrolvti c Degfradation of PHR PnwHpr

A 1%

suspension of PHB in 1.0

slurried continuously at
periodically

were

mL

M NaOH

room temperature.

removed and assayed

The chloroform

mL

200

and then

mg / 20 mL) was

samples were

for turbidity (OD.eo).

acidified with 2 equivalents of HCl,

of chloroform.

1

(i.e.,

Then the samples

thrice extracted with 5

extracts were pooled

and the

solute

recovered by evaporation of the solvent. The dried
solute was then
dissolved into a

much

injected onto the

smaller quantity of chloroform, filtered, and then

GPC. Figure

7-1

shows the turbidity changes in the

polymer with the duration of the degradation
2 shows the changes in the

GPC

reaction,

whereas Figure

chromatograms with time.

Because the chemical hydrolysis of PHB was not restricted
surface,

and because the hydroxy

scission, the

7-

to the

ions were capable of random chain

molecular weight distributions
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(MWDs)

shifted dramatically

as hydrolysis proceeded.

It

can be seen in Figure 7-2
that the

MWD

rapidly became bimodal,
and that the population
of chains with a
molecular weight of
approximately 1000 persisted
until the ve^- late
stages of degradation. It
is suggested that
this molecular weight

corresponded to the lamellar
thickness of the PHB. and
that it persisted
because the lamellae proper
were more resistant to
chemical hydrolys,lis

than the amorphous regions
between the
reported by Seebach and
coworkers

PHB

to

crystals.

when they

chemical hydrolysis'" and by
Vert

for

Similar results were

subjected single crystals of

chemical hydrolysis of

lactide/glycolide copolymers/^'

can be seen from the
chromatograms in Figure 7-2 that there
appeared at high extents of degradation
a large negative peak with a
molecular weight on the order of
100. It was concluded that
this peak
It

corresponded to the 3-hydroxybutyric
acid (3-HB) monomer, since
GPC of
a sample of the free acid monomer,
which is known to contain oligomeric
esters gave a

chromatogram with a large negative peak
at an

MW of

approximately 100, and smaller, positive
peaks at approximately two and
three times the
of the monomer, as shown in Figure
7-3. That the 3-

MW

HB
is

should give a negative peak, while the
polymer gave a positive peak

evident from the refractive indices of
the two relative to chloroform.

As shown

in Table 7-1, the refractive index
for chloroform

between that

The 5

for

^m

3-HB and

that for

lOOA pore

size

is

intermediate

PHB.

GPC

column, which was capable of

resolving molecular weights in the range of 10'

-

10^ was purchased

specifically to allow detection of oligomeric
degradation products.

Because

GPC

analysis proved so fruitful for analysis of the
chemical
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en^ic degradation of PHB.
C

apter

8,

GPC

httle shift in

As discussed

in

^ore thoroughly

in

of partial., degraded
single crystals of
PHB exhibited

MWD.

Moreover, attempts

to

perform the enz^atie

degradation in ch.orofo™
solution showed no
shift whatsoever in
either
the n^olecular weight
or the area under
the GPC curves, as
shown in
Figure 7-4.

Composi tional

VfTfrt^

Several studies have
indicated that PHBases
are highly specific

toward PHB. Mukai showed
that while several
microbial and animal
hpases were capable of
degrading a

series of aliphatic lactone
polyesters,

only

PHB

and. to a

much

lesser extent.
poly(4-hydroxybutyrate)

were degraded by the PHBases
from

showed that although the
degrading PHB,

it

Interestingly, this

exact rate as
adipate)

five bacteria."^

a-,

enzyme did degrade

was degraded

Baba

A faecalis PHBase was highly capable of

barely degraded

PHB. In

Similarly

(P4HB)

y, ^, „r e-lactone polyesters.
poly(p-propiolactone), at the

same

addition, the condensation
polyester poly(ethyIene

at about one-third the rate
of PHB.

seen by the novel plot of Baba's
data given in Figure
ability to hydrolyze polymers
other

than

PHB

As can be

7-5. the

dropped

enzyme's

off sharply as the

average backbone length of its
structural units was either increased
or
decreased from the 4 atoms in PHB
or PPL."'

In order to test whether the P.
lemoignei
similar specificity, 1.6 cm^ films
of

PHBase would

PHB, PEA, and

poly(ethylene

succinate) (PES) were subjected
to degradation by a 4.1
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exhibit

U/mL

concentration of PHBase.
The result,
nf "'^^^
'""'"'^
expenments are given in
Table 7-2, where it can
be seen that while the
emyme was capable of
degrading PEA at
approximately 1/3 the rate
of PHB, it did not
degrade

umt spadng

PHB. This same trend
was observed when suspensions
ground PHB
nc, fiiA,
PEA and
nnH PES
pwq were

tinely

8.3

U/mL

as

assayed turbidimetrically,
with

of enzyme, as

shown

in Figure 7-6.

These results imply that the

was not

of

specificity of

PHBase toward PHB

related solely to the average
backbone spacing between
ester

groups. Thus, there must
have been some other factor
involved.
However, as shown in Table
7-2,

PHB, PEA, and PES

and heats of fusion,
In addition,

it

can be seen in Figure 7-6 that

relative to

is

fine

powder of nylon 4

the polyamide analog of

turbidimetric indication of being
degraded.

this lack of degradability

bond

had similar Tg

so these differences are
not likely responsible.

(provided by Dr. Michelle Belanger),
which

P4HB, showed no

all

was due

to the

reduced

Whether

lability of the

amide

an ester bond, the incompatibility
of the amide bond with

the enzyme's active

site,

the fact that

it

was a y-polymer, or the

fact that

the nylon 4 had a very high T^»'
cannot be determined. Although
there
are numerous reports of proteases
having hydrolyzed polyesters,'" " there
are far fewer reports of esterases
having degraded polyamides.

In order
sensitive

(i.e.,

to test

whether the degradation of PHBV was
endgroup-

whether the enzyme was

exo), films of

PHBV,

in

which the

hydroxyl groups had been derivatized,
were prepared. Derivatization
reactions were performed upon the
surface of solvent-cast films, as well

as upon polymer in solution, employing
as derivatizing agents
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hep a u

b„,3,r,.

ehloHde (HPBC),

-but« chloHde (DTBC).

but^,

chloride (BC).

and di.eth...

Although each ofthese
.ea.ents

be h,,W, reactive toward
hydroxy

^onp, and

is

known

to

e.pe^a. protocols for

the use of each with
other p„,yn.ers have
been pubHshed, the large
degrees of pol3™erization
(DP) of the PHBV (and.
thus, the low
concentrations of hydroxy
groups) .ade it difficult
analytically to confirm
that these reactions
had been successful. I„
order to demonstrate
that
the reactions could, in
fact, be perfom^ed
upon PHBV, they were
repeated
upon PHBV whose molecular
weight had been reduced
by controlled acidmethanolysis, a reaction
which left intact the hydroxy
groups at the chain
ends. Thus, while XPS
of regular" molecular
weight films of PHBV
treated with

HFBC

XPS

showed a small, barely detectable
fluorine peak, the

of a derivatized. reduced
molecular weight film showed
a
larger fluorine peak, as
shown in Figure 7-7.

From an

analytical perspective,

HFBC was

because where there had been
one hydroxy

it

much

an attractive

label

substituted seven fluorines.

Since fluorine electrons are
more energetic than those of carbon
or
oxygen, they could more easily
be detected by XPS. From a
knowledge of
the XPS sensitivities of the
various atomic components, the
surface
fluorine concentrations could
be calculated.

surface hydroxy concentrations
(assmning
calculated.

By

extension, the original

100% conversion) could

These values are summarized in Table

Films of HFBC-labelled

PHBV were

also be

7-3.

analyzed by

ATRIR

before

after enzymatic degradation.
Thus, while films of surface-labelled

and

PHBV

degraded more slowly than did films of
plain PHBV, they did eventually
degrade, and the fluorine moieties
were eventually
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all

removed from the

surface, as

shown by tne
ATRTR
rRIR
y the A

t^.
spectra in Figure
7-8. In addition,
a

con.o, experiment
was performed, in which
HFBC, but not p3^dine.

Under these

reaction failed,

and the ATRIR spectra

indistinguishable from that
of virgin

absorbances attributed

to

HFBC

PHBV was

exposed to

conditions, the
derivatization

PHBV so-treated was

of

PHBV
fHav,

in^indicating

™ r^rt

were in

^^<=''

that the

ATRIR

H
u
due *to chemically
reacted
•

Hi-BC, and not merely
residual, unreacted
HFBC.
Because of its chemical
difference from PHBV,
that perhaps HFBC
was not the

it

was suspected

best label for testing
the hydroxy,

sensitivity of the enzyme.

That

is,

since this perfluorinated

doubt had a much different
electronic environment
than
conceivable that

prevented access

it

might have

to the

electrostatically

compound no

PHBV

and not just

it is

sterically

polymer by the enzyme. For
this reason,

deeded that BC, the nonfluorinated
analog

of

HFBC, should

tested in this capacity.
Moreover, not only does

terms of its electronic enviromnent,

it is

BC

also be

resemble

identical to the

was

it

PHB

in

S-HB monomer,

'

except that
identical to

it

lacks the hydroxy group.
Thus, BC-labelled polymer

PHBV except for the

was

missing terminal hydroxy. Such
a

material was considered to be
the ideal substrate for testing
the hydroxysensitivity of the enzyme.
Because the chemical reactivity
of BC was

expected to be similar to that of
HFBC, with a reasonable degree of
certainty

it

could be assmned that

identical conditions as the

HFBC

However, there was no way

to

BC

reactions perf'ormed under

reactions were successful, as well.

prove this analytically.

Films of PHBV either solution- or
surface-labelled with
subjected to degradation along with
the
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PHBV fihns

BC

were

described in Figure

reduced rate relative

show

p,^re

PHBV fitos

lost

7-9.

to u„,abe..ed

did degrade, as

I„terest.„g„, despHe
the fact that BC-labeUed

weight at the same rate
as unreacted

turbidity increase of
the films

H

PHBV. but the.

was reduced, as shown

PHBV films

the

in Figure 7-10

DTBC-labelling of reduced
molecular weight PHB
was verified by
mnr. Prom the mnr
spectrum in Figure 7.11(a),
a DP of

approximately 46 for the
methanolyzed

comparing the

relative

earboxy terminus

PHB

could be computed by

peak areas of the methoxy
protons

to the

backbone

other repeating units.
This

DP

(a.b) or sidechain

was

in reasonable

(d) at

protons

(c)

the

of the

agreement with the

value determined by GPC.
Moreover, a similar DP was
computed from
the spectrum in Figure
7.11(b) of the DTBC-labelled
PHB, by comparing
the relative peak areas of
the dimethylsilyl protons
(e) at 0.10 ppm or
the
^butyl protons at 0.95 ppm (f)
to the backbone or
sidechain protons of

PHB. Attempts

to

monitor the degradation of this
DTBC-labelled

by turbidimetry, however,
were unsuccessful, because the
powder would not suspend in water.
Moreover, because

weight was so low, the DTBC-labelled

finely

its

PHBV

ground

molecular

PHBV would not yield

an intact

solvent-cast film.

The

fact that the BC-Iabelled

parable to virgin

a reduced rate

PHBV, whereas

is indicative

HFBC-PHBV

still

the HFBC-labelled

PHBV

rate comlost

weight at

of the electronic repulsion effected
by the

fluorines in the latter label, as

the

PHBV lost weight at a

had been suggested above. However, that

degraded at

was operating by means otendo

all indicates

either that the

enzyme

attack, or that exo attack did not require
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recogr>itio„ of the

catastrophic

is

hydroxy group. That such
a disruption was not
a testament to the
mechanistic versatility of
this enzyme.

Molecula r Weig^ hf F.ffo^c

Because

it

was not known exactly how
molecular weight (MW)

influenced the rate of
degradation of PHB/V, since
this variable was quite
often mterdependent
with another, a study was
conducted using films of

PHBV

differing in molecular
weight only.

films were cast

was produced by

very high molecular weight

The polymer from which these

controlled acid-methanolysis
of a lot of

PHBV

(obtained from ICI) for various

durations, as smnmarized in
Table 7-4 and Figure 7-12.

As can be seen

in Figure 7-13, films cast
from three such fractions of
PHBV varied only
in their MW, yet they were
degraded at exactly the same rate.
EarHer

attempts

to

perform such an experiment starting
with "normal"

polymer yielded inconclusive

results, since the

reduced

MW

MW samples had

not only heats of fusion, but
also melting ranges different
from the
starting material.
this

By

starting with the very high initial

MW polymer,

problem was avoided.
If it

had been the case that the PHBase could
react

solely

by the

exo mode, then the susceptibility
of PHB to the enzyme should have
been
strongly dependent upon the

number

of chain ends available to the

enzyme. Since chain end concentration
correlates with the numberaveraged molecular weight, the polymer's
degradability should have been
inversely proportional to M^. Since the
degradabihty

Mn, and

it

was independent

was not the case that the experiment was performed

in a

regime where the rate would be zero-order in
substrate (see Chapter
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of

4), it

must be concluded

that the

en.^e

fash^on. This
independence of the

weight

is

de«„

rate

A e««'.

described above for
end-labelled

Crvstallin itv /

upon molecular

Mnrp bnlogy

well

known

It is

also consistent with
the results

PHBV.

Effpctc

PHB is

that natural

highly cystalline.
Moreover

as a result of the high
degree of purity of this
nautral p„,yn,er,
capable of forming large
diameter
spherulitic crystals.

features are evident in the
optical micrograph

which shows a a thin

enough

film of

PHB

rato at which

PHBase from

crystallinity in the

A. faecalis

PHB

shown

it is

Both of these

in Figure 7-14

which was cooled from the melt
siowly

to allow large crystals
to grow.

showed that the
of the

en^

consistent with results
published by Doi and
co-workers for

PHB/V's produced by

It is

operated principal., i„
the

PHB

Although Doi and coworkers™

was degraded by an excess
quantity

was strongly dependent upon the

total

over then range of 50-70%
crystalline, he showed

that the rate was indepedent
of spherulite

size.

Similarly, Parikh

and

coworkers""' have shown quite
convincingly that the rate at which
injection

molded samples of PHB/V were
degraded was strongly
dependent upon the processing conditions,
and thus the complex part
morphology. Samples which were
quenched quickly after being molded

had a

less crystalline

skin

'

and exhibited greater

initial rates of

degradation.

In order to demonstrate directly the
extent
crystallinity within solvent-cast

PHBV effected

its

to

which the

degradability by the P.

lemoignei enzyme, a melt-quenched sample
of PHBV film was degraded
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under conditions

identical to those
listed in Table 4-2.

quenched sample was
prepared from a

film of

solvent-cast into a Petri
dish by heatin.

temperature (Tm) i. .acuo

(PHBV

Tm

with a

PHBV which

to just

it

The melt
had heen

above the meltin.

of -140»C and

vacuum

con,dt,ons were employed
so as to minimi^e
thermal oxidative
degradation). Once the film
was molten, the Petri dish
was removed
from the oven and immediately
immersed in liquid nitrogen
to quench
the polymer in the
amorphous phase. The cold,
brittle
film

was

shattered,

and a fragment with a surface
area equal
warmed to room temperature and
its rate

to 0.32

cmVmL was

of degradation immediately

assayed by titrimetry using
3.6

nM

PHBase. This melt-quenched
film

degraded at 78 neq/min. nearly
an order of magnitude more
readily than
a corresponding piece of
solvent cast film, as

This result

is

shown

in Figure 7-15.

consistent with the above-mentioned
reports in the

literature for other PHBases.''

-

Moreover,

it is

certain that such a

quenching technique yielded
amorphous PHBV, as a second-pass
scan of melt-quenched PHBV
revealed that the magnitude of
the

DSC
re-

crystallization

exotherm well above room temperature
was equal
of the subsequent melting
endotherm (data

to that

not shown). In addition,

well established that

PHBV

is

slow to crystallize at room
temperature.""

DeKoning showed that when
age

it

it is

injection

molded

PHB

was allowed

increased slightly in crystallinity,
due to anneahng. Such aging

resulted in a measurably significant
loss of the mobility within the

amorphous

regions,

and severe embrittlement. However,
amorphous

mobility and, thus, ductihty, could
be regenerated by

thermal treatment which allowed

for crystalline
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means

of a simple

rearrangement.'"

'^'

to

S.nce

..

fair..

weU estabHshed

sem.«e PHB/V are ™„re
order approxi„>atio„

U.

that the amorphous
re^„„s within
readi.,

de.aded,

it is

a reasonah.e

first-

say that only the
amorphous regions are

de^aded. Given such an
approxin^tion, DeKonin.
had postulated that
the mobiHty of the
a„.„^hous regions should
greatly affect their

susceptibility to degradation,

thermodynamic

by means of detennining
the

likelihood that the
polymer chains

would adopt the

enthalpically unfavorable
transition state. Thus,
he argued, thennally

regenerated

PHB

should be more degradable
than aged PHB."«

In order to test DeKoning-s
hypothesis, 15 x 5 x 2 mn.
(1 70 cm^)
samples cut from the neck
regions of both aged and
thermally
regenerated dogbones of PHB
(courtesy Dr. DeKoning)
were exposed
4.2 U/mL of purified P. lemoignei
PHB depolymerase A. Degradation
was
momtored by weight loss. The
results of this experiment
are given in
Figure 7-16, where it can be
seen that the aged and thennally
regenerated PHB were degraded
at the same rate. Thus, the
fact that
the regenerated sample had
vastly improved amorphous
mobility-' would

appear

to

have had no

effect

upon the rate

at

which

it

degraded. This

result is consistent with the
interpretation offered in Chapter
5 that the

high ciystallinity of PHB/V
serves to limit

matter how

fast the

regenerated

PHB

it

degradability.

That

no

is,

amorphous phase could be degraded, the
rate at
which the bulk sample was degraded
was dictated by the rate at which
the crystalline phase was
degraded. Thus, since the aged and
samples had nearly identical levels of
ctystallinity,

their bulk rate of degradation

was the same. No attempt was made

to

determine whether or not the amorphous
phases of the two samples were
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degrading at different rates,
although

it is

presumed that they were

not.

Samples of PHB externally
tested.

plasticized with

These samples exhibited
weight

losses

due

10%
to

triacetin

were also

emynu^tic action

similar to those of the
other dogbones, despite
huge differences in
crystallinity.

The

results of this series of
experiments would appear to
indicate

either that the effect of
amon^hous mobility was, at most,
minor, or that
the first order approximation
was incorrect. This latter option
is further

supported by the fact that single
crystals of bacterial

PHB

quickly than semicrystalline
powder (see Chapter

Comparison of the

8).

degraded more

experimental conditions employed
in this experiment with
those in Tables
4-1

and

4-2 indicates that this lack of
difference in rates

the reaction having been performed
in a regime where

it

was not due

to

was zero-order

in substrate.

Thus,

it

would appear that

it

was not merely the

total percentage

of crystallinity which dictated
the enzymatic degradability of

suggested by

between

Doi^^^).

Rather,

total crystallinity

degradability. Thus,

it is

it

and

PHB

(as

would appear that a more subtle interplay
overall

morphology was influencing the

most hkely that one must consider not only

differences in the total crystallinity, but
also differences in the type of
crystaUinity.

Because of this subtle interplay, the contribution

to

depolymerization kinetics due to the degradation of
both crystalline and

amorphous regions could not

readily be quantified, independent of

confounding by other parameters.
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Experimpnfal

Chemical

Derivflfi7afinr.c

These reactions were performed

after protocols

pubHshed by

BeningJ-^ Heptafluorobutyryl
chloride (HFBC) reactions
were performed

under

dry,

vacuum

conditions in Schlenck-type
reactors, employing pyri-

dine as a catalyst and acid
scavenger. Butyryl chloride
(EC) reactions

were performed under

identical conditions.

Reactions with both of these

reagents were performed both
upon polymer in chloroform
solution and
upon the surface of films immersed
in tetrahydrofuran (THF)
nonsolvent.
Derivatization by

HFBC

was

analytically confirmed by
attenuated

internal reflectance infrared
(ATRIR) spectroscopy, contact angle

measurements, and x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). Derivatization by BC could not analytically
be confirmed, due to the chemical
similarity of BC to

presumed

PHBV, and

could only be assmned, based upon
the

similarity of reactivity of BC

and HFBC. Derivatizations

employing dimethyl-^butylsilyl chloride
(DTBC) were performed under
similar conditions."^^ The invaluable
guidance of Ms. Molly Schoichet in

the performance of the

HFBC

reactions is gratefully acknowledged.

Chemical Hvdrolysis
Chemical hydrolysis of PHBA^ was performed at
ambient
temperature on fine

PHB

M NaOH (pH -13.5).
Aliquots were periodically removed, acidified
with two equivalent of 1 M
powder suspended

in 1

HCl, and then extracted with chloroform. The
chloroform extracts were
then analyzed by GPC.
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Chemical Mpfhar^^iyo,-^
Methanolysis of PHB/V was
performed in chloroform
solution at
reflux, following a
protocol pubhshed by
Einaga
PHBV was dissolved
to

5%

(w/v) in dry chloroform,
to which

was added 10% dry

(so as to

prevent hydrolysis) methanol,
and l%p.toluene sulfonic
acid as catalyst
The extent of methanolysis was
determined by

GPC

periodically

analysis of

removed samples.

Differential Scanninpr Calnr>irr.^f^y

(^sc)

DSC was

performed on several samples of PHB
in order to infer
crystalHnity from heats of fusion
(AH,) determined from the
area under
the melting exotherm. A
Perkin-Elmer DSC-7 instrument was
employed,
and samples were scanned at
20°C/min over the range -50° to 200°C.

Gel perm eation chromatograp hy (GPC)

GPC was

used

to

determine molecular weights of PHB-type

polymers, using chloroform (with
phase.

A

detector

Waters

was

"Mixed C"

HPLC

at 1

mlVmin

was

column followed in

eff'ected

series

with a general purpose 5

by a 5

jimi

lOOA pore

column. Molecular weights ranging from 10'

to 10' could

The Mark-Houwink-Sakurada

PHB

coefficients for

published,f^«^ so that absolute molecular
weights

a polystyrene (PS) basis

as the mobile

equipped with a differential refractometric

used. Separation

GPC

1% EtOH)

-

-

size

nm

GPC

be resolved.

have been
as opposed to those on

could be determined. Over even this large

range of molecular weights, however, the

PHB

molecular weight could be

approximated as 65% of the PS-basis molecular weight.
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range of molecular weights,
however
uwever, the
me
,

PHR
FHB

rr,«i
molecular
weight could be
i

approximated as 65% of the
PS-basis molecular weight.

Melt-C ompressed Filma
Films of PHBV. PEA, and

PES were

melt-pressed into films was

performed between films of
polyimide at 1000
compression mold heated

to just

lbs in

a laboratoiy-scale

below the respective polymer's
melting

temperature. Because of their low
molecular weights, intact films
of PEA
and PES could not be obtained
by traditional
solvent casting techniques.

Polyme r Suspensions
Suspensions of PEA, PES, PCL, and
Nylon 4 were prepared by
cryo-grinding the respective polymers
as finely as possible. Fine powder

PHB
50

was used as

obtained.

mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.0.

Each material was suspended

to 1.0

g/mL

Suspensions were sonicated prior to use
in

degradation experiments.

Proton Nuclear MaLrnetir Resonance
Spectroscopy r'H NTMB

NMR was

used

to identify the

Samples were dissolved

to

composition of PHBV copolymers.

approximately 12 pg/mL in deuterated

chloroform containing 0.03% tetramethylsilane
(TMS) as an internal
standard. The ratio of the peak areas of the
valerate methylene side

group and the

total

methyl side groups was used

to

determine the

valerate composition. The invaluable assistance
of Drs.

Carmen

Scholz,

Francis Ignatious, and Ms. Joanne Curley in the
acquisition of nmr
spectra

is

gratefully acknowledged.
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in

Solvent-Cast Films

Films of PHBV and end-labelled

PHBV were

prepared from

5%

(w/v) solutions on glass
casting dishes. Films were
allowed to age several
weeks prior to being exposed to

depolymeisrase.

Method

Titristatic

This assay was used

to ascertain initial rates
of

enzymatic

degradation, by measuring the
rate at which sodium hydroxide
had to be

added

maintain

to

pH

8 by continually titrating the organic
acids

produced as a result of the degradation
reaction. The reactions were
conducted in a 13 x 100
test tube, into which the pH
probe fit snugly,

mm

so as to minimize exposure
of the reaction to the air (and
thereby

minimize the contribution of atmospheric
CO^

volumes 4

mL

sample

be degraded, 4

and

to

finally,

tested, the

measured

were

utilized.

mL

Into the tube

PHB

sample was weighed and

(to

determine the

initial

its

it

shift).

Reaction

a 10

mm magnetic stirbar,

depolymerase. For each film

it

so-

macroscopic dimensions

bulk surface area), prior to

introduction into the test tube, where

that

pH

were placed the polymer film

distilled water,

an ahquot of purified

to

was maintained

its

in the fiuid such

stayed completely immersed.

Turbidimetric Powder Assay

This assay was used as a quick way to measure
enzymatic

300

}iL of

a 1000 jLig/mL suspension of fine polymer powder in 50

Tns-HCl dispersed
with 700

via ultrasonication

^iL of diluted

enzyme

was combined

solution, also in 50
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activity.

mM

in a plastic cuvette

mM Tris-HCl.

Both

buffer solutions also contained
1.0

mM MgCl,.

Because the powder was

so fine, such suspensions
were very turbid, but as

enzyme degraded the

polymer, the optical density
decreased. For the purposes
of this assay,
enzymatic degradation rate was
defined in terms of the rate
of change of

Turbidimetric Film Assay

This assay was similar to the
powder assay, only a film was used
instead.

A

the cuvette

film of polymer which would
(i.e.,

4-5

fit

snugly against the window of

mm in width) was immersed in a test tube in a

diluted solution of the depolymerase.
Periodically, the film

from the incubation, rinsed with water,

was removed

blotted, further dried

with a

blower, and then placed into the cuvette.
As degradation proceeded and
the surface roughened, the opacity of
the film increased. The optical

density at 475
the film, by

nm

means

(OD,,^) of the film

was noted

at several positions on

of inserting the cuvette to varying extents
into the

instrument, and the measurements averaged.
The film was then placed

back into

its

appropriate incubation solution.

Weight Loss
Film weight losses were determined by
film after a given extent of degradation

0.01 + 0.01

mg

difference.

was measured

to

The weight

a precision of

on an analytical balance. Films which were wet had

to be rinsed with water, blotted,

of a

first

and then further dried with a blower

before being weighed. Control experiments verified that weights

measured

after this simple drying procedure were indistinguishable from
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weights obtained after drvins
uiying me
the nim
film

but the thickest of films.
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in vacuo
n«^,. for
e
m
several hours for all

Table

7-1:

Refractive index

of poly(P-hydroxybutyrate)

3-hydroxybutyrate (3-HB), and
chloroform.

species

^

^™

1.4670

chloroform

1.4460
1.4445
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CD

Sample

DP'

Take-off

Theoretical^

n

Fluorine (%)

Measured*"
Fluorine (%)

15

q.OO

o.OO

75

0.00

0.00

15

0 06

n 17

75

0 06

0:i2

15

0 25

1

76

0.25

2.00

Angle

virgin

PHBV

HFBC-labelled

HighMWPHBV
HFBC-labelled

LowMWPHBV

2250

2250

450

degree of polymerization, determined by

GPC

fluorine atomic percentage assuming 100%
conversion of hydroxy ends
and that surface endgroup concentration equalled bulk
endgroup

concentration
fluorine atomic percentage

measured by XPS
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Table

Molecular weights and heats of
fusion of PHBV methanolvzpH
to vanous extents. GPC
traces of these samples are
givL irptre
J^igure
ll
Weight losses are given in Figure 7-13.
7-4:

f

Extent of
Methanolysis

M//1000

M 71000

AH»'

(hr)

(g/mol)

(g/mol)

(J/g)

0

974

221

39

3

339

116

35

9

176

80

34

determined by
determined by

GPC
DSC
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Figure

7-1:

NaOH

as a ftinction of reaction duration

Turbidity

(OD,J

of fine

PHB

217

powder suspended in

(hr).

1.0

M

1-00

3.00

Log

Figure

7-2:

GPC

traces of fine

5.00

MW (PHB

PHB

Basis)

powder suspended

after various reaction durations (hr), as indicated.
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7.00

in 1.0

M NaOH

Figure

whose

7-3:

GPC

trace of "3-hydroxybutyric acid" purchased from
Aldrich,
label warned that this product contained
oligomeric esters of 3-

hydroxybut3aic acid.
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500

600

700

800

900

Retention Time (sec)

GPC

traces of PHB exposed for 121 hours in chloroform
solution to PHBase. (a) PHB in chloroform solution, with 10%
(v/v)
diluted enzyme solution, (b) PHB in chloroform solution, with 10%

Figure

7-4:

plain 50

mM Tris-HCl

/ 1.0

mM CaCl2 buffer,

(v/v)

(c)

experiment performed without added enzyme or
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Negative control
buffer.

5.

P(3HB)
P(3HP)

O)

E
(0

o

PEA
CD

P(4HB)

PLA
0
4

Average

Fi^re

5

6

7

Structural Unit Length (atoms)

Enzymatic degradation weight loss data of Baba^'^ plotted
a function of the average structural unit backbone
length, in atoms of
7-5:

the polyesters tested.

PLA

= poly(lactide);

PHB

= poly((3-hydroxybutyrate); PPL = poly(P-propiolactone); P(4HB) =
polyCy-hydroxybutyrate); P(5HV) = poly(5-valerolactone); PCL =
poly(£-caprolactone).
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,

Duration of Degradation Reaction (min)

Figure

Turbidimetry data of various polymers exposed to 8.3 U/mL
PHBase. Suspension ODeeo is plotted against reaction duration for: PHB
(O);

7-6:

PEA (); PES

negative control

(<);

PCL

(•);

Nylon 4

(<).
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(*);

PEA

negative control ();

PES

^ifmf ^™
f^HBV.
HFBC-labelling was performed upon

captured at 15° take-off angle for solvent-cast films
of

PHBV

the surface of films of
of (a) normal, and (b) reduced molecular
weight.
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Figure

7-8:

PHBV

films,

HFBC;

(c)

ATRIR

spectra of degraded and undegraded solvent-cast
(a) virgin PHBV; (b) virgin PHBV surface-labelled with

labelled films after 8 hours in
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PHBase

solution.

Duration of Degradation Reaction

Figure

7-9:

(), 0.83

Weight

losses of films of BC-labelled

(O), or 0.28

solution-labelled.

U/mL

(<) of

Unlabelled

PHBV exposed to:

PHBase. Films were

PHBV degraded

for comparison.
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(hr)

with 2.5

2.5

(a) surface- or (b)

U/mL ()

is

shown

Figure 7-10: Turbidity of films of BC-labelled PHBV exposed to: 2.5
(),
0.83 (O), or 0.28 U/mL (<) of PHBase. Films were (a) surface- or (b)
solution-labelled. Unlabelled PHBV degraded with 2.5 U/mL
() is shown
for comparison.
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Figure 7-11:
nmr spectra of PHBV films, (a) Low molecular weight
PHBV; (b) DTBC-labelled low molecular weight PHBV.
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Retention Time

(s)

Figure 7-12: GPC traces of high molecular weight
durations of controlled acid-methanolysis.
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PHBV after various

Figure 7-13: Weight losses as a function of molecular weight
for solventcast films of PHBV exposed to 3.0 U/mL PHBase for
4.25 hr (O) and 8.0
hr (). Also shown are weight losses for films exposed 4 hours
to plain
buffer (<).
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Figure 7-14: Cross-polarized optical micrograph of a slow-cooled,
thin

filmofPHB.
230

Figure 7-15: Titrimetric rates of PHBV film
degradation as a function of
substrate concentration for three concentrations
of enzyme, as shown in
Figure 3-7. The point indicated by the arrow represents
the weight loss
of a 0.32 cm' melt-quenched film of PHBV
exposed to 0.45 U/mL PHBase
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0

2

4

6

8

10

Duration of Degradation Reaction (day)

Figure 7-16: Weight loss as a function of time of samples of
dogbones of
PHB aged to embrittlement (O), thermally regenerated (), or externally
plasticized with 10% triacetin (<). The solid symbols indicate
the
corresponding weight losses in the absence of enzyme.
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CHAPTER

8

EFFECT OF VARIATIONS IN TACTICITY
ON ENZYMATIC DEGRADABILITY OF PHB
Abstract

The enzymatic degradation
(PHBs) of varying

tacticity

was

ranging from highly

tacticities,

of synthetic poly-P-hydroxybutyrates

investigated.

Fractions with various

isotactic to highly syndiotactic,

were

isolated from ring-opening polymerizations
of racemic p-butyrolactone

and characterized. Films
tacticities

were subjected

cast from synthetic polymer of several
to degradation

PHB

by the extracellular

depolymerases of the h^cierixim Pseudomonas
lemoignei and the fungus
Aspergillus fumigatus

M2A. Films

of bacterially produced

PHB

were also

degraded for comparison. Gravimetric determinations
of enzymatic
degradation were quantitified relative to control
experiments in which no

depolymerase was added. Each experimental sample was
exposed

same concentration
origin

PHB

samples'

to the

of enzyme, as determined by activity towards natural-

powder, yet the degradation behavior varied strongly with the

tacticity.

by either enzyme

The

films of natural

in 48 hours.

PHB

were completely consumed

The degradation

of the synthetic samples

by both enzymes followed similar trends, although the fungal
depolymerase effected

less rapid degradation for all synthetic

than did the bacterial enzyme. Weight
polymer, followed by "atactic"
"isotactic"

PHB

PHB

loss

was greatest

samples

for natural

(55-68% isotactic diad content), then

(79-88%), then "syndiotactic"

PHB

(34-45%).

These rates

are interpreted in terms of isotactic content, tacticity sequence and
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distribution,
tacticity

and

and sample

crystallinity.

Due

crystallinity in these samples,

independently the

effect

to the
it

was

upon degradabihty due

interdependence of
difficult to

determine

to tacticity alone.

Preparation of single crystals from
these materials provided a means

around

this interdependence, so that
the effect

solely to tacticity could be
investigated.

upon degradability due

The rates degradation of single

crystals decreased with decreasing
isotacticity.

proposed that the

It is

degradation of these polymers by the
enzymes studied was dependent

upon blocks

of [R] units.

Introduction
Although many organisms have been identified
which secrete
extracellular

PHB

various enzymes

is

depolymerases (PHBases),"^ the behavior of the

remarkably

a recent paper by Mukai,

similar.

et

PHBases was compared. Among
the

A

and B

fraction fi-om

B

The

is

seen quite readily in

in which the behavior of five bacterial

the bacterial

PHBases compared were

Pseudomonas lemoignei, which unlike most

other PHB-degrading organisms,
enzyme.f^-^^

This fact

is

known

results of Mukai's study

to secrete

seem

more than one such

to indicate that the

A and

fractions fi-om P. lemoignei behaved very similarly, both
to each other

and

to the

PHBases from

the other bacteria, as there

two-fold difference in rate separating

whether such similarity of behavior

all five

is

was

less

than a

enzymes. To investigate

a general phenomenon which

transcends biological kingdoms, the present study employed the

systems from both a fungus, Aspergillus fumigatus M2A, and a
bacterium, Pseudomonas lemoignei.
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PHBase

Despite the fact that several
studies on the enzymatic
degradation
of

PHB-type polymers have been
pubhshed, very

about the mechanistic

Httle is really

known

specifics of either the intraor extracellular

enzymatic degradation of these
materials. The nature of the
polymer
substrate

known

is

to

be an important

factor.

It

has been reported that

crystalline regions in semi-crystalline
polymers were

degrade than amorphous regions/-^' a
result which

much

is

slower to

consistent with the

findings for the enzymatic or chemical
degradation of other polymers.^^^

Based upon such
of the

results, Doi

has suggested that enzymatic degradation

amorphous regions of PHB occurred

20-fold

more rapidly than

for

the crystalline regions of PHB.^^-^^

The

fact that low oligomers (mono- di-,

been identified as the

would seem

to

sole products of

and trimer) have repeatedly

enzymatic

PHB

degradation^'-'"^

imply that these enzymes act predominantly by
exo-

cleavage, preferentially attacking polymer from
the chain end.

In fact,

has been shown that the Alcaligenes

soluble

faecalis

enzyme degraded

it

oligomers specifically from the hydroxy terminus.f"^
However, this same

enzyme has been shown

to

degrade both linear and

cyclic water-soluble

oligomers in a nearly random fashion, which would only be possible
by an

endo or

reaction.^'

UnHke

the depolymerases,

in which natural biodegradation

PHB is
is

the enzymatic degradation of PHB

and the

most
is

insoluble in water, the
likely to occur.

Consequently,

a heterogeneous catalytic reaction,

kinetics treatment derived in Chapter 4

Many

medium

groups have prepared synthetic

must be

PHB

for

applied.

use in subsequent

degradation experiments. Zhang and Gross have prepared
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PHB

from

both stereochemically pure as well
as racemic p-butyrolactone/^^'^^^

Kemnizter,

and

et

al, synthesized

PHB

[S] p-butyrolactone containing

a diethyl zinc

/

stereocopolymers from mixtures of

from

4%

to

100%

[R]

[/?]

monomer, using

water catalyst system, with 95%
retention of monomer

chirahty upon polymerization^-^ Doi,

et

al employed a catalyst obtained

from the reaction of triethylaluminum
with water

to

polymerize racemic

p-butyrolactone, which they subsequently
divided into two fractions of

low and high

tacticity/^^

Similar results have been reported by
Pajerski

and Lenz using various alkylaluminoxane
also polymerized racemic

catalysts."^'

Jesudason,

et al.,

monomer, by a catalyst obtained from the

reaction of trimethylaluminum with water,
but recovered several
fractions of varying tacticity."^^

Because natural

PHB

is fully isotactic,

bearing the absolute [R] configuration,

it is

with

all

repeating units

not surprising that the

natural PHBases exhibit a specificity toward polymer
which contains that
stereochemistry. Thus, both

HB) was
faecalis

Doi^^'

and Kemnitzerf^^ found that

highly resistant to degradation by the

and Penicillium funiculosum,

P

.

PHBases from Alcaligenes

respectively.

indicated that the susceptibility of synthetic

PHB

Kemnitzer's results

to

degradation by the

funiculosum depolymerase was a strong function of the

Moreover, at

77%

[R] the initial rate of

PHB

dramatically greater than either natural

levels of

Both Doi,

[iJ]

et al}^^

[iJJ-content.

degradation was

PHB

or synthetic

lower [R] content. This result has been attributed

between high

poly([S]-

PHB

with

to cooperative effects

repeat units and low levels of crystallinity."^^

and Jesudason,

et al.}^^^

performed gravimetric

studies on the degradability of synthetic, racemic
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PHBs

of various

tacticity.

'The two sets of studies were
conducted with the

PHBase from

Alcaligenes faecalis, and each group
reached a similar conclusion, which
was that because it was lower in
crystallinity, atactic

more readily than did

isotactic

PHB

competing

degraded

polymer of the same stereocomposition.

Kumagai"^^ also studied stereochemistry
natural

PHB

effects in

terms of blends of

with racemic, atactic polymer.
Again, as a result of the

effects of crystalHnity

asnd

tacticity,

maximum

they saw a

in

degradability at a 50/50 mixture of the
two polymers.
Recently, the range of synthetic

PHB

polymer with a predominantly syndiotactic

was expanded
distribution.

to include

Hocking

reported that the ring-opening polymerization
of racemic p-butyrolactone
(p-BL) by methylaluminoxane gave a fraction
which was primarily
syndiotactic, together with
isotactic character."«^

more abundant

fractions of varying degrees of

Kemnitzer reported that a variety of tin catalysts

were capable of polymerizing the same racemic monomer
predominantly syndiotactic

PHB

degradation than did

More

recently,

it

atactic,

PHBase from

[/J]-to-[S] ratio in

racemic

PHB.'^'^^

Abe synthesized a

the

series of high molecular

monomer

feed,

he was able

with a range of tacticities, including one with an

30%. This "syndiotactic" material showed very

PHBase from A.

faecalis,

P.

exhibited a slower initial rate of

stereocopolymers of p-BL using a distannoxane catalyst.^^"
the

form

as the sole product."''''-'"^ Preliminary

reports of the degradability of this material by the

funiculosum indicated that

to

weight

By varying

to synthesize

PHBs

isotactic diad content of

little

susceptibiHty to the

but films with isotactic diad contents between

60% and 90% degraded more

rapidly even than natural
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PHB. Once

again, this enhancement in
degradabilty was attributed to a
cooperative
interplay between crystaUinity

and

tacticity.^^i]

The current study was designed

to investigate the

enzymatic

degradabihty of PHB synthesized by the
ring-opening polymerization of
racemic p-butyrolactone using
methylaluminoxane catalyst. Different
fractions from such polymerizations,
with tacticities ranging from

predominantly syndiotactic
investigated.

The

to atactic to

extracellular

lemoignei and A. fumigatus

PHB

predominantly

isotactic,

were

depolymerase systems of both P.

M2A were

employed in these studies.

Experimental

Polvmerization Reactions

Polymer samples were obtained from Ms. Philippa
McGill University, with
conducted,

whom

J.

Hocking, of

this collaborative research project

who had performed bulk

was

ring-opening polymerizations of

racemic (3-butyrolactone with methylaluminoxane catalyst using
vacuum
techniques. Details of the polymerization and fractionation
conditions, as
well as the characterization of these fractions, have been previously

pubHshed."^^
Bacterial

PHB

used in control experiments was obtained from

Marlborough Biopolymers (Billingham, UK).
dissolution into N,N-dimethylformamide

large excess of stirred diethyl ether.
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It

was

(DMF) and

purified by

reprecipitated into a

Depolvmerase

The

PHB

depolymerase from Pseudomonas lemoignei
was obtained

from one-liter cultures grown at 30°C on
with 10

ATCC M179

mineral

mM succinate as carbon source, after DelafieldJ^^]

had been inoculated with approximately
on M179, with

PHB

5

mLOD

as sole carbon source.

medium

These cultures

of a pre-culture

The pre-culture had, in

been inoculated from a primary culture grown
on M179 and 10
succinate.

grown

The PHBase from Aspergillus fumigatus

M2A was

turn,

mM

provided by

Mr. Thomas M. Scherer, who had grown the ftingus
in one-hter cultures
at 45°C on a minimal basal

For either organism, the

medium with PHB

one-liter cultures

as the sole carbon source.

were grown until

depolymerase activity reached a maximum.
Activity, in both cases,

(see below).

Once maximum

was ascertained
activity

centrifuged and/or filtered to remove

than two orders of magnitude via

huge

losses of both total protein

ultrafiltration steps,

via the turbidimetric assay

was observed, the cultures were
cells,

and then concentrated by more

ultrafiltration (see

and enzyme

presumably due

Chapter

2).

Despite

activity during the

to nonspecific

binding of the various

proteins to the apparatus, quantities of activity sufficient for these
studies were recovered from single cultures of the respective organsisms.

Because a purification scheme

been perfected,

it

had

to

for the fungal

depolymerase had not yet

be used in the unpurified

state.

In order to

maintain some consistency between the two sets of experiments, the

P.

lemoignei enzyme was also used in the unpurified state, although several
purification protocols have been published (see Chapter

That unpurified preparations of enzyme were used in
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2)}^-'^'^^'^^^

all

the studies

described'herein precluded absolute
determination of depolymerase
concentrations.

Turbidimetric Assay

Depolymerase

activity in the supernatant fluid
(supernate)

was

determined by the rate of decrease in turbidity
exhibited by a suspension
of

PHB

Mg/mL

after

mixing with a sample of the supernate.
2

stock suspension of fine dry

PHB

(Tris-HCl for P. lemoignei, Tricine for

mL

granules in 50

mL

of a 300

mM, pH

A fumigatus) was combined with 1

of centrifuged culture supernate, and
then incubated at the

temperature as the corresponding culture (30°C
fumigatus). Optical density at 660
time; activity

was defined as the

8 buffer

nm

for lemoignei,

same

45°C

for

was recorded as a function of

initial rate of

decrease in turbidity. For

the purposes of this study, one unit (U) of activity
was defined as

corresponding to the amount of enzyme which under these conditions
effected a change in turbidity of 0.001 OD/min.

Losses notwithstanding, the ultrafiltrated solutions contained a

much

greater enzyme concentration than the crude culture supernates.

Therefore, their activity was determined using a rediluted aliquot to

ensure that a sub- saturating quantity of enzyme was being assayed, and
thus that the rate was linear in enzyme concentration (see Chapter

4).

Sample Preparation
Films of the various polymers

to be studied

were cast from

chloroform solution onto teflon dishes. All films studied were aged at

room temperature

for several

weeks prior
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to use.

Sample thicknesses

varied according to amounts
of material available; no
attempt was made
to obtain films of a given
thickness for the degradation
studies. Previous

experiments in this laboratory have
indicated that because of the
heterogeneity of this reaction system,
degradation rates were dependent
not upon sample mass, but rather
upon total surf'ace area. Thus, fihns
of
the same composition, varying only
in thickness, were shown to
degrade
at the same rate (data not shown).
Therefore, due to their negligible

impact upon

total surface area, variations in
film thickness within this

range were inconsequential, and

initial film

smface areas were taken as

twice the product of their width and
length.

Sample Degradation
Samples of film measuring 5 x 10
50

mM, pH

mm were immersed in 2 mL of

8 buffer (Tris-HCl for P. lemoignei depolymerase, Tricine
for

A. fumigatus) to which had been added
3.6 units of enzyme activity, and

then incubated without shaking at a controlled
temperature (30°C

for P.

lemoignei depolymerase and 45°C for A. fumigatus).
Control samples
received an equivalent volume of buffer in lieu of the
enzyme solution.

The degradation
that this

enzyme

pH

is

reactions were performed at

8 because

it is

known

along the plateau of optimal activity for the P. lemoignei

system,"°^

enzyme system

pH

and preHminary experiments with the A. fumigatus

indicate that

pH

8

is its

pH

optimum, as

well.f^'^^

Replicate experiments were performed where sample quantities

permitted;

i.e.,

for all

diad content. For the

enzyme

samples except the ones with
first

34% and 55%

isotactic

140 hours of degradation, the buffer and

solutions were replaced every 48 hours. Thereafl^er, the changes
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were

less frequent.

Where

limited sample quantities
precluded

performing negative controls
control

was performed,

for

both enzymes, only a 45°C negative

since at the higher
temperature

any chemical

hydrolysis that might have occurred
would have been more pronounced
than at 30°C.

Weight Loss

The extent
normalized to

of degradation

initial film surface area.

variations in initial

Sample

was determined by weight

mass

loss

This normalization accounted for

for films of the

same

initial

dimensions.

films were periodically weighed on
an analytical balance to a

precision of 0.01 mg. Both experimental
and control films were removed

from their respective
temperature

solutions, blotted,

for at least

an hour

and then dried

prior to weighing.

in vacuo at

Enzyme

room

solutions

were typically replaced following every such drying.
Within the

first

48 hours films were weighed without replacing

the enzyme solutions. To avoid possible disruption
of bound enzyme,

samples were blown

dry, without the

vacuum treatment; weights

obtained in this fashion were indistinguishable from those
obtained after
the

vacuum treatment

the bacterial

PHB

for all but the thickest films (>

80

]Lim).

films were below this critical thickness,

frequently weighed at times other than

when

changed, they were usually just blow-dried.
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the

enzyme

Because

and were

solutions were

Crvstalli'nitv

InHpy

Crystallinity indices were
determined from attenuated total
reflectance infrared (ATRIR)
spectra using the methodology
developed by

Bloembergen/-^ as applied

to

a crystallinity index as the

ratio of the

sensitive

peak at 1182 cm'^

ATR-modifed

spectra.

IR absorbance of the

crystalline-

to that for the crystalline-insensitive

1385 cm-\ This isotactic-sensitive crystaUinity
index
CI,.

Bloembergen defined

is

peak at

here denoted as

In addition, consistent with results
published by Kemnitzer,"^]

it

was

seen for the syndiotactic materials
that the 1182 cm"^ peak did not

change with crystalHnity, indicating that
specific.

this

absorbance was isotactic-

Rather, an absorbance at 1103 cm'^
proved to be syndiotactic

crystalhne-sensitive. Thus, for the "syndiotactic"
samples,

an alternate

crystaUinity index (CI,) was defined as the
ratio of the 1385 cm'^ peak to

the 1103 cm-^ peak. Because the 1103 cm"^
peak was such that

it

decreased with increasing crystalhnity, the
syndiotactic crystaUinity

index was defined in this "reciprocal" fashion so
that a greater index

corresponded to a greater degree of crystaUinity.

High Performance Liquid Chromatogranhv (HPLC)
Water-soluble products of degradation were assayed by

Each time the enzyme

solution for a particular film sample

HPLC.

was

replaced,

the "used" super-nate was retained, pooled with the previously

accumulated supemate from that

were then

lyophilized,

reconstituted with 1

was

filtered

film,

and stored dry

and stored

until analyzed.

mL of doubly distiUed water,

and then

injected onto a

frozen.

Supemates

Samples were

and a 100 pL aliquot

room temperature Shimadzu LC-6A
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HPLC

equipped with a Biorad "Aminex"
HPX-87H ion exclusion column

and a Shimadzu SPD-6A 210

nm UV

detector.

Dilute acid (0.05

M

H,SO,) was used as the mobile
phase at a flowrate of 0.5 mL/min.

Results anH

ni«r.iioq|-^n

Characterization of Sample Filma
Properties of the synthetic polymer
films used for degradation are

summarized

in Table 8-1. These samples
were selected fi-om the

fractionated products of several reactions
to provide representative

information over a wide range of isotacticities,
with some samples coming

from different fractions from the same

reaction, as noted.

Inspection of

Table 8-1 reveals that the molecular weights
decreased with decreasing
isotactic diad content

which may have resulted from the separation of the

various samples by fractional precipitation. As
can be seen in Figure 8-1,
there

was an

essentially linear relationship between isotacticity

logarithm of molecular weight.
clearly understood, but

it

Why

may have

and the

such a correlation should exist

is

not

mechanistic implications for the

catalyst.
It

can also be noted in Table 8-1 that there were two trends in the

PHB

crystaUinity behavior.

with greater than

after referred to as "isotactic" synthetic

PHB)

50%

isotactic diads (here-

exhibited the

same X-Ray

diffraction pattern (not shown) as the natural, fully isotactic polymer,

whereas

PHB

with less than 50%

"s5nidiotactic" synthetic

which has been shown

PHB)

isotactic diads (hereafter referred to as

exhibited a different crystal structure, one

to correspond to syndiotactic polymer.^^®^
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In

add.t.o„, while the
essentially atactic
material with approxin^ately
.sotactic diad content

upward trend
direction

had very

in the heat effusion
(AH,)

away from 50%

De gradation

of Rarterial

As expected,
rate by the

little crystallinty,

measured by

isotactic, as also

PHR

there

shown

was a

DSC

50%

linear

in either

in Figure 8-1.

Piln^o

films of bacterial

PHBase systems from P.

PHB

were degraded at the same

lemo^gnei and A. fumisatus

M2A

with films being completely
consumed in 46-50 hours. This
rate was in
fairly close agreement
with results of Mukai, et
al.P' for the

depolymerases from a number of
bacteria, including
loss for the natural

polymer was essentially linear
with respect

There was excellent reproducibility
between
concurrently. Moreover, films
incubated in

PHB

P. lemoignei.

had been continuously degraded

degraded at this same

for

enzyme

up

rate, indicating that

replicate samples

to

solution in

a week were

enzyme was

Weight

to time.

run
which

still

stable in the

presence of substrate for extended
periods of time. Moreover, the rates
of
degradation of samples of bacterial PHB
continuously and sequentially

degraded in solutions of the same age as
those containing the synthetic
samples confirmed that enzyme activity
persisted at a constant level

throughout the duration of the study. With
one exception, control
samples, treated identically to the enzymatically
degraded samples except
that they were exposed to buffer lacking
enzyme, showed negligible

weight

loss.

Additional control experiments were performed
to determine the
sensitivity of the behavior of the

enzymes
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to variations in the

experimental conditions. The
results of these experiments
indicated that
sUght variations in the amount
of time between preparation
of the

enzyme

solution

and introduction of the polymer

activity (data not shown).

large

It

was important

number of samples being

to

films effected no loss in

understand

concurrently tested

this, since the

meant that such

slight

variations in time did exist.

In addition, a simple kinetics
assay demonstrated that for the P.
lemoignei enzyme system at 30°C,
1.8 U/mL of enzyme activity
gave
essentially the

maximal

rate for films of this lot of
bacterial polymer

measuring 5 x 10 mm, whereas

U/mL was

fumigatus system at 45°C,

approximately half of the "optimal" activity
(see kinetics

cussion in Chapter

A

for the A.

The

4).

1.8

dis-

results of these assays are given in
Table 8-2.

quick binding study was also performed
with both enzymes and

films of bacterial

PHB. Films measuring

5 x 10

mm were allowed to

incubate in either enzyme solution until a
weight loss was detected
(typically 2 hours), at

which point the films were rinsed and transferred

to fresh, enzyme-free buffer solution,

and allowed

Fresh films of PHB were then placed

into the

which the

first films

to

continue degrading.

enzyme solution from

had been removed. Such experiments were

formed upon films of natural

PHB

per-

degraded by both enzymes, employing

three concentrations each of enzyme and substrate. The results of
this

assay are given in Figure
"used"

enzyme degraded more

ferred to buffer,

it

Because the

fi-ee

fi-esh films

added

to the

rapidly than did the initial films trans-

can be concluded that,

equilibrium between the
that,

8-2.

for either

organism, the

and bound forms of the enzyme was such

under the conditions employed, the majority of the enzyme was in
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solution

and not bound

conclusions

drawn

to fitos.

in Chapter 4 from a

Degradation of SYnthpfjc

Weight

This interpretation

PHR

consistent with

more thorough binding study.

Filmc

loss data for the various

collected for several

is

samples in either enzyme were

hundred hours. In

all

cases, repHcate

samples

within the same system showed
highly reproducible behavior.
In
addition, with one exception,
control samples incubated in
plain buffer
solution

showed

averaged over

shown

negligible weight loss.

all replicates for

Therefore, the results plotted are

the given sample, with control
results

one sample only, to avoid
unnecessary repetition. Figure 8-3

for

shows the weight

loss of isotactic"
'

enzyme, whereas Figure 8-4

samples degraded with bacterial

for the

is

same materials with the fungal

enzyme. Likewise, Figures 8-5 and 8-6
correspond
degradation, respectively, of "syndiotactic"

weight loss

profile for the natural

polymer

to bacterial

and fungal

PHB. For comparison, the
is

shown on

all

four graphs.

Table 8-3 summarizes the experimental
weight loss data for the

samples incubated in bacterial depolymerase.
Shown
the initial film weight, the

initial rate of

tangent to the curve during the
reaction,

and the

weight loss data

total

first

each sample are

weight loss (taken as the

50 hours), the duration of the

weight ultimately

for the fungal

for

lost.

Table 8-4 shows the

enzyme samples. Figure

8-7

summarizes

the results of Figures 8-3 through 8-6, by plotting the
weight loss after

500 hours as a function of isotactic diad content.
Several trends are immediately apparent upon inspection of

Figures 8-3 though

8-7.

None

of the synthetic samples degraded as
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rapidly as natural

PHB, which was degraded

enzyme. For both enzymes, the

than did the

"isotactic"

same rate by

at the

either

samples degraded more readily

"syndiotactic," although for all samples
the degradation

was

greater with the bacterial enzyme. These
results were noteworthy since
all

samples had been exposed

to the

Apparently the fungal enzyme was

same concentration of enzyme.

less capable of

accomodating the "un-

natural" [S] structural units in the synthetic
polymer samples.

Trends observed

for "isotactic"

samples in bacterial enzyme agree

well with previously published data for similar
systems.^'-''^ Thus, in the
bacterial system (Figure 8-3), samples with

79% and 88%

content showed significant degradation relative

incubated in the absence of enzyme, but

samples of intermediate
isotactic diad content.

much

to the control films

less degradation

tacticity, particularly those

The only

isotactic diad

with

synthetic film which

degradation in the absence of enzyme was that with

than

55% and 60%

showed appreciable

55%

isotactic diads;

however, weight loss was far greater with enzyme present.

Unusual amongst these samples was the behavior
containing

enzyme

68%

isotactic diads.

of the material

After degrading rapidly in the bacterial

for the first 75 hours, this material then ceased to degrade, with

about 25% of the original mass remaining. This undegraded material
continued to resist enzymatic attack through another 400 hours of
incubation, including several changes of enzyme solutions, and this

behavior was reproducible over 4 replicate samples. The 68% isotactic
diad control film was not appreciably degraded.
Results in the fimgal system paralleled those for the bacterial

system, but with approximately two-fold less total degradation for
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all

samples '(Figure

8-7).

Thus, although the 79% and

88%

isotactic diad

materials showed slight degradation,
the weight loss was

much

less

cleariy distinguishable from the
controls than for the samples degraded

by the bacterial enzyme. The samples
with 55 and 60%

isotactic diad

content showed the most degradation,
with again only the

showing significant degradation. The sample
with 68%
content showed the same pattern of rapid

initial

55%

control

isotactic diad

degradation, followed by

resistance to furi:her enzymatic attack, with
about

30%

of the sample

undegraded. Because of the much slower degradation
of the synthetic

samples in the fungal system,

this plateau occurred

much

later in time,

at about 200 hours.

Degradation of the samples which had a higher syndiotactic
content was minimal in both enzyme systems, despite the fact
that these

samples had the lowest molecular weights. The only exception was
that
in the bacterial system (Figures 8-5 and 8-7), significant
degradation of

the polymer with

45%

isotactic diads

was observed,

at a level comparable

with the 79-88% samples.

Degradation Mechanisms
Several factors were potentially responsible for the observed

degradation trends. These include differences in enzyme purity,
saturation behavior, molecular weight, crystallinity, and stereostructure.

Each of these

topics will be considered in turn in the following discussion.

Although the impurified

have contained both the

A

P. lemoignei

and B

enzyme system

is likely to

fractions of the depolymerase, as well as
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the oligomer hydrolase, this
characterisitc alone should
not be responsible
for

any

differences in behavior relative
to that of the

enzyme, as the same

total

enzyme

relative to degradation of
natural

How

activity for either

PHB, was used

A fumi^atus
enzyme, calculated

in all experiments.

the behavior of the unpurified
enzymes, in either case, would

compare

to their purified counterparts
cannot be

current study, although

The amount

of

it is

deduced from the

hkely that there would be
differences.

enzyme

activity required to reach the

maximal

degradation rate was not determined
for the synthetic samples.

However, differences

relative to natural

impact upon degradability only had

it

PHB

would have had a negative

been the case that the saturation

point was dramatically lower for the
synthetic samples. In such a case,

the "effective" concentration of enzyme
would have been reduced relative
to that for the natural polymer.

One might then have expected

degra-

dation rates to increase with time as the
process of degradation exposed
additional surface area.

Since such an increase was not observed,

seems unlikely that differences
for the rate differences

Because in
molecular weight,

in saturation behavior

it

were responsible

between the natural and synthetic PHB.

this study variations in isotacticity paralleled
those in
effects of the

one could not be determined

independently of the other. However, assuming that these
depolymerases

were capable of both endo and exo
to

molecular weight

(all else

attack,

it is

hkely that any

effect

due

being equal) would have been such that

lower molecular weight material would have degraded more readily than
higher molecular weight material because of the higher endgroup
concentrations in the former. As the lower molecular weight samples in
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this stud,

were the ones which
showed the least

de«H.

the effect
of molecular weight
was considered to be, at
most, minor (see also

Chapter

7).

Crystallinity

shown

and regularity of [R]
structure have previously
been

significantly to influence
degradation behavior.

Parikh- showed that decreasing
the absence of other
synthetic, racemic

effects).

PHB

was

the perfectly isotactic.
100

%

Both Doi- and

crystallinity increased
degradability (in

Jesudason showed that highly
isotactic
significantly less readily

degraded than was

[«], natural material.'-'

Similarly,

Kemnitzer showed that
stereocopolymers with [R] and

[S] units

were

degradable than natural polymer
for copolyniers with
greater than

less

80%

total [R] content.'- Thus,
despite small decreases in
crystalUnity,

degradability in both of these
classes of polymer was
decreased by the
presence of [S] units. Such results
are consistent with findings
which
indicate that
poly([S]-P-hydroxybutyrate)

showed no

degradation in the presence of
natural PHBases."

significant

"'

However, where

either total [S] content'^ "' or
distribution of [S] content'^ "'

crystalUnity

was severely

disrupted,

much

for the synthetic polymer.
This effect

was

Kemnitzer's stereocopolymers of varying

At 67-77%

was such that

greater degradability

was seen

particularly striking in

total [R]

and

[S] compostions.

total [R] content, the initial
degradation rate actually exceeded

that of natural PHB.'"' Similar
results have recently been published
by
Abe.'^" For racemic stereocopolymers,
appreciable degradation
for

samples of intermediate

speculation that natural

tacticity." "'

PHBases can

units.'*'
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These results have led

was seen
to

cleave the polymer at isolated [R]

Results of the present
study are consistent
with these previously

noted trends. However, in
add.ti„„

to corroborating
previously

pubhshed

results, the current study
extends the range of
n>aterials investigated
>ook.ng. in addition, at
samples

by

which were predominantly
syndiotactic

Because

all

contained

of the samples were
obtained from racemic

50%

tfl]

units, if it

monomer and

were the case that a
particular

depolymerase required only an
isolated

[fi]

group in order U> catalyze a

hydrolytic cleavage, then the
degradability of a "syndiotactic"
sample

would be expected

to

compare with that of an

"isotactic"

samples with a

corresponding degrees of crystallinity.
That this was not the case (see
below) implies that the enzyme
required (or preferred) a block
of [R]
units
It

was

possible graphically to deconvolute
the effects of upon

degradability due tacticity and
crystallinity. As shown in
Figure 8-7, the
shape of the 500 hour weight loss
curve closely mirrors the crystalHnity

curve given in Figure
degradabilty

is

8-1.

That the

tacticity

was

also influencing the

not immediately apparent from Figure
8-7, however.

When

the data in Figure 8-7 are replotted
in the fashion shown in Figure

8-8, it

becomes apparent that the

tacticity did influnece the rate of

degradation, because the "syndiotactic"
samples lost less weight than did
the "isotactic" samples of comparable
crystallinity. Thus degradability

depended upon the concentration blocks of at
units

(i.e.,

diads),

Upon
several

and not merely the

least 2 consecutive [R]

total [R] content.

closer inspection of the data in Figures 8-3
through 8-6,

more subtle trends can

also be observed.

First, for nearly all of

the synthetic samples, the rate of weight loss
decreased as the study
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progressed. However, because
films of natural

PHB, which were

continuously and simultaneously
degraded throughout the
duration of the
study, showed no decrease
in degradation rate
(see above), it could not
have been the case that the
enzyme was losing

One

potency.

possible

explanation for the decreasing
rates in the synthetic
samples is that the
surface of the remaining
undegraded polymer was becoming
emiched
in

[S] units, thereby hindering
degradabihty.
if

This enrichment would result

the degradation products were
greater in [R] units than

phenomenon which has been
enzyme.f^' It

is

may

is

a

previously been reported for the
A. faecalis

well established that enantioselective

a decrease in rate as the reaction
explanation

[S],

proceeds.^^^'

enzymes

effect

such

Another plausible

that the surfaces increased in
crystallinity. Both effects

very well have occurred.

Another point of note in these results
samples approximately two-fold

less

is

that for

all

synthetic

weight loss was seen with the A.

fumigatus enzyme than with that of P. lemoignei,
despite the
both systems degraded bacterial
given by this result

is

PHB

that the bacterial

effects of differing stereosequence;

sequence to

effect

appreciable degradation.
to

a

same

rate.

enzyme was

perhaps

it

much

By

The indication

less sensitive to the

required a shorter [K\

a hydrolytic scission. This theory

fact that in the P. lemoignei

degraded

at the

fact that

is

supported by the

enzyme, the 79% and 88% samples showed
contrast, blocky "isotactic"

lesser extent by the

faecalis }^'^^^ Furthermore, the

PHBases

PHB was

of A. fumigatus

45% samples showed almost no

degradation with fungal enzyme, whereas there was appreciable

degradation with the P. lemoignei enzyme.
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and A.

The behavior

wth

of the sample with

68%

isotactic diads

respect to all the other
samples in that

pent, and then resisted further
degradation.

it

was ux^usual

degraded steadily to a

It is

possible that this

material was indicative of that
of polymer on the
boundary between high
and intermediate levels of isotacticity.
Because it was less isotactic than
the 79 and

88%

samples,

it

had lower

crystallinity, allowing it to

degrade

quickly at the beginning of the
incubation period. However,
because it
was more crystalHne than the samples
with 55% or 60% isotactic diads,

and perhaps because the

crystallinity increased as
degra-dation

proceeded (see below), the sample
reached a point where non-degradable
[S] units covered its suri^ace,
which the

enzymes could not penetrate. As

previously suggested by

Doi,>«>

such a morphology could explain

degra-dation ceased at 70-75% weight

loss,

why

the

despite several additions of

fresh enzyme.

Because the quantities used

in this study

were so small, the

partially degraded samples could not
be analyzed for crystallinity

DSC. Even

so,

DSC

whatever changes in

by

would have measured bulk crystalHnity, and
crystallinity

would have been at the

surface.

which

may have

occurred on these films

Analysis of the films before and after

degradation by attenuated total reflectance infi-ared
(ATRIR) spectroscopy
allowed determinations of the crystallinity in the
outer micron or so of
the film surface, by

means

the ATR-modified IR technique of

Bloembergen.f^^^ Table 8-5 summarizes the results
of ATRIR analysis on

those films for which a sufficient quantity of partially
degraded film

remained. These results indicate that the

initial crystaUinity indices of

the samples ranked in the same order as their
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DSC

heats of fusion

(compare with Table

8-1).

Likewise, Bloembergen
showed there was a

correlation betweer. transmittance
CI.s

and absolute

determined by X-Ray scattering.
While the CIs

may

crytstallinities

not have been

exactly quantitative, they did
provide qualitative insight
into the
crystallinity of the samples.

can also be seen from the data
in Table 8-5 that the
synthetic samples increased
appreciably in
It

"isotactic"

crystallinity, the "atactic"

samples increased
increased very

to a lesser extent,

little.

analyzed by the

and the "syndiotactic" samples

Thus, although the 68% sample
could not be

ATRIR

technique, due to the fact that
only fragments of

the degraded films remained,

it

can be estimated by interpolation
that

it

would have increased markedly in
crystalHnty, as was suggested above.
That the natural PHB films exhibited
Httle

upon degradation
of natural

consistent with results previously
observed for films

PHBV (see

films of natural
crystalline

is

change in crystalHnity

PHB

phase was

Fig. 3-13),

and

is

explained as follows. Because the

were so highly

crystalline,

rate-limiting.

That

is,

degradation of the

the observed rate of

degradation was the rate at which the crystals
were degraded, since the
extent and presumed continuity of the crystalline
phase would have

served to prevent unrestricted access by the enzyme
to the more easily

degraded amorphous regions. Thus, since the crystals were
also degraded,
in actuality the ratio of amorphous material
to crystaUine material

changed

Httle.

In the case of the "isotactic" synthetic films, however, the

morphology was more complex. Because the synthetic polymers were
racemic, there would have existed three phases in these samples: a
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all

racemic amorphous phase, an
isotactic crystalHne phase.

[i^l-isotactic

crystalHne phase, and an [S]-

Of these three phases, however,
only two

would have been degradable.
Thus, because the [S]-isotactic
crystals
would not have been degraded,^^^^
they would have accumulated
at the
surface of the samples, and in
this fashion the total
crystaUinity at the
surface of the samples would
have increased. That a similar
but less

dramatic increase was seen
fact that for these

for the

60% samples can be

samples there was

less [S]-isotactic crystaUinity
to

begin with, so the potential for
increase was that

That the 45% samples showed a
CI (CIJ when degraded by the
fumigatus enzyme
there

is

attributed to the

much

less.

large increase in the syndiotactic

P. lemoignei

enzyme but not the A.

consistent with the fact that only in
the former case

was appreciable weight

loss.

For the "syndiotactic" samples,

moreover, there would only have been
two phases: a racemic amorphous
phase, and a single (necessarily racemic)
syndiotactic crystalline phase.

Based upon the
crystal

was

results of Abe,^^^^

it is

readily degradable, since

unhkely that the syndiotactic

it

would have consisted almost

exclusively of strictly alternating chain
segments. Thus, the increase in

crystalHnity observed by

ATRIR

for the

45% sample was most Hkely

result of preferential degradation of amorphous
material.

samples showed no increase
of degradation

was

in CI, is not as obvious.

too small for there to

Why the 40%

Perhaps

its

extent

have been a measurable

increase in crystaUinity.

Additional mechanistic insight can be drawn from the results

presented here. Doi has shown that with the A. faecalis enzyme, the
degradation products of the stereochemical copolymers had a larger
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the

average degree of polymerization
than did degradation products
of
natural polymer, which gave
only monomerj^^ Moreover,
he showed that
the soluble products of
synthetic, atactic PHB
degradation by the PHBase

from

A faecalis were optically impure, and, thus, that [S]

units could be removed from the
bulk.
results represent similar

PHBase

It is

structural

proposed that the present

behavior.

Water-soluble products of degradation
were analyzed by

shown

in Figures 8-9

and

8-10.

primarily monomer, whereas
isotactic

this

for

many

as

Note that the natural polymer yielded

all all

the synthetic samples less than

gave primarily dimer or trimer. Peaks
attributed

were even observed

HPLC,

to

88%

tetramer

samples, but because the retention time
for

peak was so large (-70 minutes), the peaks
were

too broad to

integrate quantitatively. That fragments
larger than dimer could be

produced at
fashion.

all

implies strongly that the

PHBase was

acting in an endo

That the natural polymer gave primarily monomer

(as

opposed

to dimer) is attributed to the fact that
the extracellular oligomer

hydrolase from P. lemoignei was present in the
unpurified enzyme
preparations used in these studies
A. fumigatus

PHBase

takes

PHB

(it is

not yet understood whether the

directly to

exists a discrete oligomer hydrolase).

monomer, or whether there

That the larger oligomers cleaved

from the synthetic samples persisted implies that further hydrolysis
of
the oligomers was hindered, presumably due to their stereo-impurity.

Attempts

to quantify the optical activity of the soluble degradation

products were unsuccesful, due to their low concentrations. Thus,

it

can

only be speculated that the persistent degradation products were optically

impure.
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In conjunction with the
fonnafon of oHgon^eric
products, the fact
that the isotactic"
materials were degraded
by the P. lenu^ignei

system

emyme

such an extent cannot
be explained without
requiring that this
enzyme system have acted,
at least partially, by
endo attack. If an
to

enzyme could

act solely

by exo

attack,

would presumably have been

it

mhibited by blocks of [S] units
which would invariably
have arisen at the
degrading chain ends in a
racemic polymer. The fact
that
fumigatus
enzyme, like the A. jaecaus
faecali<t enyvmo
enzyme, t^.u] effected almost
zero weight loss

A

,

.

for the highly isotactic

samples implies that

it

,

had a lower endo

capabihty. Attempts to perform
enzymatic degradation reactions
upon
PHB in chloroform solution - in an attempt
directly to address the endo
/
exo issue - were unsuccessful.
Because P. lemoisnei is the only
organism

known

at this point to secrete

because both the

A

and B

more than one

fractions were

PHB

depolymerase, and

most hkely present in the

unpurified preparation used in these
studies, and because

all

the

synthetic samples were degraded
twice as fast with the P. lemoignei

enzyme, the results of this study strongly
suggest that at least one of the
two fractions is an endo enzyme. The
possibihty that the two fractions

may

not react in the same manner needs
to be investigated more closely.

Although Figure 8-8 qualitatively deconvolves
the
tacticity
effect

and

crystallinity, it

upon degradability

was desired

to

of tacticity alone.

effects of

demonstrate directly the

One way

to eliminate

variations in crystaUinity from the range of
samples was to prepare
single crystals from them, so that all
samples were as highly crystalline

as possible.

Sample paucity precluded thermal

or

X-Ray analysis of

actual crystallinity, although tunnelling electron
microscopy and electron
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diffraction revealed that isotactic
single crystals

prepared from bacterial PHB,
(55%).

"isotactic"

PHB

were succesfuUy

(79%),

and

atactic

PHB

"Syndiotactic" single crystals could
not be formed.

Because there was no way
preparation of single crystals,

it

degradation in a regime where
zero-order in substrate

(i.e.,

That way, any variations

A

irrelevant.

to

measure the surface area of a given

was necessary

it

measure their rates of

was highly hkely that the reaction was

at a high [EVto-[S]o ratio; see
Chapter 4).

in the actual substrate concentration

series of experiments with 2.5

PHBase, shown

to

U/mL

were

purified A. fumisatus

in Figure 8-11, demonstrated that
only small quantities

of substrate were required to reach the
regime where the reaction

was

zero-order in substrate. Rates of single crystal
degradation were

determied turbidimetrically and titrimetrically using
both enzyme
systems.

The

results of all the single crystal degradation
experiments are

summarized

in Table 8-6. Representative titrimetric data, for

experiments in which
used, are

shown

1.5

U/mL

in Figures 8-12

of the purified P. lemoignei

and

8-13.

It

PHBase were

can be seen that the

relative rates of degradation correlated with the degree of isotacticity.

That the rates determined by
by turbidimetry

is

titrimetry correlated with rates determined

evident from Figures 8-14 and 8-15, which depict the

results of turbidimetric

and

titrimetric determinations of degradation

rate ascertained simultaneously on identical, parallel reaction mixtures.

To maintain the consistency between the two
to the turbidimetric reaction each time

reaction.

it

reactions,

was added

NaOH

was added

to the titrimetric

Thus, the rates were determined based upon "adjusted"
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turbidities, in

which the dilution due

to additions of

NaOH

was

normalized away.

For a reason not completely
understood, greater rates of
degradation for single crystals
of bacterial

PHB

were observed by both

assays in either enzyme than
for the semi-cystalline
stock PHB powder
Since variations in substrate
concentration could not have
been
responsible for the observation,
finding

by an

is

it

must have been

legitimate.

This

seemingly inconsistent with
eariier reports on the
degradation

e;.rfo-type

depolymerase of single crystals of
the polysaccharide
nigeran, which were found to
have degraded much more slowly
than
semi-crystalline material.'^'
Obviously the

PHBases were

by the single crystaUinity, perhaps
because of their

less

ability to

hindered

perform

either endo or exo scission. If
the enzyme were, as suggested
above, of

hybrid endo-exo character, then
any endo scissions
create

new chain ends

for

it

catalyzed would

subsequent exo attack. Perhaps the highly

ordered structure of the single
crystals of PHB facilitated such
access to
the polymer chains by the enzyme.
If the

have been a

enzyme were

strictly endo,

shift in the molecular

then one would expect there

weight distribution

lower molecular weights during degradation.
Such a
especially be expected if the

enzyme were

to

(MWD)

shift

to

toward

would

have preferentially cleaved

the "folds" in the single crystals relative
to the lamellae proper.

GPC

analysis of single crystals before and after
partial degradation by 1.5

U/mL
shift,

were

of the P. lemoignei

PHBase

revealed only a slight, if any, such

as can be seen in Figure 8-16. Since the "folds"
in the single crystal
likely all to

have been at the surface, especially since these samples
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were sonicated in
shift in

ice

wate prior

to degradation, the
lack of

MWD impUes either that the "folds" were not

degraded or that

it

a dramatic

preferentially

was not the <.se that the
primary mode of attack was

endo.

Conclusions
Enzymatic degradation of synthetic,
racemic

PHB

of varying

degrees of tacticity was investigated
using the extracellular

depolymerases of both

P. lemoignei

and A. fumigatus M2A. While an

equal quantity of enzyme activity
of either enzyme degraded
natural PHB
at the same rate, the rates at
which they degraded the synthetic
samples
was an order of magnitude lower and varied
by approximately a factor of
two, with the P. lemoignei system
showing greater activity. Within the

range of tacticities investigated, which
ranged from 34%

-

88%

isotactic

diad content, significant differences in
degradability were observed, and
the trend was the same for either enzyme.
Thus, "atactic" (55-60%
isotactic diad content) material

showed the largest rates of weight

followed by "isotactic" (68-88%), and then
"syndiotactic" (34-45%).

loss,
It is

suggested that these results were influenced by
variations in both
crystalHnity

and stereochemistry, and lead

to the conclusion that while

the two enzyme systems are similar, the P. lemoignei
system

may be

sensitive to the presence of the [S] repeating units.
Moreover,

proposed that both enzymes require at least an

[/?]-unit

less

it is

diad in order to

catalyze a hydrolytic cleavage. In addition, the data can
be interpreted to

imply that while the

by exo

attack,

it is

P. lemoignei

enzyme system may prefer

to operate

also capable of endo cleavage, because blocky
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"isotactic"

samples were significantly degraded.
Preparation of single
crystals from these materials allowed
variations in tacticity to be

investigated free from confounding
by concommitant variations in
crystallinity.

The degradability

of the single crystals, therefore,

correlated directly with their isotactic
diad content.

GPC

evidence

suggests that the single crystals were
not degraded primarily by endo
scission.
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Table

8-1:

origin

Characterization of PHB films used for
degradation studies

isotactic

initial

(catalyst)* diad content*"

(%)

natural

f

p'/mol^

initial

thickness^

weight^

(]jm)

(mg)

100

500,000

85

50

-

66

2

(mao)

88

190,000

53

25

-

30

2

rxn 2 (mao)

79

130,000

51

70

68

65,000

26

30

60

65,000

6

rxn 2 (mao)

55

9,500

rxn 3 (iBu)

45

rxn 4 (mao)
rxn 5 (mao)

rxn

rxn
rxn

1

1
1

(mao)
(mao)

mao

3-32
6-32

100

1.3

-

1.5

-

50

2.8

-

4.5

70

-

80

2.0

-

4.0

14

110

-

140

13,000

12

80

40

2,700

31

20

-

30

1.1

-

1.6

34

2,700

30

35

-

50

1.2

-

1.5

-

11.8

330

-

5.4

= methylaluminoxane (reactions performed by P.J. Hocking)

as determined by ^^C
as determined by
as determined by

NMR (analysis performed by P.J.

GPC
DSC

(analysis performed by P.J. Hocking)
(analysis performed by P.J. Hocking)

range of values measured with a micrometer
range of values

Hocking)

for all films

degraded
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Initial

Rates of Degradation (mg/hr) with

=

[S]o

0.25

[E]o

0.9

=

[E]o

Initial

p. Zemo/^r;^;:

[S]o

0.50

=

=

cmVmL

PHR.«p
=

[Slo

1.0

cmVmL

nd

2.00

nd

1.83

3.48

4.60

nd

3.07

nd

U/mL

[E]o =
1.8 U/mL

3.6

cmVmL

t.TiP

U/mL

Rates of Degrad ation (mg/hr) with the A. fumimtus PHBase

[S]o

0.25

[E]o=
0.9

=

cmVmL

[SJo

0.50

=

cmVmL

=

3.6

cmVmL

1.78

nd

nd

3.03

nd

nd

6.00

nd

U/mL

[E]o=

1.0

=

nd

U/mL

[EJo
1.8

[SJo

U/mL

nd = not determined
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initial

initial rate

total

total

rate of

weight

u.cgi dU-dtlOIl

degradation
time

(jig/cm%r)

(hr)

(mg)

56.2

50

2.81

1.3

890

0.05

4.2

890

1.03

0.2

890

0.11

3.2

890

1.28

0.2

890

0.14

12.8

461

1.05

0.6

461

0.03

U

8.8

890

2.65

o.Zo

1.3

890

0.15

55

4,04

12.8

746

3.40

55-control

4.58

4.4

377

0.60

45

9.10

2.2

890

1.81

45-control

8.66

1.1

890

0.31

40

1.34

1.6

890

0.81

34

1.24

3.8

890

0.79

sample
weight
(mg)

sample
100
100-control^

QA

88

1

88-control

1

fif^

79

9

ft/1

79-pnrif rnl

9

i^Q

68

1

X.DO

QQ
i.oy

68-rontrnl
V/V/XXL>X v/X

1

60

O.

\J\J K^iJllljl yji

Determined from the
the weight loss

vs.

91
/

slope of a tangent

time

drawn

to the first

50 hours of

plot.

Negative control experiments were incubated in plain buffer.
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lost

initial

initial rate

sample
weight

rate of

sample
2.49

100-control^

total

degradation
degradation*
time
(jig/cm^/hr)

100

total

3.00

weight
lost

(hr)

(mg)

52.8

f^n
ou

2.49

0 2

OOO

0.08

1.2

OOO

0.31

88

1.49

88-control

1.61

0 2

OoO

0.02

79

2.91

1.4

OOO

79-control

2.91

0.4

OOO

A
OCT
O.Zo
A A
0.06

68

1.41

5.6

68-control

1.43

1.9

OOO

U.14

60

3.69

3.6

535

60-control

3.42

1.5

53f>

U.

1.98

6.8

OOO

l.O

55

io
/

55-control

3.25

6.7

535

0.80

45

7.97

3.0

535

0.55

45-control

5.43

1.7

535

0.32

40

1.40

4.2

535

0.60

40 -control

1.50

0.8

535

0.21

34

1.50

4.6

535

0.62

34-control

1.43

3.7

535

0.30

Determined from the slope of a tangent drawn
the weight loss

vs.

time

to the first

50 hours of

plot.

Negative control experiments were incubated in plain
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buffer.

Table

8.5:

Changes in ATRIR-determined

crystallinity indices CCD for
several of the enzymatically
degraded samples. Final Cls werV
determined on films which had been
exposed to depolymerase
erase lor
for tne
the
duration mdicated in Tables 8-3 and 8-4.

Isotactic

Diad

Content (%)

Which
Enzyme

100

Initial

Initial
^

^

Final
b

CI^*

CI

P. lemoignei

1.06

1.04

N/A

100

A fumigatus

N/A

1.06

1.07

N/A

N/A

79

P. lemoignei

0.77

1.66

A fumigatus

N/A

79

0.77

1.60

N/A
N/A

N/A

60

P. lemoignei

0.64

0.94

60

A fumigatus

0.64

0.82

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

45

P. lemoignei

0.47

0.47

1.06

1.33

45

A fumigatus

0.47

0.51

1.06

1.03

40

P. lemoignei

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

40

A fumigatus

0.52

0.54

1.30

1.27

CIj = ratio of absorbance at 1182 cm"^ to that at 1385

CL

Final

CI

cm \

= ratio of absorbance at 1385 cm'^ to that at 1103 cm'\
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CI

<»«g>-«dation for single crystals of

nataLtpHB^I^Jn^r?'^' "^'u
rac"mt PHR I f
'^t^^''"

^"^

"^t«'=tie"

rSS^HBtr^
Initial

Rates of DegraHatinn

h

»rit

synthetic

«ed

fi/m,V^>,„ ptjr„ se

the

Turbidimetric
,/.fo

(U/mL)

Bacterial

PHB

[SJo

Rate

(mg/mL)

(mOD/min)

Single Crystals

0.5

0.06

0.9

0.5

0.16

0.6

0.5

0.31

0.5

0.5

0.62

0.8

1.0

0.06

0.8

1.0

0.16

0.5

1.0

0.31

0.6

1.0

0.62

0.5

2.5

0.06

3.1

2.5

0.10

2.6

2.5

0.16

3.9

2.5

0.26

2.5

2.5

0.31

3.9

2.5

0.31

2.8

2.5

0.44

1.6

2.5

0.44

2.8

2.5

0.52

3.2

2.5

0.62

3.3

2.5

0.88

1.3

2.5

1.04

3.0

5.0

0.06

4.9

5.0

0.16

5.3

5.0

0.31

5.3

5.0

0.62

4.7

10.0

0.62

5.8

continued next page
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Table

8-6, cont'd

Initial

Rates of Degradation ^^y.

.i^

A

e

fij.mianf..

put...^

Turbidimetric

(U/mL)

"Isotactic"

"Atactic"

PHB

[S]o

Rate

(mg/mL)

(mOD/min)

Single Crystals

2.5

0.08

0.2

2.5

0.13

0.5

2.5

0.19

0.7

2.5

0.19

0.3

2.5

0.26

1.1

2.5

0.38

1.1

2.5

0.38

0.4

2.5

0.52

0.6

2.5

0.76

0.7

2.5

0.76

0.5

5.0

0.08

0.4

5.0

0.19

0.9

5.0

0.38

1.2

5.0

0.76

0.8

10.0

0.76

0.1

1.0

0.44

0.1

2.5

0.28

0.0

2.5

0.21

0.0

2.5

0.28

0.0

2.5

0.44

0.1

PHB

Single Crystals

continued next page
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Table

8-6, cont'd

Turbidimetric
[SJo

(U/mL)

PHB

Bacterial

Isotactic"

"Atactic"

(mg/mL)

Rate

(mOD/min)

Single Crystals

1.7

0.88

0.8

1.7

0.44

4.2

0.5

0.70

1.6

3.0

1.04

13.8

PHB

Single Crystals

1.7

0.76

0.5

1.7

0.38

0.2

1.7

0.52

0.2

1.7

0.26

0.1

4.2

0.61

0.8

4.2

0.42

0.3

1.7

0.44

0.0

1.7

0.22

0.0

4.2

0.35

0.0

PHB

Single Crystals
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pS
'-taSl^Cti^^:^^
PHB,
employing

Initial

single crystals of
natural

ShTl^^Tp

Rates of DegraHptinn

.,n.v,

"atactic" synthetic

f™'-

^hr

1

MmkatusPBBase
Titrimetric

Tacticity
[Slo

Rate

(U/mL)

(mg/mL)

(neq/min)

Bacterial

10

0.62

227

"Isotactic"

10

0.76

28

10

0.44

1.7

"Atactic"

Initial

Rates of Degradation w^fh the

P. Ipmnicr.oi

vv^n^.^
Titrimetric

Tacticity

^

[EJo

[SJo

Rate

(U/mL)

(mg/mL)

(neq/min)

Bacterial

1.5

0.62

Bacterial

1.5

0.62

Bacterial

3.0

0.31

Bacterial

3.0

0.31

Bacterial

3.0

1.04"

80
69
56
49
19

"Isotactic"

1.5

0.52

5.1

"Atactic"

1.5

0.28

2.1

not sonicated
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racemic

1E+02
20

40

Isotactic

60

80

100

Diad Composition (%)

Figure 8-1: Molecular weights and DSC
heats effusion (AH,) of the PHB
samples used in the degradation studies plotted
as a function of their
isotactic diad content (%), determined
by ''C nmr
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Time

Figure

(hr)

Results of "binding study" performed upon natural
PHB with
the PHBases of P. lemoignei and
fumigatus M2A. Weight losses are
plotted vs. time for control films (•), films
transferred to plain
8-2:

A

buffer
after 2 hours in enzyme (), and fresh films
placed into the enzyme
solution from which films had been removed after
2 hours ().
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200

400

Time

600

800

1000

(hr)

Figure 8-3: Cumulative weight loss
of synthetic "isotactic" PHB films
degraded by the PHB depolymerase from
P. lemoignei plotted as a
function of reaction duration (hr).
Natural PHB is shown for comparison.
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Figure 8-4: Cumulative weight loss of synthetic "isotactic"
PHB films
degraded by the PHB depolymerase from A. fumigatus plotted
as a
function of reaction duration (hr). Natural PHB is shown
for comparison.
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Figure 8-5: Cumulative weight loss of synthetic "syndiotactic" PHB films
degraded by the PHB depolymerase fi-om P. lemoignei plotted as a
function of reaction duration

(hr).

Natural

278

PHB

is

shown

for comparison.

Figure 8-6: Cumulative weight loss of synthetic
"syndiotactic" PHB films
degraded by the PHB depolymerase from A. fumigatus plotted
as a
function of reaction duration (hr). Natural PHB is shown
for comparison.
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30

-

P.lemoignei

A. fumigatus

P. lemoignei

A. fumigatus

enzyme

enzyme

control

control

E

w

o
o
CO

w

5
1

Isotactic

Diad Content (%)

Figure 8-7: 500 hour weight losses of
synthetic, racemic PHB degraded
by the PHB depolymerase of either P. lemoignei
or A. fumigatus M2A
plotted as a function of isotactic diad content
(%). Weight losses of
negative control experiments, as well as natural
PHB are shown for
comparison.

280

DSC

Heat

of

Fusion

(J/g)

Figure 8-8: 500 hour weight losses of
synthetic, racemic PHB plotted as
a function of heat of fusion, as determined
by DSC. Note that the
syndiotactic" samples are plotted in
"mirror-image" fashion on the right
^

hand

side.
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100

88

79

68

60

Isotactic Diad

55

45

40

34

Content (%)

Figure 8-9: Distribution of water-soluble products
of degradation by P
lemoignei depolymerase, as determined by HPLC,
plotted as a function of
isotactic diad content (%).

282

Isotactic Diad

Content (%)

Figure 8-10: Distribution of water-soluble products of degradation by A.
fumigatus depolymerase, as determined by HPLC, plotted as a function of
isotactic diad content (%).
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0.2

[S]o

(mL

0.4

of stock

0.6

suspension

in

1

0.8

.0

mL

total

volume)

Figure 8-11: Titrimetric measurements of the ability of A. fumigatus
PHBase to degrade PHB single crystals, in order to demonstrate that
zero-order substrate kinetics could be achieved. Initial rates of
degradation are plotted as a function of [S\ for single crystals of: natural

PHB

(O); "isotactic"

PHB

();

"atactic"

284

PHB

(<).

Time

(min)

Figure 8-12: Titrimetric determinations of the
ability of P. lemoignei
PHBase (1.5 U/mL) to degrade PHB single crystals. Total NaOH
titrated
IS plotted as a function of time for
single crystals of: natural PHB (O)"isotactic"

PHB

();

"atactic"

PHB

(•).

comparison.
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Stock

PHB

powder

(*) is

shown

for

Natural

0)

CD

"Isotactic"

O
03

or
or

"Atactic"

60

120

180

240

time (min)

Figure 8-13: Titrimetric determinations of the ability of A. fumigatus
PHBase to degrade PHB single crystals. Total NaOH titrated is plotted
as a function of time for single crystals of: natural PHB (O); "isotactic"

PHB

();

"atactic"

PHB

(•).

286

Time

(min)

Figure 8-14: Simultaneous titrimetric and turbidimetric
determinations
of rate of degradation of natural PHB single crystals by
1.5 U/mL P.
lemoignei PHBase. Total NaOH added (O) and adjusted
ODgeo (<) are
plotted as a function of time.

287

Time

(min)

Figure 8-15: Simultaneous titrimetric and turbidimetric determinations
of rate of degradation of isotactic PHB single crystals by 1.5 U/mL P.
lemoignei PHBase. Total NaOH added (O) and adjusted ODggo (<) are
plotted as a function of time.
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Figure 8-16: Gel permeation chromatograms before and after partial
degradation by 1.3 U/mL P. lemoignei PHBase, for PHB single crystals,
(a) natural PHB; (b) "isotactic" PHB; (c) "atactic" PHB.
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CHAPTER

mSCUSSION AND CONSTRUCTION

9

OF CONCEPTUAL MODEL

Overview / Siir»m^|^,
Poly(6.hydroxybutyrate) (PHB)
and the related copoly„>er
poly(Bhydroxybutyrate-co-B-hydroxyvalerate)
(PHBV) are naturally occuring
polyesters produced by
numerous microorganisms,
which have attracted
much attention in the recent past
as potentially

commercial

biodegradable thennoplastics.Several authors have
reported findings
•n the area of enzymatic
degradation of PHB and PHBV,
including such
aspects as which organisms are
capable of secreting extracellular

PHB

depolymerases,'-' characterization
and crude comparative kinetics
of

such enzymes," "' and the influence
of product
morphology,"3

composition,'"-^"

'e,

tacticity'«" upon degradation
rate. There has also

been discussion of the mechanism
of enzymatic degradation
aforementioned reports), but there seems
regard.

The

the

no consensus in this

goal of the research reviewed
herein has been to construct

from published

results, novel experimental
evidence,

scientific intuition

a working model

extracted, semicrystaUine

(PHBV)

to be

(in

and common

for the hydrolytic depolymerization
of

poly(B-hydroxybutyrate-co-6-hydroxyvalerate)

catalyzed by the purified extracellular

PHB

depolymerase

(PHBase) from Pseudomonas lemoignei.
Questions which

must address are

listed in the following section, in

this

which each

model
is

discussed in light of the experimental data
to be presented in the

preceding chapters. While the model which has
been developed

is specific

to this system, it contains tenets sufficiently
general as to apply to other
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similar'systems. Moreover,
such a model will prove
useful in the
intelHgent design of the
controlled waste

have

to be developed in order
fully to exploit the
biodegradability of

and other new

Mode

will

PHB

materials.

Questions

(1)

management systems which

Be Addr^fig^H

of Enzvmatic Attack

Does

PHB

depolymerase act preferentially in the
exo mode; that

by attacking polymer

strictly

is,

from the chain terminus and releasing
low

oligomers (dimer, monomer) as products
of the degradation? Or does it
rather act preferentially in the endo
mode, releasing a distribution of

ohgomeric and polymeric products?

F urthermore, how

behaviors?

is

Or

is

there a combination of the two

the polymer physically removed from

the bulk, including any crystalline regions?
Does an enzyme attach itself
to a single

polymer chain, and then essentially

"reel" it in, forcing

polymer, in essence, to reptate out of the bulk as

it is

the

being "unzipped"?

Rather, does the enzyme perform only one or at most
a few scissions on a

given chain, before dissociating and moving on

That

is,

to

another

site,

and

so on?

does the enzyme exhibit "multiple attack" once bound, or
does

it

tend to dissociate after each cleavage?

(2)

Surface Area

/

Surface Roughening

To what extent does the degradation
surface area of the
of crystalline

PHBA^

substrate? Since

PHBA^ roughens

reaction depend
it is

as the polymer
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is

known

upon the

that the surface

enzymatically degraded.

how

does this dynamic increase
in surface area influence
the dynamic
rate of the degradation
reaction? Is the surface
roughening phenomenon

umque

to crystalHne

polymer

ii.e., is

this increase in surface
area

the result of underlying
crystallinity), or
U.e.,

(3)

is this

merely

a general phenomenon

would wholly amorphous
materials exhibit similar
behavior)?

Morphology
It

PHB/V

seems

to be generally accepted
that crystalHne regions within

degrade less readily than amorphous
regions.

polymer chains trapped

in a crystal

have

to

Is this

because

overcome a free energy

barrier (decrystallization) serving
to counteract the entropically
favorable

depolymerization reaction? Can the
contribution to depolymerization
kinetics

due

to the degradation of both
crystalline

and amorphous regions

be quantified independently, free of
confounding by other parameters?

(4) Specificitv /

Homolnp^

For the given PHBase, how do variations in
the chemical
composition and configuration of the substrate
affect the polymer's
degradability? That

PHB

is,

substrate? Also,

structure and

how

specific is the

how comparable,

modus operandi,

another? Will the

PHB

is

in

enzyme toward the natural
terms of both chemical

enzyme from one organism

depolymerase isolated

ft-om

to that

from

Pseudomonas

lemoignei show the same kinetic parameters and specificity
toward only

PHB-type polymers as do the enzymes,
fumigatus, Alcaligenes faecalis,

etc.?
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for instance,

from Aspergillus

(1)

Mode

of EnzymafiV Af^nrlr

PHB

The

depolymerase from

P. lemoignei

had been assumed

to act

preferentially in the exo
mode, attacking polymer from
the chain

terminus, because

it

has repeatedly been reported
in the

that the only products of
the degradation of natural

were monomer and dimer.
Since the ultimate

literature'-^.«-«i

PHB

seen by

objective of

depolymerization by extracellular
depolymerases

is to

HPLC

PHB

generate

metabolizable organic acids, a large
degree of ..o character seems
logical.
However, the fact that larger oligomers
appeared as reaction products in
the degradation of racemic
polymer (Fig.
8-9) implies that the

system was also capable of endo attack.
That

is,

enzyme

there would appear to

have been a combination of the two
behaviors, with perhaps endo
degradation serving
capability

was

new chain ends

for exo degradation.

also suggested by the fact that
the

molecular weights
molecular weight

While

to create

it is

lost

PHBV

Endo

films of various

weight at a given rate, independent of
their

(Fig. 7-13).

conceptually helpful to think of the enzyme
as

possessing the ability to perform both endo
and exo scissions, such a

hybrid mode of action would

endo degradation. That
polymer chain
fact that the

character

-

is,

fall

within the domain of the definition of

the ability to attack anywhere along the

is the definition of endo.

enzyme seems

to

Semantics notwithstanding, the

have exhibited a large degree of exo

by means of it generation primarily of small oligomers

be indicative of an actual mechanistic preference for chain ends.
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- may

However,

it is

also possible that the seeming
exo character is

an artefact

of the morphology of the
substrate and the heterogeneous
nature of the
reaction. That is, it is highly
conceivable that on the surface
of insoluble
PHB/V that polymer chain ends would
be the most readily accessible
sites for

enzymatic attack. Since the attempts

to

perform the

degradation reaction in solution met
with no success,
to

it

was not

possible

address this issue in a more direct
fashion.

The

results of the "pulse" binding
experiment (Fig. 8-2), in

partially degraded natural

no enzyme and a

fi-esh

PHB

PHB

film

was transferred

film placed into the

which a

to fresh buffer

enzyme

with

solution fi-om

which the partially degraded film had
been removed, indicate that the
enzyme's affinity for the substrate

bound

is

such that

to the surface, since this second film

it

was

was not

all tightly

also degraded.

Such a

high concentration of unbound enzyme
indicates that at the concentration

employed

for these experiments, at least, the
enzyme's binding constant,

or the ratio of the adsorption rate constant
to the dissociation rate

constant,

was very

low.

Also supporting this claim are the results of the

more thorough binding study described

in Chapter 4 (see Fig. 4-12).

The

results of this experiment are simimarized below in
Table 9-1, in which

both the computed value of the the adsorption equilibrium
constant,
[ES]/([E][S]),

and the

fi-action of

adsorbed enzyme, [ES]/[E]o, are Hsted.

Figure 9-1 displays graphically the value of K as a function of

can be seen that

above

K was

K

[E]o.

It

approximately constant at a value of 0.2 at or

(which was both experimentally and theoretically shown in

Chapter 4

to be V2[S\) for the fixed value of [SJq of 4.8

U/mL. In

addition, over this

same range
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of [E\,

it

cmVmL

= 14.8

can be seen that

=

Table

9-1:

(mrq^^'"'!iT

"'""'""g equilibrium constant

K

- fESl

[E]o

[EJ

[S]

(U/mL)

[ES]

(U/mL)

(U/mL)

K

[ESMEJo

(U/mL)

(mL/U)

(%)

0.0

0.00

14.8

1.5

0.00

0.00

13.2

3.0

1.50

0.23

12.0

6.0

2.77

1.22

1.01

10.0

12.0

4.78

4.49

0.39

7.24

18.0

7.51

8.73

0.23

5.48

9.3

13.5

4.24

10.5

23.9

0.19
0.18

2.63

12.1

0.19

24.0

36.0

[ESMEJo was

also approximately constant.

/

oo

92
80
40
42
39
34

can only be assumed that

It

similar trends would be exhibited
for other substrate
concentrations,

although

it is

vary with

likely that the actual
essentially constant value of

K

would

[SJ^.

Thus, in conjunction with the
assumption, which was used in
deriving the heterogeneous kinetics,
that the adsorption

was rapid

relative to the surface hydrolysis
reaction, the

/

desorption rate

magnitude of

the binding equilibrium suggests that
the multiplicity of the enzymatic
attack was low. That

is, it

enzyme molecule attached
essentially "reeled"

the bulk as

it

it

would appear that

itself to

it

was not the case that an

a single polymer chain, and then

in forcing the polymer, in essence,
to reptate out of

was being

"unzipped".

Rather,

it

seems more

likely that,

following the initial attack, the enzyme
performed only one or at most a

few scissions upon a given chain, before
readsorbed at another

site.

it

dissociated

and then

Moreover, PHB's large heat of fusion would
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likely

have provided an enthalpic
baiter
withdraw an entire chain from

to the

enzyme's abiUty simply

to

the crystal.

As

to the issue of

how

the polymer

is

physically

removed from the

bulk, in terms of both the
amorphous and crystalline
regions, there

enough evidence

to

make any

is

not

irrefutable consclusions,
but the results of

several experiments with
semicrystalline

PHB

and

PHBV

strongly

suggest that, despite the enhanced
degradabiHty of the amorphous
regions, in actuahty each
was removed from the bulk at
essentially the

same

DSC

rate.

showed

PHB

powder degraded

to

24% weight

loss

essentially no change in the
heat of fusion relative to
undegraded

material (Fig.
slightly

results of

5-3),

degraded

and even at the surface the
crystalhnity index of

PHBV films

(Fig. 4-8) increased only
shghtly

very eariy stages of degradation.
See section

(3)

during the

below for further

discussion of the morhpological effects.

(2)

Surfac e Area

There

is

/

Surface Roughening

ample evidence that both films and powder
of PHBA^

increased in surface area as they were
enzymatically degraded. The

numerous scanning
well as the
fact,

a

BET

electron micrographs

evidence from Chapter

much more

5,

(SEMs)

in Chapters 3

and

attest to this assertion.

as

In

neariy quantitative sense of the nature of the
sruface

roughness which evloved on the films of PHBV was
able

to

be obtained

through the stereoscopic images of partially degraded
films shown in
Figure 3-11. These

SEM images

indicate that the "roughness fringe"

which existed on the surface of the films was
micron or

4,

so.
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restricted to the outer

The

results of turbidimetric,
titristatic,

and weight

loss

experiments reveal that the rate
of reaction depended
strongly upon the
surface area of the substrate.
However, although it was shown
by both

SEM and BET that the

surface of semicrystalline

PHB/V

films

and

powders became pitted as the
polymer was enzymatically degraded,
it
appears that this dynamic increase
in surface area had little
influence
upon the overall rate of the
degradation reaction, as the rates
for the

enzymatic degradation of natural
PHB/V measured by either titrimetry or
weight loss were essentially constant
with respect to time. Only when
the reaction had proceeded to
a such a large extent that the
substrate
concentration became Hmiting did
the degradations rates decrease.

From

the data in Table 9-1, and Figures
9-1 and 8-2,

it

can be seen

that at 30°C the adsorption equihbrium
favored the dissociated form of
the enzyme for large enzyme-to-substrate
ratios.

However, below [E\^^\

the equilibrium favored the adsorbed
form of the enzyme. Since most of
the degradation experiments had been
performed at low enzyme-tosubstrate ratios

concentration

(i.e.,

still

below [E\"^\ such that increases in enzyme

effected increases in rate), it

that most of the enzyme was, in

fact,

would have been the case

adsorbed to the polymer. For this

reason, the dynamic increase in surface area which
occurred as the films

began

to

degrade effected Httle increase in the rate of degradation in
the

"pulse" film turbidity assays because most of the

adsorbed

enzyme

to the surface.

By

enzyme was already

contrast, in "continuous" degradation,

in excess of that which

had

initially

adsorbed to the surface was

capable of partaking in the degradation reaction, and as the surface area
increased, so did the rate (see Figure 3-2). Since no film turbidity
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experiments were performed
above tE]

*

m such a regime the rate of degradation

it car.

only be speculated that

would have increased as the

film's surface area
increased.

Morpholo^

(3)

It is

generally accepted and has
been often reported that crystalline regions within PHB/V
degrade less readily than
amorphous ones due,
most hkely, to the differences in
mobiHty of the two phases, and
thus
their relative statistical
likelihoods of adopting the
transition state
configuration J- That a melt-quenched
film of

PHBV

degraded nearly an

order of magnitude more rapidly
than a solvent-cast film of the
same size
is consistent with this
paradigm. However, experimental
results indicate
that

it

was not the case

faster that the polymer

that amorphous regions degraded

became enriched

in crystallinity.

away

so

much

ATRIR showed

only a slight increase in the crystalHnity
at the surface of a partially

degraded

PHBV film,

and

DSC thermograms showed

no appreciable

change in the bulk heat of fusion of PHB
powder degraded
weight

loss, despite

to

a

24%

a threefold increase in specific surface area.
Thus,

if

there were increases in crystallinity, they
were too small to be measured,

and, consequently,

much

smaller than the increases which would have

resulted fi-om exclusive removal of amorphous domains.
Similar result

have previously been reported by Nishida"'' who showed by
X-Ray
scattering that the crystalHnity of

temperatures changed

little

PHB

melt-quenched at a number of

as a result of enzymatic degradation.

Several postulates can be formulated

to explain the fact that the

bulk crystallinity did not increase appreciably.
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It is

possible that because

the two phases were
so closely intertwined
mon>h„logically, the
crystaUine regions served
to hinder the
uninterrupted degradation of
the
amorphous regions, so that .t
was impossible for the en.y„.e
to degrade
the amorphous material
without simultaneously
degrading the crystalline
reg.ons. At the levels of
c^ystallinity which PHB/V
naturally adopts « e
-65%), the crystalline phase
would undoubtedly have
been the
morphologically continuous one,
and could thus have served
to limit the
overall rate of degradation.
It is also quite possible

that there existed equilibrium
lengths of

polymer chain near the termini
that were entropically
excluded as
from the polymer crystals.
Moreover, it is

defects

conceivable that such ends

would have been

volume

preferenitally degraded, since
their increased free

(relative to the bulk of the
sample)

would have made them more

accessible to the enzyme. In this
fashion could an endo

enzyme have

exhibited behavior approximating
exo degradation, as was suggested

above. Following a few such scissions
from these chain ends, a few more
structural units would automatically
have decrystaUized in order to

maintain equilibrium. Moreover,

it is

sions in the crystalline regions created

new

crystal defects.

possible that occasional endo scis-

new chain

ends, and, consequently

The existence and continuous

creation of such

"dangling ends" and the likeHhood that they
would be the most readily
accessible reaction sites on the polymer would
be consistent with the

observation that low oligomers of PHB were the
primary products of the

degradation of natural polymer. Thus, the implication
that the enzyme
operated primarily by means of exo scission could merely
be an artefact of
the heterogenous, morphologically complex nature of the
reaction.
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Yet another possibihty

is

that as amorphous
material surrounding

a crystalhte fragment was
consumed, these fragments
were eroded from
the surface without having
been fully depolymerized.
Quite probably all
of the aformentioned
phenomena were

happening concurrently.

Furthermore, as revealed by the
study employing the aged and
annealed dogbones of PHB (courtesy
Dr. K. DeKoning),^- -^ it
was found
that differences in the mobihty
of the amorphous phase
effected

little

difference in the rates of
degradation (see Figure 7-15),
further

corroborating the postulate that the
high degree of crystallinity in
these
materials was rate-limiting. The
fact that single crystals of
bacterial

PHB

degraded more quickly than semicrystalline
powder (see Figure

12) indicates that the dependence of
degradability

and

overall

morphology

is

more

subtle than

upon

8-

total crystallinity

had previously been

assumed. Because of this subtle interplay,
the contribution

to

depolymerization kinetics due to the degradation
of both crystalline and

amorphous regions could not

readily be independently quantified, free
of

confounding by other variables. Attempts

to

perform the degradation

reaction upon dissolved polmyer in an interfacial
two-phase (chloroform

water) reaction

- and

thereby eliminate both the heterogeneous and

morhpological obstacles to determining the "true" reaction
mechanism

were unsuccessful, perhaps because of the polarity of the

(4) Specificitv /

-

solvent.^^^^

Homology

For the PHBase from

P. lemoignei, variations in the chemical

composition and configuration of the substrate are known to affect the
polymer's degradability.

From

the studies described in Chapter 8 of the
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/

degradability of synthetic,
racemic

PHB,

it is

high degree of specificity
toward the natural

apparent that there was a

PHB

racemic PHB, regardless of
tacticity. This finding
with those of Kemnitzer who

showed that

-80% monomers with

and

be contrasted

is to

for synthetic

PHB

composed of

[«] chirality, the rate of
degradation can actually

exceed that of natural polymer,
due
crystaUinity

substrate over the

tacticity,

a synergistic interplay between

to

although 100% [S]

PHB was

not at

all

degradable."'*^

Furthermore, from the
that the

M2A

PHBase system

tacticity

study (Chapter

fi-om P. lemoignei

8), it is

apparent

and that from A. fumigatus

exhibited different action toward the
substrate, as evidenced by the

greater difficulty of the latter in degrading
the racemic

PHB, and

in

particular those fractions which were
most highly syndiotactic.

Moreover, since

it

was shown in Figure

8-2 that the weight loss

experiments employing the A. fumigatus enzyme
were performed with a
concentration of enzyme fiirther below

[EJo""'

than were the

P. lemoignei

experiments, the reduced rate at which the A.
fumigatus enzyme

degraded the synthetic samples could not have been due
saturation effects. That

is,

to

enzyme

while the two enzymes exhibited similar

behavior, the differences in behavior reflect real differences
in the modes
of operation of the two

Because many

enzyme systems.

PHB

depolymerases have been shown to have a very

similar hydrophobic binding domain at the N- terminus of the

there

is

protein,^^^^

reason to believe they might share other features, as well.

been reported that the PHBase from A.
aliphatic polyesters other than

PHB,

It

has

faecalis is able to degrade

including poly(propiolactone) (PPL),
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poly(ethylene adipate) (PEA),
and poly(4-hydroxybutyrate)
(P4HB)

PHB

and PPL were degraded

at essentially the

same

rate,

but as

revealed in Figure 7-5 that
enzyme's ability to hydrolyze
other polymers
dropped offshan>ly as the
average backbone length of
a structural unit

was

either increased or decreased
from the 4 atoms in

P. lemoignei

degraded

PHBase was shown

PEA

PHB

or PPL.

The

to exhibit similar
specificity, at it

at approximately 1/3 the
rate of

PHB, but

it

degraded poly(ethylene succinate)
(PES) hardly, despite the
has the same average structural
unit spacing as

hardly
fact that

PHB. Thus,

there

PES

must

be factors other than the average
spacing between ester bonds
governing
the degradability. By contrast,
the PHBase from A. fumigatus
has been
shown to degrade PES at a rate comparable
to PHB, and to degrade PEA
even more rapidly J^^^

Basic Tenets

The preceding

discussions focussed on several of the issues
which

the proposed mechanistic model must address.

It is

desired to construct

a model which contains just a few key points. The salient
points

will

be

extracted from these discussions, and are presented in the
following

paragraph. The model

is

based upon the novel experimental evidence

presented in the preceding chapters, previously pubHshed results, and
scientific intuition.
It

appears that the PHBase from P. lemoignei

type hydrolase, capable of attacking

PHB
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is

primarily an endo

(and similar polymers)

randomly along the

chain.

However, because of the morphological

complexity of the polymer substrate
and the heterogeneity of the reaction,
the enzyme seems to perform
a large number of scissions
near the chain
ends.

The adsorption

/

desorption equilibrium

is

assumed

to

be very

rapid relative to hydrolysis, so
that the multiplicity of enzymatic
attack
small.

Because

PHB

is

insoluble in water, the degradation
reaction

is

is

heterogeneous, and traditional homogeneous
enzyme treatments Kke

Michaelis-Menten do not adequately describe
the

kinetics.

alternative, heterogeneous kinetic
treatment which

An

assumes that the

adsorption of the enzyme onto the
surface and the subsequent hydrolysis
reaction involve discrete sites on the
polymer surface correctly predicts

the decrease in degradation rate observed
at high enzyme concentrations.

The morphology

of the polymer substrate greatly influences
the

degradabihty of PHB, such that

if it is

the only variable within a series of

samples, degradation will correlate in an inverse
fashion with
crystalHnity. Although

some polymers structurally similar

to

PHB

can be

degraded by this enzyme, the enzyme exhibits a high degree
of specificity

toward the natural substrate, both in terms of chemical composition
and
sterocomposition.

It is

suggested that the enzyme requires at least a

triad of structural units bearing the [R] chirality in order to bind

and

catalyze hydrolysis.

Further Quantification

While Figure 8-8

upon degradability
treatment

offers

a quaHtative deconvolution of the effects

of crystalHnity and tacticity, a more quantitative

is desirable.

What

follows is a simple
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model based upon a few

first-order approximations to
the behavior of the enzyme.

As

will

be

shown, this model adequately
describes the observed
degradation rate
behavior.

Doi has suggested that crystalline
regions within

PHB/V

twenty-fold less readily degraded
than are amorphous regions

Moreover,

was suggested above

it

are

[17,18]

that at high levels of crystallinity,

degradation of the crystalline phase
became rate-limiting. Thus, as a
first-order approximation,

it

can be assumed that the effect upon

degradability due to crystallinity assumes
the form of a step-function,^^^^

with material with a crystallinity above
a

degrading at one

twenty times

would cease

rate,

faster.

critical

continuity threshold

and material below that threshold degrading

Since below the threshold the crystalline
phase

to be rate-limiting, the observed
degradation rate

reflect that of the

sample with 68%

would

amorphous phase. Since the unusual behavior of the
isotactic diad content

seemed

to inidicate that it

was

borderiine in behavior between the other samples, the
crystaUine
continuity threshold was assigned such that

it

corresponded to the 26 J/g

of this sample.
Similarly, let

degradability

it

(all else

be assumed that the effect of tacticity upon
equal)

is

such that the rate of degradation

proportional to the content o([R] pentads. If it

is

further

assumed that

the distribution of diads within Hocking's synthetic samples

then

it

can be deduced that triad content was equal

to the

is

is

random,

diad content

squared, and so on. Thus, dependence upon pentad content could be
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rationalized as dependence
upon triad content for both
adson>tion and
hydrolysis. Alternatively, it
could reflect dependence
upon diad content
for adsorption

and tetrad content

Nakayama showed

for scission, or vice
versa.

that the P. Umoignei

PHBase

The

fact that

did not degrade soluble

trimer, but did degrade soluble
tetramer and soluble pentamer-^
supports
this type of assertion.

Combining these two assumptions,

then, one

for predicting degradation
relative to natural
tacticity

and

crystalhnity.

This formula

Rate = ([«] pentad content)

*

1,

1

is

PHB

is left

with a formula

in terms of both

given in equation 9-1.

AH, >

26 J/g
^^^^^

20,

AHf < 26 J/g

Equation 9-1 accurately describes the trends in
the degradation rate data
given in Figure 8-7 for Hocking's synthetic
PHBs, as shown in Figure
In Figure 9-2, the relative

100%

for natural

content.

It

PHB -

initial rates of

degradation

normalized

to

are plotted as a funtion of the isotactic diad

should be noted that the normaHzed rates have also been

adjusted to reflect only the fractional contribution
to

-

9-2.

enzymatic action. That

is,

weight loss less the weight
experiment. While the

to total

weight loss due

the plotted value represents the total

loss of the corresponding negative control

fit is

not perfect, the model quite nicely predicts

the behavior of both the P. lemoignei and A. fumigatus samples.

Considering the simplicity of the model, such a

Equally remarkable

is

fit is

remarkable.

the fact that equation 9-1 also quite

accurately predicts the rate data reported by Kemnitzer for stereo-
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copolymers of

shown

PHB

degraded by the PHBase from
P. funiculosum

as

in Figure 9-3. Since the
appUcabihty of BernoulHan
statistics

demonstrated by Kemnitzer

for his synthetic

pentad concentration would be
equal

to the

or the fourth power of diad
concentration.

below 81%

total [«] content

PHB

While there are

to

[29]

stereocopolymers

square of triad concentration

The sharp increase

in rate

can be explained in terms
of the crystalline

continuity threshold proposed
above. Not coincidentally,

corresponds very closely

was

68%

81%

[«] content

isotactic diad content.

insufficient data for the effects
of either

crystallinity or tacticity in the
absence of the other to confirm or
reject

the proposed model, the quality
of the

independent sets of data bolsters
as to

why

fit

of equation 9-1 to two

No

its credibility.

explanation

is

offered

equation 9-1 was incapable of predicting
the rate data reported

by Abe."'^

The model summarized by equation
there

is

9-1 is very simphstic.

In

fact,

reason to suspect the [R] pentad dependence,
since the rates of

degradation of PHB single crystals by the P. lemoignei
PHBase were

more nearly dependent upon

tetrad content, as

shown

in Figure 9-4.

The

curves in Figure 9-4 were computed assuming that the
only factor
influencing degradation rate was tacticity. Thus,

it

can be seen the

assumption of [R] tetrad dependence most nearly gives a straight

Whether

or not

it

can be extrapolated

enzyme's activity does, in

fact,

line.

ft-om this single result that the

depend upon tetrad content

is

subject to

debate.

In order to
to reflect

fit

the experimental data, modification of equation 9-1

dependence upon [R] tetrad content would require an
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offsetting

adjustment

to the crystallinity
dependence.

dependence in equation 9-1

is

The step-function

perhaps too simplistic,
especially given the

near-hnear dependence of
degradation rate upon
crystaUinity reported by
Doi"' for samples of PHB ranging
in total crystaUinity
from -50% to
-70%. Thus, if this step fonction
were modified to a continuous
curve

is

possible that similar

fits

to the data could be
obtained.

more sophisticated model demands
more
quenched films of PHB at various

data, perhaps

tacticities,

and

will

it

Perfection of a

upon melt-

be

left for

future

researchers, as will perfection of
a process by which to perform
the

enzymatic degradation reaction in

enzyme

itself

may

solution.

be one viable option.'"'

Although the modus operandi of the
to those of other

Chemical modification of the

known PHBases,

of this model to other

P. lemoignei

diff-erences

PHBase systems

will

do

most

enzyme

is

exist.

The appUcability

likely

be restricted to

the general trends. Specific rate
constants, and actual substrate
specificities will

no doubt vary from enzyme
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to

similar

enzyme.
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Figure 9-1: Enzyme adsorption equilibrium constant as a function of [E]
as computed from the data in Table 9-1.
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B
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Fit of equation 9-1 to adjusted initial relative rates of

PHB

degradation, as a function of isotactic diad content. Both P. lemoignei (O)
and A. fumigatus () rate data shown.
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[R]

Figure

PHB

9-3:

Monomer Content

(%)

Fit of equation 9-1 to Kemnitzer's initial relative rates of

degradation/^*^ as a function of [R]
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Figure 9-4: Rates of natural PHB single crystal enzymatic degradation
by P. lemoignei PHBase as a function of computed [R] "n-ad" content.
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CHAPTER

10

METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Experimental

Culturing of Pseudn monas Ip.mnia noi
Culturing was performed using
ATCC's

and

either sodium succinate or

M179

is

PHB

M179

mineral medium"^

as carbon source.

The

recipe for

given in the table below. Cultures
one hter or less were grown

at 30°C in either Erlenmeyer or

Fembach

flasks fitted with a cotton plug,

shaken at 200-250 rpm. 10 L cultures were
grown in automated
fermenters, also at 30°C, with agitation
of 200 rpm, and an air flow rate
of 4

SCFH.

M179 Pseudomonas
Solution

l

emoignei Culture Medinnr

1

K?PE94

2.56 g
.08

Mg^oV7H;6
Agar

'

:

:

:

needed)
Distilled water
adjust pH to 6.80 with
Autoclave

:

::::::

:

:

:

o 50 g
20.00 g

:

(if

1

NaOH

00

L

Solution 2
Ferric

ammonium

citrate

1.00 g
0.10 g

CaCL
DistiDed water
Filter sterilize (or

100.00

add one drop bleach

Solution 3
Sodium succinate
Adjust pH to 6.0 with
Autoclave

(1.0

M)

NaOH
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to solution)

mL

PREPARATION
To 100 mL sterile
oolution 2
Solution 3
* for 10

mM use

solution

add-

1,

ACT

'
.

.

.

.

.

.

10 mL.

f
V1.5

Or

such as 1.0 g/L PHB.

mL

substitute alternate carbon source,

Purification of Depolvmerase

Depolymerase purification was perf"ormed employing
variations

upon published

protocols J^'^^ Purity of the

enzyme preparation at various

stages of the purification was determined by
testing for enzymatic
activity via the turbidimetric

electrophoresis.

Activity

powder assay and polyacrylamide

was normalized

gel

to total protein concentration,

as determined by the method of Bradford, to give
specific activity.

Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (PAGE)

PAGE was
preparations, and

performed
(2)

to

determine

(1)

the purity of

enzyme

the molecular weight of any species present, at

various stages during the purification of the depolymerase. All samples
to be analyzed will be first treated with

sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS)

to

deaggregate any protein clusters, and then run on pHast Gels. All gels

were subsequently be stained with Coomassie
silver nitrate.

analyses

The help

is gratefully

blue, and,

where necessary,

of Dr. E.S. Stuart in performing the

PAGE

acknowledged.

Attenuated Total Reflactance Infrared Spectroscopy (ATRIR)

ATRIR

is

a modified infrared technique, in which an absorbance

spectrum of a sample

is

obtained upon only the outer several hundred

nanometers of the sample

surface.

The depth
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to

which the sample

absorbed depended upon the
refractive index of the crystal
used, but was
on the order of a micron. Using
this technique, films of the
polymer
sample to be investigated were
placed on both sides of a
nonabsorbant
crystal, such as germanium.
From such
spectra, the crystallinity index

(CI) of Bloembergen^^^ could
be ascertained as the ratio of the
absorbance

of the crystalline-sensitive
absorbance at 1382 cm'^ to the crystallineinsensitive absorbance at 1185

cm\

While this index

is

not an "absolute-

determination of crystallinity (such as
might be obtained by x-ray
diffraction), it

has been shown

to be

a simple and convenient semi-

quantitative indicator of sample crystaUinity.

Chemical Hvdroly sis

PHBA^ was

hydrolyzed at ambient temperature on fine

M NaOH (pH -13.5). Aliquots were periodically
acidified with two equivalent of 1 M HCl,
and then extracted

powder suspended
removed,

PHB

in 1

with chloroform. The chloroform extracts were then
analyzed by GPC.

Chemical Methanoly sis

PHBA^ was methanolyzed

in solution at either

ambient or elevated

temperature, with the rate of molecular weight reduction greater at

higher temperature. Einaga^^^ and
for methanolysis of

PHBV. Both

Gross^^'

have both pubhshed protocols

protocols call for use of dry chloroform

as the solvent, and dry (so as to prevent hydrolysis) methanol. The

former uses p-toluene sulfonic acid as a
acid.

Both procedures were employed.
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catalyst,

and the

latter sulfiiric

Differential Scanninpr flalorimpfry rn.gp

DSC

of

PHBV

samples was used

to infer crystallinity

from heats of

fusion (AH,) determined from
the area under the melting
exotherm

A

Perkin-Elmer DSC-7 instrument
was employed, and samples were
scanned at 20°C/min over the range
-50 to 200°C.

Dynamic Light

Scattering (DT.S^

DLS was

performed upon suspensions undergoing
degradation,

employing a dynamic

light scattering instrument.

Although

measurements using

this technique

determinations

via the UV-Vis technique,
estimations of particle

made

had a greater uncertainty than the

size distributions could be obtained
in real time.

Film Weight Loss

Weight

losses

were determined by

after a given extent of degradation

0.01

mg on

difference.

was measured

to

The weight of a film
a precision of 0.01 +

an analytical balance. Films which were wet had

first to

be

rinsed with water, blotted, and then fiirther dried with
a blower before

being weighed. Control experiments verified that weights
measured after
this simple drying procedure were indistinguishable from
weights

obtained after drying the film in vacuo

for several

hours for

all

but the

thickest of films.

Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC)

GPC was

used

to

determine molecular weights of PHB-type

polymers, using chloroform (with

1% EtOH)
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at 1

mL/min

as the mobile

phase.

A

detector

Waters

was

Mixed C"

HPLC

equipped with a differential
refractometric

used. Separation

GPC

was

effected with a general

colun. followed in se.es
by a 5 ^n. lOOA pore

column. Molecular weights
ranging from 10^

The Mark-Houwink-Sakurada

to 10^ could

coefficients for

so that absolute molecular
weights

(PS) basis

pu^ose

- as

PHB

opposed

size

5 ^n.

GPC

be resolved

have been pubHshed

to those

-

on a polystyrene

-

could be determined.
Over even this large range
of
molecular weights, however,
the PHB molecular
weight could be

approximated as 65% of the PS-basis
molecular weight.

High Performance T.igmH Chrom^^tn^
^phy (HPT.n

HPLC

with dilute acid (0.05

M H,SO,) at 0.5 mL/min as the mobile

phase was used as the stationary
phase

to detect

low molecular weight

organic acids, such as monomer,
dimer, trimer, and tetramer of 3-

hydroxybutyric

acid.

A Shimadzu LC-6A HPLC,

equipped with a BioRad

"Aminex" ion exclusion HPX-87H column,
and a Shimadzu SPD-6A
detector operated at 210 nm, was
used.
injected.

100

pL

of filtered sample

UV

was

Thus, the peaks centered about 16 minutes
retention time were

assigned to monomer, and this was verified
by injection of sodium
hydroxybutyrate. Dimer, trimer, and tetramer were
deductively assigned
to the

peaks with retention times of 34,

A fraction

of hydrolyzed

PHB

55,

and 70 minutes, respectively.

labelled "tetramere" obtained

from Prof.

R.H. Marchessault of McGill University eluted at 70 minutes,
so the

assignments would appear

to

have been

correct.

samples employing a reverse phase column
of the peaks, even

failed to

when 10% MeCN was used
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Reanalysis of the

reduce the spreading

in the mobile phase.

Because of the peak spreading
at long elution times,
oHgomers greater
than tetrad could not be
detected. The HPLC
system used for these
analyses was capable of handling
only one mobile phase
solvent, thereby
precluding the use of pubhshed
solvent
gradient methods/«'^^

Nitrogen Adsorption (BET methnHV^QJ

BET was

used

to

measure the surface area of polymer

various stages of degradation.

A

sample of PHB powder was isolated

from the degradation medium, dried
by

lyophilization,

outgassed at room temperature under
vacumn
prior to

BET

possible.

particles at

analysis to remove as

much

and then

for three

days immediately

moleculariy bound water as

Equilibrium pressures at liquid nitrogen
temperature

for at

least four total volumes of a given
quantity of nitrogen gas were used to

compute the
performed

BET

smface

area.

for validation,

which would adsorb
"cleanliness."

it

to the

Although no control experiment was

was assumed that the quantity of nitrogen
samples was indepeden-dent of the samles

Given the comparative inertness of nitrogen

seems a reasonable assumption. Moreover,
solubility of nitrogen in the

Proton Nuclear

Magnetic

it is

sample as 77K was

gas, this

assumed that the
negligible.

Resonance Snectroscopv (^H

NMR)

NMR was used to identify the composition of PHBV copolymers.
Samples were dissolved

to

approximately 12 ^g/mL in deuterated

chloroform containing 0.03% tetramethylsilane (TMS) as an internal
standard. Composition was determined by taking the ratio of the peak

areas of the valerate methylene side group protons to that for the total
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methyl side groups. For chemical
methanloysed polyer NMR Was also
used to confirm molecular weight,
by comparing methoxy chain
end
proton peak areas to sidechain
proton peak areas.

NMR was

well, to verify derivatization
of reduced molecular weight

used, as

PHBV

with

butyryl chloride, since the
protons on the terminal butyrl
chloride units

gave slightly different resonances
than those on the

PHB

repeating units.

Scannin g Electron Microscopy rSF.M^

SEM

of polymer samples

was employed

morphology of degrading polymer and

Samples were

first

Titristatic

measure

PHB

particle size.

sputter-coated with gold, and then viewed
at an

appropriate magnification and

The

to

to investigate surface

tilt

angle.

Method

This assay was used

to ascertain the initial rate of

enzymatic

degradation, by measuring the rate at which sodium
hydroxide had to be

added

to

maintain

pH

8 by continually titrating the organic acids

produced as a result of the degradation reaction. The
reactions were
conducted in a 13 x 100

mm test tube, into which the pH probe fit snugly,

so as to minimize exposure of the reaction to the air (and
thereby

minimize the contribution of atmospheric COg

volumes of

1, 2,

polymer sample

and 4
to

mL

to

pH

shift;).

Reaction

were utiHzed. Into the tube were placed the

be degraded (film or stock suspension) and enough

additional distilled water to bring the total to the desired value, a 10

magnetic

stirbar,

When PHBV

film

and

finally,

was

used, the sample

an aliquot of purified
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PHB

was weighed,

its

mm

depolymerase.

macroscopic

dimensions measured

maintained in the

PHB

(to

fluid

determine the

such that

powder was used, an

it

initial

bulk surface area), and

stayed completely immersed.

aliquot of a sonicated stock
suspension of

(one such stock suspension, for
instance, consisted of 12.5

mL

powder in 100

When

distilled water)

PHB

mg PHB

was used. Microscopy and/or UV-Vis

spectroscopy were also used to estimate
the size of the particles as a
function of extent of degradation.

The Turbidimetric Powder Assay
This assay was used as a quick way

to

In the standard rendition of this assay,
800

measure enzymatic
of a 300

activity.

pg/mL

suspension of PHB powder finely dispersed via
ultrasonication was

combined in a

plastic cuvette with

incubated at 30°C. Because the

suspension was

initially

400

PHB

]iL of

enzyme

solution,

powder was very

fine,

and then

such a

very turbid, with an optical density at 660

(ODgeo) of approximately 0.70. As the

nm

enzyme degraded the polymer, the

optical density decreased. For the purposes of this assay,
enzymatic
activity

of

was defined

enzyme

activity

in terms of the rate of change of ODgeo-

One

unit (U)

was defined as that quantity which, under these

conditions would effect a change in ODgeo of 0.001 (1

mOD)

per minute.

The Turbidimetric Film Assav
This assay was similar to the powder assay, only a film was used
instead.

A

the cuvette

film of
(i.e.,

depolymerase

PHBV

4-5

which would

fit

snugly against the window of

mm in width) was exposed at 4°C to a solution of the

for 15 minutes,

and was then removed and rinsed
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to

remove any enzyme which did not
test tube containing

The

bind.

film

was then placed

into a

an appropriate volume of either
plain buffer or

buffer/depolymerase solution and
incubated at 30°C. In the former
case,

'

this constituted the so-called
"pulse" rendition of the assay,

whereas in

the latter case, in which the
sample was placed back into enzyme, the

assay was referred

to as "continuous."

from the incubation, rinsed with water,

Periodically, the film

was removed

blotted, further dried

with a

blower, and then placed into the
cuvette. As degradation proceeded
and

the surf-ace roughened, the opacity of
the film increased. The optical
density at 475

the film, by

nm

means

(OD,,^) of the film

was noted

at several positions on

of inserting the cuvette to varying
extents into the

instrument, and the measurements averaged.
The film was then placed

back into

its

appropriate incubation solution.

Ultraviolet- Visibile (UV-Vis) Spectroscopy

UV-Vis was performed upon suspensions

of degrading

PHB

powder

(prepared as described above) at various stages of degra-dation, and
turbidity spectra were generated. Using the
Rubio,"^"^*^ the spectra

particle size

and the

were analyzed

method

to calculate

of Prof. L.H. Garcia-

both the average

particle size distributions (PSDs) as a fimction of

degradation time.
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